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Preface

Over the past ten years there have been many changes occurring it
higher education. These changes are most likely to continue through the
1980s. The decrease In the size of traditional college-age cohort indicates
that some institutions may expect either a decline H: their enrollments or a
change In their student mix. Funding for public institutions is becoming
tight er as tax revenues become scarcer. The new Federal administration has
also brought about new policies In highe- education.

For higher education administrators responsible for the planning and
budgeting functions, these changes make their jobs increasingly difficult.
The decisionmaking processes become more complex and the decisions more
painful. The purpose of this document Is to serve as a mechanism through
which administrators and researchers in higher education can share their
ideas on making decisions in hopes that others might benefit from their
ideas. The document itself Is a compilation of papers that were submitted
it response to a competition sponsored by NCHEMS. The purpose of the
competition was to identify Ideas relevant to higher-education planning and
buageting.

The first category cf c,-,mpetition was sponsored for practicing
administrators in a high/ Jcation institution, In a state-level higher
education agency, or in a _rate's executive or legislative branch.

The first paper in this category, "Before the Roof Caves In: A
Predictive Model for Physical Plant Renewal" by Frederick M. Biedenweg and
r'rlbert E. Hutson, outlines a systematic approach that was used at Stanford

-arsity to predict the associated cost of physical plant maintenance over
)e. iod of years. The basis of the model developed Is that the components

r subsystems of a facility have an identifiable life expectancy and will
require replacement after a predictable period of time. By using different
life-length and cost estimates, a sensitivity analysis is performed and a

range of funding requirements derived. This analysis provides the
administrator with a tool for allocating resources for specific needs and
for identi-fying the fatLre renewal end replacement, or maintenance
requirements of the physical plant.

"Academic Plannirg In the California State University and Colleges: the
Aftermath of Proposition 13" Sally K. Loyd describes the proposed and
actual budgetary impacts of Proposition 13 on the California State
University and Colleges (CSUC) and how the CSUC system responded to these
impacts. In addition, this paper examines the recommendation made by an

advisor,/ committee on Academic Planning and Program Review to concentrate on

a mission-based plannirg system and describes hcw this system was used by
the CSUC.

The final practitioner paper is "Faculty Early Retirement: A Planning
and Budgeting Issue In Higher Education" by Barbara A. Mitchell. The steps
that were taker it Oregon in determinirg faculty members' probabilities for
retirement, the cost of alternative early retirement plans, and the
implications in terms of feasibility related lc administrative, legal,
political and market factors are described in this paper.
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The second category of competition was for faculty members, research
associates, or graduate students in academic programs related to higher
education management, or researchers with national or regional higher
education assoc'ations.

The first pavr in the research category, "Policy-Impact Analysis: An
Approach to Planning and Budgeting in Higher Education" by E. Raymond
Hackett and James L. Morrison, presents a policy-impact analysis model for
developing and assessing policies at the state level, consistent with the
fiscal realities of .he 1980s and the power structures in higher education.
Th s paper describes the four stages in the policy-impact model:
monitoring, forecasting, goal setting, and policy analysis and
implementation.

"Planning, Control and Motivation Systems: A Conceptual Framework" by
LaRue Tone Hosmer explairs how planning, control and motivation systems
should not be considered separate entitles in higher education, but part of
a single system. The single system framework will help ensure that
planning, control and motivation procedures are consistent at all leves of
an institution.

The third research paper, "Strategic Planning in the Small, Private,
Literal Arts College" by Raymond L. Siren, reviews the literature on
strategic planning. This paper indicates that the literature on higher
education planning is prescriptive In nature and prescribes the application
of an Industrial planning model. Siren surveys small, private, liberal arts
colleges on their planning practices and finds support for the applicability
of an industrial planning model both in formal, highly organized planning
systems and in informal, unstructured planning systems.

The last paper in the research category, "Doctoral Programs and the
Labor Market, or How Should We Respond to the 'Ph.D. Glut'?" by William
Zumeta, presents an approach to policy analysis in support of decisions
about doctoral programs in state universities. Zumetais approach is derived
from the cost-benefit model of microeconomics. Material from a study of the
policy environment of doctoral-level education at the University of
California is used to illustrate the utility and application of the
approach.
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Before the Roof Caves In:
A Predictive Model for Physical Plant Renewal

The ProUgm

Higher education has experienced a tremendous expansion since the
1950's. Stanford University typifies this growth pattern with over 75% of
its existing physical plant being constructed since 1955. The emphasis
during this growth period was expansion to meet increasing academic demands.

One side effect of this rapid growth has been the creation of an
increasingly large obligation for the future renewal and replacement of the
physical plant. Often this need for plant renewal has not been fully
realized or accepted. This has been especially true in recent periods of
declining resources and has resulted in an inadvertent erosion of University
assets since maintenance (or reinvestment in the physical plant) is usually
the first budget item to be cut. If this erosion continues unchecked, many
colleges and universities may soon find themselves in a position where the
roof is literally ready to cave in.

While the competent administrator does not knowingly allow these
conditions to develop, he or she is frequently hi;dered by an incomplete
understanding of the problem. This is not due to negligence on the pari- of
+he administrator but has developed as a result of:

- -- The difficulty In determining exactly what constitutes
maintenance.

Tne pack of an accepted quantitative method fcr evaluating and
measuring maintenance needs.

- -- The lack of a consistent long range program which facilitates
measuring results achieved vs. resources allocated.

These factors have made planning and budgeting for maintenance or
renewal of the physical plant an extremely difficult issue to address and
resolve.

In this paper we will present a quantitative method, or model,
developed at Stanford University, which addresses both the short and long
term needs of the physical plant in a programmatic manner. It allows the

administrator to accurately assess the maintenance program in conjunction
with academic and construction programs for funding resources.

MaInteuDeV_ELO2rams sind NigilIDAgloglek

Methodologies for defining maintenance needs and programs are
traditionally o.,e of the three following types:

-- Straight LiEt_aTili9Eical Funding The previous year's budget
base is incremented by a certain percentage annually to compensate
for identified changes such as inflation, additional personnel,
etc.

2 9



identifIc.OtiOILLIAgt.05 Based on Physical Survey - A comprehensive
facilities audit is conducted to identify and quantify all current
maintenance deficiencies.

-- Formula Funding - Annual maintenance needs are expressed in terms
of ,cost per square foot, number of full time ev.ployees per square
foot, or a certain percentage of current physical plant value.
This amount is to be reinvested annually.

Each of these methods has one or more major deficiencies. The straight
line or historical funding does not match funding levels against identified
needs. Additionally, there is no way in which the established base which is
being incremented can be validated.

Physical survey provides an extremely accurate assessment of immediate
needs but has no provisions for identifying long term requirements, an
essential Ingredient to the planning and budgeting administration.

Formula budgeting is quantitatively based and can easily be utilized to
prcject future needs. However, the formula method only provides a general
overview and cannot address the needs of a specific physical plant. The
validity of this methodology becomes even more questionable in view of the
tremendous variety in age of facilities, usage, construction materials, and
construction methods.

In addition, both historical and formula funding assume that the plant
renewal requirements will occur at a constant rate. This assumption seems
inappropriate due to the identifiable life cycles of both facilities and
their installed subsystems. These cycles are critic') in determinirg 14,e
necessary, and varying, funding levels for future years.

Deve iog I C9nceptu al Ermgysak

As part of the planning and budgeting process, administrators at
Stanford University identified the need for a program which would accurately
identify the future capital requirements necessary for renewal and
replacement of the physical plant. The need for such a program was
accentuated by the previously outlined fact that over 75% of Stanford's
existing physical plant had been constructed since 1955. As this large
group of facilities is now entering its first major (and expensive) stages
of deterioration, the need for funding of renewal and replacement are
becoming increasingly apparent. It has also raised extreme concern as to
the total magnitude of liabilities in coming years.

To address this need, a framework was established within which the
problems could be resolved. The basis of this framework is that there exist
actuarially predictable cycles for facility renewal and replacement (i.e.,
the components or subsystems of a facility, such as: plumbing, roofs,
electrical, hee:ng, ventilation, air conditioning systems, installed
equipment, etc., have identifiable life expectancies and will require
replacement after predictable periods of time). These cycles will continue
to repeat themselves for as long as the facility continues to serve its
Intended functions. Of extreme importance to the planning and budgeting
administrator is the magnitude (constant dollars) cf these: replacemcni

3
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requirements and at what time in the future they will occur. The associatec
r-placement costs at these specitied frequencies will approximate the annual
reinvestment necessary to maintain the physical plant.

The development of this conceptual framework was accomplished by e
special task force. The members were drawn from various departments within
the University, each representing a department which hac a concern and
interest in maintenance of the physical plant. This approach proved to be
extremely beneficial because it brought tcgether the financial, plannirg,
and facilities departments and their respective viewpoints and expertise.
An additional benefit derived from the task force approach was that it
fostered a widespread understanding and acceptance of the results proruced,

The task force began development on the established framework by
identifying the features which would have an impact on facility and system
wearout, and the resulting replacement/renewal costs. The icentified
features and underlying assumptions on which each is based are as follows:

--- Facility Subsystems That the quantity and type cf installed
subsystems (such as plumbing, electrical, . . .) within a facility
will determine future requirements.

Facility:Type That the type of subsystems and associated costs
vary with facility type.

Subsystem Life Cyelg.5 That the n,edictable life of a subsystem
will determine the time at which suture requirement occurs.

Subsyst2W4ost That the unit replacement cost will determine the
cost of future requirements.

- -- Date of F.pcjIliy_Constnictio That the future point in time at
which requirements will occur is determined by the "birthdate of
the facility and subsystems.

Developleg_tbe Frame woric

In order to complete the established cooceptual framework, it was

necessary to further define and quantify the identified features or
variables. This was accomplished by an analysis of the existing physical
plant and by researching available data.

As the objective was to forecast future renewal and replacement
requirements at Stanford, the values assigned to the variables reflected
actual conditions at Stanford. This tailoring of the data provides a higher

degree of accuracy in forecasting by being specifically representative of
future requirements at Stanford. For example, subsystem cost is
representative of the construction standards employed by Stanford,
Subsystem lite cycles similarly reflect the expected usable life experienced
at Stanford.

Utilizing data of this nature, it was possible to model accurately
Stanford's physical plant and to simulate the future renewal/replacement
requirements over time. This guided the deeelopment of the data ti a format

11



t-lat would serve as input to a mathem,7tical model. Each variable _Hd
resulting data set is discussed in detail in order to outline the
methodology utilized for developing the data.

Again the use of a task force proved useful because !I was able tc draw
on engireerInd, construction, and maintenance expertise.

FacJIW_JAly.ktmu

Facility subsystems were identified as the individual narts/components
or subsystems of a facility such as electrical systems, elevators, roofs,
etc. The criteria established for identifying the subsystems were as
follows:

--- Each subsystem has a unique estimatable useful life.

- -- The subsystems taken in total would constitute all parts of a

facility that could eventually wear out or need replacement.

- -- Published data on se,system cost and performance must be
avallauie.

Based on this selection criteria the subsystems were identified as
outlined in Figure 1.

facility Type

Based on the stated assumption that the type of subsystem-) will vary
with facility type, the physical plant was analyzed to determine the
functional utilization of facilities in general. Functional use was
determined on a "building by building" basis by classifying each building as
to its primary designated use. Multi-functional use of facilities was
considered but Ignored during the initial classification. This resulted In
the identification of nine functional space types:

Research Laboratories
Teaching Laboratories
Offices
Classrooms
Library
Athletics
Residences
Patient Care
Other (Misc. Storage, etc.)

Each of the identified space types was then analyzed to det?Tnine If it

had subsystems that would rate it significantly different from the offers.
This analysis reduced tne nine initial categories to five:



Research/Teaching Laboratories
°Moe/Classrooms/Athletics/Libraries
Patient Care
Storage Buildings and Others with Minimal Systems
Residential

The validity of this classification was then tested by selecting a
representative sample from each facility category and analyzirg the nature
of the systems actually installed, While this analysis validated the above

classification system, it also revealed the need to separately address
facilities partially used as laboratories. This was due to the fact that
the systems inherent in laboratories would significantly influence future
renewal/replacement cost. Further analysis by percent et space utilized as
laboratory vs. the system design of the facility revealed 30% to be the
point at which functional use as a laboratory significantly influenced the
subsystem design and resulting cost. Therefore, any facility which had at

least 30% of Its space decignatea 65 laboratory use was functionally

classified as laboratory space.

1:1



Figure 1

Components Included in Building Subsystems

Eildislinu15ystem. Includek

Foundations & Major Vertical, Floor,
and Roof Structures

Excavation, Piling, Columns, Load,
Bearing & Shear Wails or Bracing,
Floc Slabs, Beams & Cirders Above
Grade

Roofing Roofs, Flashing, Guttering and
Downspouts

Exterior Cladding

Interior Partitions

Interior Finishings

Elevators

fLmbing

HVAC - Moving

HVAC - Static

Electrical - Moviry

Electrical - Static

Fire Protection

Skylights, Non Structural Skir,
Insulation, External Doors and
Windows*

Non Load Bearing Walls, interior
Doors & Windows, Railing, Sound
Insulation

Floor Coverings, Plaster Work, Trirr,
Drapes, Pairt, Light Fixtures

Dumbwaiters, Linen Chutes,
Escalators

Hot & Cold Water, Steam, Gas, Air
Vacuum Lines

Fans, Heating & Cooling Coils,
Motors, Cooling Towers

Duct Work, Diffusers, Registers

Switches, Relays, Circuit Breaker!,

Fuses, Wiring

Autcriatic Sprirklern,



Specie! Equipment and Miscellaneous Built in Appliances (Ranges, Ovens)
& Bookcases, Cabinet Work, Folding
Room Dividers, Laboratory Tables,
Special Work Areas, Etc.

* Virtually all permanent academic facilities at Stanford are natural finish
masonry construction. Hence, the external painting requirement was
considered Irsignificant.

Lubsy stein _Cy c 1.v§.

Subsystem Life Cycles represent the useful life of the subsystem. Tht

Initial assumption applied to this variable was that the identified
subsystem had been, and would continue to receive a "normal" ievel of
maintenance. This restrictioa was made in order to maintair a reasonable
degree of simplicity and to facilitate the use of industry life cycle
standards as a starting point. Initial life cycle data for each of the
identified subsystems was compiled from various professional handbooks
[1,2,3,4,5,6,]. This data represented a composite of engineering,
maintenance, internal Revenue System and Treasury Department sources. items

whose average useful life was assessed at one year or less were consicerea
as an operational type of maintenance cost and were not included. The
assessed life cycles were then analyzed in relation to historical experience
at Stanford.

This comparison produced a sizeable discrepancy in that the identified
subsystems at Stanford have experienced a considerably greater life span
than the published data values would indicate. This was attributed to iwo
factors: the tax advantage in private business of high value and rapid
depreciation, and the quality of construction standards at Stanford, which
promote a longer useful life. To assist in resolving tt :s dis-repancy,
additional estimates of system lives were obtained from qualified "experts"
utilizing the Delphi technique. in this technique, experts are
independently polled by a series of interactive questionnaires. Finally all

data sets were analyzed by a separate panel of experts. Due to the
variability et the types of subsystems, the conditions to which they were
exposed and under which `hey operated, there continued to be a large range
in the life cycle estimates. This was resolved by assigning pessigJetie,
optimist"; and "hely life c;cle estimates to each subsystem. The panel

also felt that some of the subsystems would not be subject to replacement
under certain conditions. in this situation the useful life was designated

as infinite. Figure 2 represents the final values assigned to each of the
subsystems.

Subaystecii _cf&I

The Subsystem Cost was defined as the unit replacement cost tor the

identified subsystems. Due to the realization that the functional use of z,

facility type may determine the subsystem replacement cost, a separate unii
replacement cost for each subsystem in each facility type was developed.
For example, the mechanical systems in a research lab would be much more
sophisticated and costly tc replace than the mechanical system for closruom

space',.

15



The subsystem cost data was initially derived from various construction
cost indexes. These costs in turn were compared to a historical data base
cf Stanford construction cost data. This was the tailoring process that
houid again make the data representative of expected cost at Stanford. A

final adjustment was made by applying a multiplier factor of 1.31 to all
cat to reflect replacement cost as opposed to new construction cost.
Ficjure 3 reflects the derived unit cost of subsystems by facility type.

Euileing Subsystem

Figure 2

Subsystem Lite Estimates

Average UsefLi Life With
Maintenance Provam

E/a1111015IjC

---oundations 8 Major Vertical
Floor, un: Roof Structures

Years

111,621/ DJaliallzti.c

Roctirg 15 30 40

Exterior Cic.iddiny 100

inic lor Putitions 75 100

Irterfor El, ishes 5 IC It

Elevc:tors 20 40 75

Pli,mbing 30 50 80

HVAC - Mov:,y 10 It 25

-VAC - Static 30 50 75

Electrical - Moving 20 -L
-, 50

Electrical - Static 30 50 -/

Fire Protection 6C 80 100

Special Equipment and Miscellaneous 10 30 50

1The facto' of 1.3 was derived by comparing new construction cost with
remodeling cost, [7] and by polling independent contractors to assess thc
additive cost of demolition, removal and reinstallation difficulties
encountered during replacement.

9
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LaILLAId_frWallitYCOnstrixtlon

The established concept is one of cyclic renewal and replacement.
Based on this the "birthdate" of the facility and sLasystems becomes the
starting point on which to base the established subsystem life cycles.
"Blrthdates" or age cohorts were established by live year increments
beginning with initial construction In 1891 up to the present date. The
construction date of each facility (by type) was identified along with the
square footage of that facility. The question of modernization was
addressed by establishing the age cohort at the remodeling date. This was
done only when the facility had been significantly remodeled by the
installation of new subsystems. The resulting data is represented by Figure
4.

LailifYorE to M9det: An_Example

The data developed, which had been tailored to reflect the expected
performance and cost of the physical plant, could now be utilized to
simulate the wear-out and resulting replacement cosi of Stanford's physical
r.lant. Due to the large number of facilities and variables Involved, a
computtr model was constructed to perform the detailed calculations.

The mechanics of the model may best be illustrated by a simplified
example iirg a sirgle building. FLure 5 illustrates the life cycles and
resulting costs of a building built In 1950 occupying 10,000 square feet.
The example addresses only four subsystems: roofs, interior partitions,
hillAC and other. These subsystems have life lengths of 40, 30, 20 and 10
years, respectively. The associated cost of replacing these subsystems is
assumed to be $12, $5, $10, and $2 per square foot (in constant dollars),
respectively. This produces a $120,000 replacement requirement each time
the roof fails, a $50,000 requirement each time the interior partitions wear
out, a $100,000 requirement each time the HVAC systems need replacement, and
a $20,000 requirement as other Items fail. These values are found by
multiplyino the cost per square foot by the total number of square feet in
the buildirg (10,000 sq. ft.).

The life lengths a7 then used to determine where the replacement costs
fit into the table. For instance, roofs are assumed to fail every 40 years.
Since the huilding wis built In 1950, the roof will fall for the first time
in 1990 (1950 + 40) rrid every 40 years thereafter (i.e., 2030 and 2070).
Similar calculations were made for the other subsystems in the example.

After each of these values has been incorporated into the table, the
total for each year was found by summing the appropriate row. For instance,
the year 2010 row includes $50,000 for interior partitions, $100,000 for
HVAC and $20,000 for other, adding up to a total projected maintenance
requirement of $170,000 for the year 2010.

The Stanford University physical plant has a total of 218 academic
buildings which were built between 1691 and the present. For each of these
buildings a table similar to the previous example was constructed. These
tables were constructs -i using 5 year intervals and contain the subsystems
actually installed with each building. The tables were then summed to
calculate the total expected cost for the physical plant renewal/replacement
at Stanford University over the next 100 years.

11
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FIGURE 4

STANFORD BUILDING CATEGORIES

By Life and Age Cohort

Library, Office
High Classroom, Low
Intensity Intensity Labs, Patient
Labs Athletics Care Misc. Residential

CO 10k T

A B C 1) R

I 1891 -1595 3 8,603 5- 121,0'1 1- 180

2 1896-1900 1- 1,052 1- 2,746 1- 52/

3 1901-1905 2- 69,313 8- 124,311

4 176 1910 1- 38,871 1- 6,103

5 1911 1915 2- 77,653

6 1916-1920 12- 187,514 1- 624 2- 2,400 3 18,482

7 1921-1925 I- 3,4':0

8 1926-1930 15,526 2- 10,700 7- 71,52q

9 1931-1935 1- 5,408

10 1'x36.1940 I- 1,032 4- /54,878 6- ,7,173 3 12,145

11 1941 1945 NOTHING BUILT-

12 19'6 1950 2 45,51 3- 83,925

13 1951-1955 2- 1)0,516 3- 76,413 2 900

14 1956-1960 4- 72,417 14- 259,594 3- 11,177 I 3,292

15 1961 -196) 5- 1/6,527 17- 415,283 6- 13,605 1- 7,1/7

16 1966-1970 8- 489,743 22- 971,871 1- 26,538 1- 858

17 19/1-1975 3- 17,108 31- 208,49/ 2- 2,3 °8 1- 1,000

IR 1976 pies 7- 196,(..,1/ 13- 879,648

NOte: I i # h tol rr n, the digit to the 1clt of tf i dash ,r,d-_atcs the n,nr,i of h r ld i r wit dur khg that
«,!'d t; die,its tc the right of the dish indicate the square footaer..
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Ffigure 5

A 5iroplified Ex.tple

Year

1960

Roofs
40 yr life
$12/sq ft

Int. Part.
30 yr life
45/sq ft

HVAC
20 yr life
$10/sq ft

Other
10 yr life
/2/sq ft

$20

Total

420
1970 $100 520 $120
1980 SSO $20 $ 70
1990 $120 $100 $20 $240
2000 $20 520
2310 $50 i100 520 $170
2020 $20 S20
2030 $120 $100 -20 5240
2040 $50 $20 $ 70
2050 $100 $20 $120
2060 $20 $20
2070 5120 150 $100 $20 $290
2080 S20 $20

All dollar values are in thousands of 1980 dollrs.

*This example assumes that in 1950 a building with the above
characteristics was built. It also assumes that the building
contains 10,000 square feet.
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lnspectiPg Ihe Resdi5

As with any results derived from a model, the first consideration is
"Are the results reasonable?". This can only be answered after the results
have been carefully inspected, the important variables identified, and the
relative size of the variables compared. To help with this inspection,
tables like Figure 6 were preparea. It represents the sum of the tables for
each indiviaual building and identifies the total expected cost in millions
(1980 dollars; for each of the categories listed by cohort. The bottom two
rows are the (-Mum averages and the percent of total costs, respectively.

A quick inspection of the bottom line indicates that the most expensive
subsystems are interior finishings with 31% for the total cost, HVAC with
26%, electrical with 14% and special equipment with 10 %. The other
subsystems each represent less than 10% of the total expected cost.

These values were then analyzed to determine whether or not they were
reasonable. This was accomplished by reexaminirg past wear-out data to
determine relative costs. The conclusions were that interior finishing and
special equipment were slightly higher than expected but justifiable due to
the prevalent praciice of unreported supplemental funding for each of these
categories.

Overall, it was concluded that the results were very reasonable.
However, due to the fact that both interior finishings and special equipment
were potentially deferrable they were separated from the other costs in the
final projections. Identification in this manner would allow additional
funding options. This option to defer is not available in the other
categories such as roofs or electrical systems, as failure of these
subsystems would mandate immediate replacement.

A graphical representation of total cost, with interior finishings and
special equipment separated, was then preparea. The results are illustrated
by Figure 7, "Facilities Forecast - Likely." The "likely" correlates to the
likely estimates of subsystem life lengths. Examining this graph reveals
that the totai expected annual costs will increase relatively slowly until
the early 1990's at which point a sharp increase is expected. This increase
occurs even after disregarding the two deferrable subsystems discussed
previously.

This large projected replacement requirement is supported by the
tremendous growth that occurred in Stanford's physical plant from 1955 to

1970. Over 50% of the existing plant was constructed during this fifteen
year period. It is reasonable that Stanford will be faced with a very large
liability starting in 1990 as this group of facilities begins to require
extensive renewal/replacement.

The results oLtained were also compared to the results of other
methodologies for maintenance budgeting. In particular, they were matchec
against the most commonly accepted formula funding methodology, that of
utilizing a fixed percentage of the current replacement value (CRV) of the

plant. While different sources cite various values ranging up to 3.0% of
t1a plant CRV [8], the most commonly cited value for budgetirg purposes is
an annual maintenance budget of 1.1% of the plant CRV [9].
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Expressirg the Stanford University results of Figure 7 in CRV
percentages yielded values from 1.5% to 2.6% of the Stanford plant CRV.
These values are well within the range of the citcf flues. While the
percent of CRV is a general benchmark, the model provides a more accurate
forecast of future conditions (life cycle, building complexity, construction
materials and cost) at a specific location.

SensitlYlb Analysis

Sensitivity analysis was performed by varying the subsystem life length
values. This was accomplished by using the appropriate optimistic and
pessimijtjc life lengths values discussed earlier and found in Figure 2.
Figures 8 and 9 show the respective results of these Facilities Forecasts.
They help complete the picture of potential costs to the University.

As expected, the comparisons between Figures 7, 8 and 9 indicate that
the greatest similarity exists between the likely and optimist1C forecast.
This is a result of the values assigned to the subsystem life cycles based
on past performance at Stanford.

The likely and optimistic, scenarios are not wildly different indicating
that costs are unlikely tc be much less than those indicated in the
forecast. On the other hand, the large difference between the likely and
pessimistic scenarios indicate that the potential costs could be
considerably larger than expected.

The Cyclic:Di Nature .2f the

Upon initial inspection, the extremely cyclical nature of the expected
costs, as depicted by Figure 7, was difficult to interpret. However,
further analysis revealed that Stanford had built its buildings in cycles.
Comparing the total buildings constructed In the first half of decades with
those constructed in the last half of decades (i.e., 1930-35, 1960-65, . . .

vs. 1935-40, 1965-70, . . .) revealed the astounding fact that over 70% of
Stanford's buildings were constructed in the last half of each decade. This
surprising discovery, in conjunction with the known fact that over 75% of
the buildings were constructed post 1955, explained the cyclical nature.

Discovering the reason, however, does not solve the problem of piannieg
and budgeting for such large fluctuations and it was decided to smooth the
model output for budget planning purposes. The results of this smoothing
are illustrated by Figure 10. The smoothing was accomplished by using a two
cohort rrovinj average. The effect this smoothing had on the assumptions is
the cost of replacing a worn out subsystem is now being spread over the ten
yew interval surrounding the expected wear-out date rather than the five
year interval used it Figures 7, 8, and 9.

Note that in Figure 10 the cycles still do occur, but they are veetly
reduced. It Is the feelings of the task force That these cycles are
inherert in the building data and any further smoothing would be
unrealistic.
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Figure 6

Year

Total Cost

Roofs

Over

Finish

5-Year

Plumb

Period in

HVAC

Millions of 1980 $

Elect Sp. Eqp Other* Total

1980 1.2 15.4 0.2 5.8 0.4 2.0 1.7 26.7
1985 1.0 8.1 0.0 12.4 1.2 1.5 1.1 25.3
1990 1.3 21.3 0.9 4.6 3.4 2.3 1.0 .,_'35

1995 2.7 8.1 0.4 13.7 3.0 4.5 2.0 34.3
2000 5.9 21.8 0.5 13.3 6.3 11.6 3.2 62.7
2005 0.n 8.1 0.9 5.3 12 n 1.6 4.9 34.6
2010 4.7 21.8 1.3 15.7 6.4 9.1 8.5 67.4
2015 1.0 8.1 2.1 16.5 10.9 1.5 2.4 42.4
2020 1,3 21.8 7.1 15.0 6.9 2.3 9.3 63.7
2025 2.7 8.1 0.9 15.0 3.3 4.5 1.1 35.6
2030 5.9 21.8 4.8 20.2 6.4 11.6 1.2 71.9
2035 0.9 8.1 0.0 4.0 5.9 1.6 1.0 21.5
2040 4.7 21.8 0.9 14.0 12.8 9.1 5.3 68.5
2045 1.0 8.1 0.4 12.7 5.6 1.5 3.6 32.9
2050 1.3 21.8 0.5 4.9 9.3 2.3 9.1 49.1
2055 2.7 8.1 0.9 14.6 2.2 4.5 3.2 36.1
2060 5.9 21.8 1.3 14.8 3.8 11.6 10.0 69.2
2065 0.9 8.1 2.1 8.1 4.6 1.6 5.5 30.9
2070 4.7 21.3 7.1 24.4 11,7 9.1 11.8 90.5
2075 1.0 8.1 0.9 14.0 12.7 1.5 2.7 40,9
2080 1.3 21.8 4.8 11.7 9.1 2.3 11.1 61.9

Ave. 2.5 15.0 1.8 12.4 6.6 4,7 4,7 47.7
Y. 5% 31% 4% 26% 14% 10% 10% 100%

*Other includes foundations, interior partitions, elevators, fire
protection, and exterior cladding.
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A mathematical model of this character provides the planning and
budgeting awrinistrator with an accurate and effective tool for evaluating
the future renewal and replacement, or maintenance, requirements of the
physical plant. It is a tool which simulates actual conditions at a
specific location. It allows resource allocation to be based on a definable
quantitative base. The flexibility of this model permits the future
maintenance liability of new plant additions to be evaluated prior to
commitment. This featu.e raises maintenance to a new level of consciousness
in that it forces a rea:1;ation of future liabilities and identifies the
commitments necessary to support them. As a planning tool it provides the
administration with a method by which to identify inordinately large funding
requirements in outlying years and take the necessary action to meet those
identified needs.

Stanford University has adopted this methodology as an Integral part of
the University's "Facilities Plan and Funding Forecast." University
administrators believe that the established model affords a reasonable level
of confidence in forecasting future renewal needs of the physical plant.
Hence the decision has been made to move In the direction of a fully funded
physical plant renewal program. This will be accomplished gradually over
the next eight years.

While the established model will permit the administration to more
Effectively manage available, resources, its single most important valLe lies
In that It serves as the basis for a program by which renewal and
replacement needs are identified in a creditable manner. A program of this
type allows the establishment of a benchmark against which funding levels
may be consistently evaluated.

While most universities have construction programs an0 space allocation
programs, few have formally addressed the need for a plant renewal on a
consistent basis. A program of this nature will fill she gap in providirg
the needed and necessary comprehensive facilities management plan.
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Academic Planning Adjustments ir
The California State University and Colleges:

the Aftermath of Proposition 13

Durirg tie worst of the post-Proposition 13 hour, when Gays were filled
with committee meetings and evenings were filled with ..,econd thoughts about
recisions just made, there were those who never failed to remind us of the
possibility that some good could come from the process. It was small
comfort at the time. As any who have lived through the reduction process
can attest, the realization that the essence of the university stands to b
altered by the decisions being made leaves one feeling immensely humbled.
Most of us dft not feel cheered, nor did we truly have confidence that
through leanness greater strength would emerge.

It is time, after three years, to examine what may have been lost and
gained. Most clear is the fact that three years are insufficient to measure
many of the effects, which may be almost generational. But it Is not too
soon tc advance three hypotheses. First, the budget reductions were
damaging, and if their subtle effects on quality are not entirely cr
Immediately discernable, we do know what was cut and what has not been
restored. Secondly, In the area of academic planning, there were some
process outcomes at both campus and system levels which are probably
positive and surely leave us better equipped to handle rapid change and
unforeseen budget contingencies. Third, a potentially positive substantive
change is emer-ing In the form of a mission-based academic planning system.
This could be the most promising outcome of all.

It Is important to note that these hypotheses are advanced from the
perspective of the central office, and from the perspective of the
educational programs area at that. While much has been gleaned from
discussion with campus personnel and from surveys of campuses, the system
perspective can only be sympathetic to--but not fully representative of--the
campus perspective. There emerge, within the crisis atmosphere, some
concerns, questions, and doubts which are unique to the system level.

There Is another difference it discussing system versus campus
budgeting issues, and it Is one of scale. For those not accustomed to these
numb,-s, IT may be helpful to preface the budget discussion by noting that
for the 19 campus California State University and Collage System, a $14
million reduction is In reality less than 2% of a total budget which
approaches $1 billion. There are around 35,000 Individuals employed, over
17,000 of whom are faculty. Total enrollment stands it roughly 305,000
students. The enterprise is large.

An attempt has been made to draw some conclusions about th,.? last three
years. The views about what has been learned are solely those of tne
author, as they always must be In such specula'ive situations.

Review of Budget Reductions

it took only three-w6eks after the passage of Proposition 13 in June

1978 for the CSUC to find'its budget reduced by $14.05 million. This figuri
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does not include an additional reduction caused oy the delticn cf all
salary increases. The $14.05 million was the State University's "snare' of
a $96.4 million statewide reduction. Budget language specified for all
state agencies how the reduction was to be apportioned: roughly 56% in

personal services and 44% In operating expenses aid equipment. For The
State University and College system, these reducticria amounted to about 2%
of the total budget which had been anticipated, exclusive of salary
increases.

Because these were thought to be "one-time" emergency reducticns, the
operating expense and equipment reduction was accomrished by eliminating
$5.6 million which had been budgeted for inflation. To effect the $6.7
million reduction In personal services, a number of areas scheduled for
modest increases were held at past levels, but the bulk of the reduction was
accomplished by increa31ng the "salary savings" requirement. This

requirement rests on the assumption that at any given time salary savings
will accrue from unfilled positions. The CSUC had long been required to
return 2% of salary allocations to the State's General Fund, but raising the
level obviously required that positions ba left deliberately unfilled--an
action more commonly known as a hiring freeze. Authority was given to each
campus President to put into effect just such a freeze.

Hiring freezes and deferred mainteoance, whether in the forrl. of
equipment maintenance or salary freezes, are emergency actions taken in
response to one-time budget reductions. Within five months of the passage
of the initiative, it became clear that more permanent kinds of reductiens
would have been wiser. The Department of Finance advised State agencies
that the eme gency reductions would be permanent; that is, the following
year's budget would be calculated on a lower base. Moreover, on Ncvember 8,
1978, the Governor wrote to ach State agency requesting it to identify "the
five programs/activities of lowest priority . . ." In such a fashion as to
achieve "a reduction of no less than 10% for State funded programs."
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke informed the Board of Trustees that

there is no way of cutting $69 million without drastically cutting
people--the high cost item In any higher education budget - -and people
represent programs. In our system, a cut of this magnitude would call
for a 'bottom line' reduction of tier 3,200 faculty and staff, with a
resultant loss of capability that would force us to deny access to at
least 31,000 students.1

The alternative to denying access, noted the Chancellor, would be to
"increase workload to a level without precedent In senior institutions cf
higher education In the United States."2 The list of dire alternatives,
which included the closure of five small or two larger campuses, need not be
repeated. It has since been reiterated in various states across the
country.

T,-,e alternatives are draconian, and when a 10% reduction In State
funding comes very dose to being a 10% reduction In total budget----
,Minutes, Meeting of the Board of Trustees of the California State

University and Colleges, November 29, 1978. Page 1 of Exhibit A.
2MInutes, November 29, p. 6, Exhibit A.
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revenues--as it does fcr the CSUCthe draconian alternatives are not
exaggerated. A 10% cut--no less than a 15 or 20% one, as we were later
asked to consider -- leaves the University campus or system a different place.

Governor Brown responded that certain facts and realities had to be
faced. These were 1) a drop in students; 2) Inflation; 3) decline of the
doliar; 4) Proposition 13; and 5) the impending "Gann initiative" which
would constitutionally limit the growth of state and local government to an
amount equal to the increase in the cost of living (this alternative was
Indeed destined to be adopted by the vcters).3 While the Governor was
reminded that his proposed 10% reduction was on top of funding losses
attributable to enrollment decline, his only concession was a,1 extension of
the deadline for responding to the 10% reduction request.

By the following month when the Chancellor brought to the Board his
proposals for responding to the Governor, it was apparent that fall
enrollment had fallen far below the level tudgeted fcr that year. Not only
would funds have to be returned beyond cuts already made, but the base of
the following year (1979-80) budget would again nave to be lowered. The
Chancellor said that for 1979-80, the Support Eudget request had as a result
of enrollment decline been reduced by over $12 million, reflecting a
downturn of some 8,000 FTE students. As a result of this enrollment
reduction,

357 faculty positions currently budgeted fcr 1978-79 have been deleted.
An additional 264 support positions also have been iost. . . .

Cumulatively, this means that in FY 1979-80, approximately 1,200 fewer
positions will be avarlable systemwide than were initially authorized
in 1977-78. This figure . . . Is made up of the 550-700 positions fr.;
the $14 million cut and the 621 positions from the enrollment
aecrease,4

The Trustees accepted the Chancellor' Proposal that Project Teams be
formed to address possible reductions in each of the following areas:
Academic Programs, Capital Cielay Projects, Enrollment Projections, Support
Frograms, Administration, Calendering of Academic Programs (i.e.,
semester-quarter), Revision of Laws and Regulations, and Campus Closure.

Recommendations were to be brought to the Board within five monthsin
May of 1979. The Governor's Budget which came out in the interim, after
adjusting downward for enrollment, carried forward the $14.C5 million
reduction and added a 1% ($6,919 million) reduction which was to be
identified after the Project Teams had made their recommendations, In ail,

the Governor's Budget contained $20.9 million (or 3%) in unidentified
reductions beyond those attributable to enrollment reduction.

As the Project Teams began their work, negotlatiohs began with tre
Department of .Hance about money which was due the State because of the
1978-79 enrollment shortfall. A deviation beyond 2% of the budgeted
enrollment involves either paybacks to or reimbursement from the State, and
the payback due under previous formulas was over $3 million. The fludeet Act

3Minu.es. November 29, pp. and 2 of Exhibit E.
dMirutes, p. 4 of Exhitit A.
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of 1978 contained a provision authorizing the Director of Finance to
reallocate such furirls to preclude lay-offs. The Chaneelior's Office, after
surveying the campuses, concluded that layoffs of permanent employees were
imminent and requested that the entire amount be retained. After some
negotiation, $1 million was retained and $2 million returns:.. This amount,
however, was not added to the permanent base of the system budget.

By the time the Task Force reports were presented tc the Board of
Trustees in May cf 1979, the sense of urgency had been lost. It was clear
that the Legislature Intended to restore some of the positions which the
Governor's Budget had reduced; the State's fiscal picture (Joked better than
anticipated; and the Trustees were In no mood to recommend or endorse
reductions for the system. In terms of iacuity positions, the CSUC emerged
for the 1979-80 academic year witn a loss, relative to 1978-79, of 424
faculty positions due to enrollment decline and 192.5 faculty positions due
to unspecified reductions.

The Legislature subsequently provided a one-time appropriation of S2
million "to lessen the negative impact 0c4- enrollment declines and budget
restrictions on the instructional programs and, to the maximum extent
feasible, to lessen the negative impact on the upward mobility and
affirmative action programs."5 By fall of 1979, the Governor's Budget for
1980-81 proposed restoring faculty staffing to the level which prevailed
prior to 1979-80. But a new ballot initiative caused some concern that the
more generous Governor's Budget would never see the light of day. This
time, the letter came from the Director of Finance. Arriving in January
1980, it requested that each state agency submit in less than a month an
alternate budget which contained reductions of 30% In anticipation of a 25%
reduction In State General Fund revenues which the initiative would Involve.
The Proposition, if passed, would take effect on July 1, 1980, and the
Governor was preparing In less than two months to take to T,Ie Legislature
contingency budget. The deadline was met with a response from the
Chancellor which indicated that a 30% reduction would Involve the
disenfranchisement of at least 100,000 students if State allocations were
not replaced by tuition and 40,000 students even with a new tuition charge.
This response was not accepted, but by the time a followup was prepared
which detailed reasons that other alternatives had been rejected, the
Governor had decided not to present a contingency budget.

Proposition 9 ("Jarvis II") aid not pass; Its budget impacts, if any,
invcvled only the poll-tidal capital gained or lost during the months of
intense discussion and negotiation among State agencies, the Governor, the
Legislature, and the Department of Finance. Because the Initiative was
taken very seriously, the possibility of its adoption did .:et off a flurry
of events within the State University and College 0-doh are discusseU
later.

The budget story continues to be one cf the impacts of Proposition
comblred with enrollment uncertainties and an uncertain economic picture.
The 1980-81 final budget came closer to the amount requested by the Board cf
Trustees than had any post-Proposition 13 budget. However, 1980-81 was the
last fiscal year ir which the State still had a surp)lus from whicA tc draw

3AssemT/ Bill 1172 (Vasconcellos). Chapter 1176, Statutes of 1979,
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in order tc "bail out" fecal governments, and some data for 1981-82 will
show the result frw tie California State linkersity and Colleges.

Outcomes

0utcomee_eleiteepeeeel_Repteefie1L

Anecdotal evidence was the first to be gatherer in the aftermath of
Proposition 13. elven the viselike effect of an enrollment decline -rte
reduced support per student, had previously scheduled courses been droppea?
Were students being turned away from courses they wanted? Were the tangible
impacts of the salary freeze combined with the intangible effects on morale
driving away some of the most able faculty?

At the end of the first post-Proposition 13 term, the combined estimate
from the 19 campuses was that 18,000 students has been turned away from
course secticns, even though most campuses had not elected to use faculty
positions to meet the mandated budget reduction requirement. An estimated
700 course sections were not offered, In part because the hiring freeze
precluded shifting positions into areas where enrollment remand would
otherwise have warranted adding sections. One campus surveyed its "no show"
students and found that 15% o; them had not enrolled because they were
unable to get the courses they wanted. Some campuses reported that the
reduction in supplies and services funding was necessitating curricular
revision because laboratory requirements coda not be maintained. Because
there was considerable flexibility in the way each campus implemented the
reductions, the remaining impacts were scattered among campuses, though the
combined result is a long saga of reduced grounds maintenance, library
hours, campus security, and the like. The loss of a salary increase was
felt by many to put the faculty further behind what was already estimated to
vae been a 30% loss in purchasing power since 1969. One campus President

did not attribute the faculty departures at his campus to Proposition 13 as
such, but did suggest that the "psychological contract" had been broken as a
result. Frank Bowen and Lyman Glenny, taking the "pulse" a year and a half
after Proposition, 13's passage, viewed both its past and potential Impacts
as one additional item in a long list of uncertainties, and cataloged the
ways in which uncertainty itself "exacts a heavy toll."6 One of these echoed
the President's concern about the psychological contract. "In terms of a
sense of security, it is probable that few administrators or faculty will
see their instliuiions in the future in the same light that they did in the
past. Salary freezes and funding uncertainties were severe blows to
morale."7

Do any of these early assessments find support in data which
subsequently became available? it is most difficult to say. Data are rot
collected cn the most important questions of how student learning was
affected or whether there were tangible effects on faculty and staff moralc.
Some indicetors are presented here in a series of tables indexed to 1976-77,

6Frank Bowen and Lyman Glenny, UncerteJnty In Pyjj lc Higher

EducatiQD1_3515N.Uee Ti? aII.P.5.5. at Ten CaJLthEnte ColLtap,5Alla Lieixereillee
(Sacramento, Calif.: California Postsecondary Education Commission, 1980/,
p. 9.

%Bowen and Glenry, p. 7.
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two years prior to the first combired Impact of enrollment cecline anu
Proposition 13. While the dip in appropriations and expenditures is obvicus
in Tables I and II, other measures are exceptionally inconclusive. One
might nave expected average student unit load to decline in the face cf all
the cancelled courses, but as Table ill shows, it simply continuee on a slow
downward trend which had begun In 1973. The inability tc offer sections
was, as a result, probably not an explanation for the enrollment shortfall.

Table IV snows that the shortfall was not particularly anamolcus in any
event. Though workload policy had not changed, Table V shows that faculty
workload did continue to drift upward, though the measures shown are
influenced by changing balances between full and part-time faculty. The
CSIX uses a staffing method which adjusts for changes in both level and mode
of instruction, and this largely survived any arbitrary reducticn. Because
faculty position losses were due to enrollment decline rather than changes
In workload expectaiiens, the faculty allocation in relation to what we
define as percent of "need" Inalned reasonably stable over the period.

Another trend continued, namely an increase in the participl ion rates
cf first time freshmen and a decline In the participaticn rates of Community
College transfer students. Participation rates of 25-29 year olc males
continued their rather dramatic decline.

The budget Indices are themselves Influenced by such developments as
the impacts of an early retirement program and retroactive salary increases.
What then can be gleaned from these inconclusive numbers? First, by
indexing back ro 1967 in constant dollars, we find that there were years
when we farea far worse in support per student rhan 1978-79, the Proposition
13 year. In 1971-72, the index fell to 81% of the 1967-68 level, while the
Proposition 13 year on this Index was 94%. The only possible explanation
for the greater difficulty -if absorbing the loss in 1978-79 is the lack of
enrollment growth to mask the effects of failing behind the Inflation rate.
Falling behind had rarely involved Losing positions In the past. Enrollment
decline may have already been more destructive than the Proposition 1_!
reductions.

Secondly, if it is true that "psychological contracts" were broken, the
effects will take more than three years to detect. Psychological contracts
are not to be regarded lightly by universities already grappling with the
effects of lagging salaries, which may in themselves discourage some cf the
mosf- able from entering the faculty profession. We will never know wto it
tt-e next veneration was so dissuaded.

For tie most part, budget losses occurred where decision-makers caused
them to occur, and It is likely that the data now collected are not
sufficientiy well-tuned or deliberately designed to discern the subtie
e'tects of reductions In faculty travel funds, for example. Many items not
funded tended to be those which did not already have people in place. As e
result, programs designed to meet new needs or cover increased costs were
either not initiated or nct allowed to grow. In the CSUC, as elsewhere,
:ais meant that funding for student writing ,kills did not keep pace with
the growing need for them. While the student affirmative action program
fared relatively well throughout the period, new students so attracted are
:ess like!y than their predecessors to find all library services
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Table I

State Appropriations per Full-Time Equivalent Student
in Constant ()oilers, Indexed to 1976-77

1976 -72 1977-7e 1978.7.72 1979-80 1480 mtil

California State
University and
Colleges* 100 103 97 108 109

Comparison
Institutions** 100 104 109

Table II

Expenditures per Full-Time Equivalent Student
in Constant Dollars, Indexed to 1976-77

1976-17 1977-7$ 1978-79 1979-80 198Q78J

California State
University and
Colleges* 100 101 97 104

Comparison
Institutions** 100 105 110

Table 111

Student Workload: Average Units Attempted,*
Fall Term, Indexed to 1976-77

12/5.:12 1972:2 t 1971179 1919 -80

100 99 98 99

* Base data are shown In Attachment A.

** W. John Minter and Howard R. Bowen, Preserving Amvrice
Inmestment.12 fliaar Cap(tal: A ,UTii..0y_uf,P9Dliciligner

Educatlen. 198Q (Washington, D.C.: American Association of

State Colleges and Universilles, i:/80), p. 62. (Based on

financial reports of 26 comprehensive universities.)
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Table IV

Faculty Workload Indexed to 1976-77

121.11 1977-7p 1978-79 1219-80 1980_61 1981-82

Total Weighted
Teaching Units
per Full-Time

Equivalent
Faculty 100 1C0 99 101

Lecture and
Laboratory
Sections per
FTE Faculty 100 1C3 1C3 105

Table V

Reported Full-Time Equivalent Students
Compared to Budgeted Full-Time

Equivalent Students

1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 J979-80 1980-81 1981-82

-3.3% -0.1% -3.3% +1.6%

Table VI

Budget Request History: Percent of
CSUC Trustees' General Fund Budget

Requests Funded in Final Appropriations
(Includes Salary and Fringe Benefits)

1216:21 19.17-7_8 1978-79 1979-80 1980-D1 1981-0Z

98% 94% 89% 96% 96% 87%
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available at convenient hours or as many classes to choose from. There is a
cost to not starting needed programs. The real problems, of cour,,e, are not
those of measurement but rather those of planning and policy--the story cf
financial exigency anywhere.

erooess Outcgmes: _IIIIIfnject Team on A.cademls Programs apd the Committee
210ALAAMILElannIng encl. Progrol Review

Shortly after the passage of Proposition 13, when the Governor had
requested Identification of areas for possible budget reduction, academic
programs were selected for investigation. A broadly representative "Task
Force on Academic Programs was given four months to conduct

a review of existing academic programs on a regional basis In order tc,
Identify and reduce multiple and undersized programs . . . this
special review of academic programs should result in the development
of: (1) plans for consolidating existing degree programs on a regional
basis to an even greater extent than at present; (2) guidelines for
continued program review and development; (3) criteria for program
balance by campus and syster 1 and (4) proposals for program planning in
the 1980's. 8

Initially, the Project Team vigorously pursued this charge. It

approved the Chancellor's staff recommendation to Impose a moratorium on new
degree programs, options, credentials, and net increases In the number of
courses. lists of low enrollment programs were rapidly prepared, and
regional meetings with campus representatives were scheduled and held so
that these lists could be reviewed. If in the process the campuses
redesignated these lists as "hit lists" rather than review lists, and if the

fear of layoff was needlessly exacerbated, it remains the case that the
Project Team from the outset believed that these were the actions required
to protect academic program integrity If major faculty reductions occurred.
Indeed, the instincts were right in suggesting that if program integrity and
Institutional integrity are the priorities, then reduction schemes should
focus on academic programs rather than on non-programmatically defined
groups of students or faculty. But the complexity of the problem meant that
it could not really be grasped In the first month of committee work.
Fortunately, as the Committee beg, to understand the complicated scenarios,
it recognized that what was needed was not a list of programs to be cut, but
rather some new planning mechanisms at both campus and system levels. In a

fortuitous move, the Project Team decided to reject Its o!d charge and write
itself a new one.

This came about in part because the revised enrollment projections
indicated that the loss of budget positions due to enrollment decline was
potentially far greater than the potential loss due to Proposition 13.
Moreover, the loss due to enrollment change would be spread over many years,
and would fequire adjustments of a very different kind than would a one -time:
reduction.

8Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Trostees, December 28, 1918.
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The Project V wefore considered Its primary charge in the cortcxt
of program ,r ajustoents necessitated by losses of faculty positions
which nave ALL Iy occurred or are imminent.

. . the Academic
Program Prajer Team believes that the current problem is not to find a
way of reducing instructional budgets but rather to recommend a
structure for accommodation to budget limitations in order tc maintain,
or enhance the quality of instructional programs. 9

Once the problem and the charge had became clt.. , the Project Team 5-:;-t
itself within the few months available to the task of devising a new
planning and program review procedure which would permif campuses to
maintain program quality in the\face of possible lung term, recurring,
enrollment de-lines.

Stephen Weiner and Donald Spelch, in their study of Proposition 13,
relate all that the Legislature accomplished within three weeks of the
initiative's passage, a time in which nonpartisanship prevailed. "To many,
veteran lawmakers, the three-week 'bail out' session was the Legislature's
finest hour. Nearly a year later, these interviewed would recall It
foadly.r.1C Many members of the Project Team on Academic Programs have
similar kinds of recollections of purposeful, diligent hours end, given the
time constrafnts, a remarkable product. The Projet Team commissioned two
Ag hee committeea. One, consisting of Presidents, taademIc Vice Presidenta,
and Faculty Senate representatives of the six smallest campuses, was asked
to define an essential core of acAdemic programs which mignt be user, for all
campuses in The CSUC. It was reasoned that programs not offered at the
smaller (but increas rgiy mature) 'uses did not belong 1r a system core
list, but that larger campuses airy offered this core and more. This all
hoc committee, which wisely rechristened itself the "Developing Campus"
committee, proposed just such a list, based on a review of programs already
offered and on a list which'had been adopted in 1963 by the Board of
Trustees. The Project Team took rat list and recommended that in these
basic subjects, need and demand should not be t a preeminent criteria for
offering degrees. Rather, quall.ative criteria regarding program integrity
kere tO be paramount.

A second ad hoc committee of graduate deans was asked to suggest
minimum systemwide quality standards for the review of existing and propostL
graduate degree programs. These too were incorporated intc a recommendation
that guidelines be disseminated for systc review, comment, and adoption.
The statewide ",cademic Senate ultimately took on this charge.

The Project Team further recommended that access be defined in terms cf
progra s, and suggested the kinds of programs to which students r.:ouid expect
the grez est aacees and which kirds would be more limited within the State.
System policy since 1971 had required the systematic review of each academic,
program, and the Project Team recommended that greater effort made .to

9The California State University and Colleges, Beporl Itv
Project Team on Academic Programs (Long reach, Cal .: Office cf
Chanceilor, May 1979), pp. 15-17.
10Don F. Spelch and Stephen S. Weiner, in tb19 E\ae or ttW 5Tsa(m:

Proposition 13 ailLLEILLIC _Ldl&atia_' in CaLl.forni. (Washingt:n, fl.t
George Washington University, 1980), p. 32.
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link program review to resource allocation processes. It turned
responsibility over to the campuses for the identification of programs to be
discontinued, and required that each campus deve,op discontinuation
procedures. Regional cansolidation of programs, If considered in the
future, as +o eave as its guiding principle institutional integrity and
maintenance of the best programs.

There were two recommendations on which this study will focus 4.1S having

potentially the greatest Impact. The first was substantive:

Each campus which has not already done so should develop a statement cf
missions and goals which can be used locally tc guide program plEnnirg,
review, and resource allocation processes and can be used on d
systemwide basis to guide recommendations on program distritution,
implementation, and discontinuation.

Procedurally, the Project Team recommended how all of this was to be
accomplished. It asked that the Chancellor "establish a Standing Committee
on Academic Piannirg, with representation of faculty, studeots and

administration." The Chancellor accepted all ot the recommendations.

Bowen and Glenny hao suggested that one of the benefits e' Proposition
13 had been the early warning of the need to prepare and adjust to change.11
There is no question that the Committee or Academic Planning and Program
Review was itself a direct result of Proposition 13 activities, and its
aaoption of a mission-based planning model occurrea far sooner than wcuic
have been the case hag the alarms not been sounded.

Substantive changes In the academic planning proc ,s at campus and
system levels stand to be perhaps the most positive outcome of the "crisis"
period. But a few of the prc-edural changes are first worth noting.

At the system level, meetings of the Presidents, Academic Vice
Presidents, and Deans of Graduate Studies are regularly scheouled. The

Academic Senate of the CSUC serves at the system level in a role not unlike
Faculty Senates at the campuses, and hap always :aken a significant role in
system educational policy. But an "omnibus" standing committee had not
previously been utilized in academic planning, and the proposal was
initially regarded with skepticism on the campuses and in the .Academic
Senate. After two years of experience with this committee, I can offer an
opinion only from the perspective ot systemwide administration, but it Is a

highly positive one. In a very low key way, this Committee serves a role
filled by no other.

1 part, this Is because the Committee can serve on do "as needed"

basis when issues arise. Just before the Committee's first meeting, for
example, the 12 million emergency faculty allocation was announced anu
decisions were needed quickly cn how allocations were to be made to

campuses. iegliative language requires'. that the money be used to ler.sen
"the negative Impact 0 enrollment declines" and "the negatIve impact cr
upward mobility and affirmative action programs," The Committee w6',

Instrumental in suggesting a viable allocation -,chem(.

littowcn urC Lltnry, p. 21.



Later, when Proposition 9 contingency plans were befrg developer, the
Committee was Instrumental in proposing guidelines which each campus coulc
use shoulc major reductions become necessary. The principles developed by
the Committee made their way through other consultative groups reasonably
intact as the primary principles to which each CSUC campus would be expected,
to adhere in the event of major budget reduction. These were undergirded by
the fundamental guidelines that "curricular priorities are paramount" and
that long term Institutional Integrity was to be maintained. Accordirgly,
the system guidelines for the maintenance of quality for campus use it
plannirg Proposition 9 reductions were:

--I iintenance of the current student-faculty ratio, except where charge it
occasioned by change in program mix;

--Maintenance of the current faculty workload standard;

--ledivIclual consideration of each program and department; i.e., no

across-the-board percentage reductions of all departments or
non - programmatic reductions of faculty classes;

--Protection of the integrity of those programs which will remain;
preservation of accreditation where applicable;

--Retention of lower division and of e gene-41 education program;

--Retention of a "core program" in recognition of the system's reic it

serving a non-mobile student popula,lon.

Fortenately, the guidelines never had to be disseminated tc the
campuses. But there is little question that future years will bring new
tudget problems requiring rapid responses. The CSUC, by viriee of this
committee, is better prepared tc respond rapidly to unknohn centineenc!:e.

fee Committee on Academic Plannirg and Program Review dic not cenre
cf er irvent a piannieg model which attempted tc, link budget, program
review, and program plannieg decisions to each other through aetalled
mission statements. Models had long appeared In the literature, and in orf
respect, what The California State University and Cc:lieges has embarked on
may be just one more try. But potentially, there are two differences. Ont

is a mi.)re visible need now for such systems. Secondly, the cur rest v.ropo,,01
ra potential rewards for Individual campuses which may cutweigh tre
v.tential drawba:ks.

The California State University and Colleges has long had an acaderpic
ihrinirq prose s wherein staff inethe segmental office review anu comment Lfl
,_ampus five year curricular plans before recommencing their approval tc
Ht,ara (f trustees, Programs which had been so approved on =3r acadcnic
are ter submitted in full propoaai form tc the Charcelier's Office t.-(r.1-1,

before trJ scheduled date of implemetation, where they ar,? :_ubjEct tc
review .:iro approval.
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A new committee composed of students, campus administrators and
facultywith faculty being in the majority - -Is inevitably going to be
con :erned that campus and faculty interests be adequately protected ir, this

system -level review process. Moreover, the Committee was soon to find that
Proposition 13 had not discouraged most campuses from proposing new
programs, and there were recommendations to be made rapidly in some cases
abo,r how many Accounting degree programs, for example, the State needed;
her they shoulc logically be locatee; and what criteria should govern

their placement. The Committee also confronted the vexing problem known to
many administrators: given serious concerns about resource uncerteinties
but also sensitive to possible institutional inertia and overcaulion, what
is rite appropriate balance of encoureaement and discouragement?

From one perspective, it was natural that the committee should arrive
at unique campus mission as a guiding prirciple In the system review and
allocation of academic programs. Campus uniqueness was already beginning to
be s"ressed more at the campus level. When competition increases, whether
for ,dent , for funds, or for both, "differentiation" Is an instinctive
response. it Is also a sound prirciple of tooth economics and marketing.
The appearanig of uniqueness is sufficient to gain competitive advantage,
'-ough it is probably insufficient for resource allocation and program
,proval cecisions.

The similarity of mission statements in comprehensive colleges across
the country has beer often noted. When the Committee examined the existing
mi ion statements of the 19 CSUC campuses, It found, not surprisingly, that
then would in +heir current form serve little purpose in program or
bJdaeling decisions at campus or system levels. While each campus has a
unicae profile of student origin, student age, course offerings end the
like, each is in fact e comprehensive liberal arts institution--just es the
system mission says ii shoula be. Moreover, mission statements have a
trac!tion of being public relations kinds of descriptions reduced to
whatever denominator is required to satisfy everyone on the campus. Because

!t was aware that even such bland appearing consensus had been tedious to
bring about, the Committee almost knew better than to ask for more useful,
operational, distinctive mission statements. Campus faculty and
administrators were still occupied with budget contingency planning and
retrenchment policy. But two considerations probably tipped the scale. The

Committee hac already suggested that if reductions became necessary,
campuses not resort to across-the-board cuts, but use programmatic criteria
Instaaa. Could less be asked of system allocation methods to campuses?
Moreover, if sufficient differentiation could be elicit, the appeal of
using unique mission statements for some system level pi .am and resource
allocation decisions was great.

Each campus was askee to submit with its already scheduled five year
curricular plan a "statement about the overall plans of the campus" and a
"statement of campus planning premises." Previously developed statements
were acceptable, but the Committee reiterated Its intent to work eventually
toward operational statements of missions and obje-0-iveu wnich coulc e usEc
tt guide prcaram recommendations at tot' system cnd campw, i(vel,.



A reasonable approach would appear to be the development of mcre
precise understandings among the Trustees, the Chancellor's Office, and
the campuses concerning both similarities among the campuses as well es
unique aspects of each campus. Understandings of unique aspects should
Include both tnose which now exist and those which the campus proposes
to be areas of special strength or excellence.124

Each campus was also asKed to specify tne premises underlying its
academic plan. Assumptions about enrollment; resources; changing student
populations; expected balance between undergraduate and graduate
instruction; and the environment were elicited. A full and comprehensive
response was riot requested or expected in the first year, but was a long
term goal.

Just as initial campus reactions to the request hac run the gamut, so
did the responses. The open-ended request hac, as expected, yielded
non-comparable responses which did Ir any event comprise an :-teresting
package. One Commiltee member observed that at last the Committee nee come
up with a tangible product - a book! Two campuses had just completed detailed

and operational mission statements and they were the only ones is
incorporate common planning assumptions (demographic charges and financial
uncertainties) lntc their mission statements. These are two campuses which
have a strong and broad commitment to mission-based pianning, and intend
(without prodding from the Chancellor's Office) to use their min ion
statements tc guide program priority decisions.

Differentiation did emerge in the planning assumptions. Thew,
reflected already existing differences which were often functions both of
location and history. The commitments of urban, commuter institutions to
both the students and the life of the community vary from the commitments of
more residential institutions which attract non-local students.

It was not surprising that campus enrollment assumptions were more
cptimistic than system projections. There is wisdom in optimism, and as
long as contingency plans are being readied, well-Informed optimism is
probably positive. Contingency priority plans we re being readied in many
cases; five campuses provided them. In these, priorities indeed drew on
mission statements. Some became "inoperative" when Proposition 9 failed,
but they surely demonstrated that when needed, such planning could occur.
These contingency program reduction plans bore little visible relation tc
the new program plans of the same campuses. It may be that priorities for
program development are genuinely different than priorities for program
reduction, or it may be that more "tine-tuning" is needed.

Discrepancies between the curricular plans and the planning assumptionE,
were found it several cases. This Is nct unexpected when new program plans
have long been in place and rission stctements oral plannirg assumptions are
be grafted onte them. Then iscrepancles alc providi- some new
criteria for reviewing curricoie:r plan,,, but some carTus admirK.trators were
already well aware that E curricular pion which proposes ei(,ht new ras-ftr's
degrees is, inconsistent with s. clanntrq d1,5uWirn !_-pculdtiny that demand

12Alex G. .,n,-rr;ftE., ACi-ATiC Aft-,ir5 ic
talifornkT ¶1 to UrI0J,Hy ;;it' g,!er , 1,*



for graduate programs will decline and a mission statement which is silent
on The priority accorded to graduate programs. Fine tuning takes tire.

Such incidents did, however, serve to point up an area in which great
sensitivity and caution should be exercised. Close linkage of mission,
budgeting, and program review marks a change in a system, which has served
higher education remarkably well. New programs have come about because of
individual faculty initiative, and before reaching the system level, they
have often survived campus review processes because of the recognized
qualitative strengths of departments and faculty. One tampers only very
carefully with such success. It was In part this recognition that led to a
second year of inviting but not mandating more operational mission
statements. In addition to updating the initial request, an invitation was
issued in the second year:

Each CSUC campus may consider identifying existing or planned areas of
curricular excellence which it wishes to target for special cevelopment
or recognition and Tor which it wishes to be specifically .:cognized
within he CSUC system.13

The second year responses are encouraging to those who believe that
there is merit to mission-based planning. The level of activity has
increased. A number of CSUC campus administrators have expressed an
interest in what sister institutions are doing, and the "book" has just been
released to all of the CSUC campuses. It contains nearly ail of the mission
sta;e,ents, new and old, and selected samples of planning assumptions and
priority studies. Several campus administrators have expressed an interest
In designating areas of excellence, and there Is some interest In the
Chancellor's Office In seeing if these are usable for any resource
allocation purposes. I suspect that some campus administrators are waiting
to see if there is any benefit in having "areas of excellence" before
suggesting to the majority of faculty that their areas do not fall within
the special area of excellence, and it is incumbent on system administration
tc insure that there are benefits.

I hope that we do net labor under ary illusions about the Importance of
these developments. Most within the system go about their business without
knowing anything about these changes. There is no evidence that any program
was proposed or ruled out at any campus because it did or did not conform to
the newer, more specific mission statement. It is beginning to appear that
mission statements will continue to be written so that no program which
might be desired could be ruled out. As long as the mission statements
inform priority listings when priority listings become necessary, the
intended purposes may be served.

A commitment has been made over the next three years tc teke_more
detailed, Integrated mission statements, planning assumptions and curriculLn
plans for eacn campus to the Board of Trustees. After that, it will Le tirre
tc ask honestly if the investment of timeparticularly at the campus
levelhas yielded results which make continuation of this planning mfthod
worthwhile.

13Alex C, Sr,erriff! tc CSUC PrecjCert,, April 3, IQ81.
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Conclusions: What Has Been Learned?

1. There is a human and an Institutional need for certainty and continuity
which should not be forgotten In a crisis atmosphere.

The recently Issued planning statement of the University of California
does not stand alone among university planning documents across the
country in noting that "change Is the principal certeinty in a largely
uncertain environment."

But In retrospect, it was not the prodding to develop rew procedures to
cope with change where the central office systemwide committees had
the greatest impact durirg the period. Rather, the few assurances of
continuity seem to have been most important and certainty most welcomed.
When time is limited, it may appear wasteful to devote the countless
hours required io reach agreement on the list of "basic programs.- Yet
this list was picked up by many campuses in treir own planning efforts
and documents, It reaffirmed that the "core" had not changed and that
there remained a system-level commitment to the liberal arts mission.
The Chancellor's Public commitment to keeping all campuses open had a
similar salutary effect. Campus planning assumptions relied on the 1960
California Master Plan for Higher Education in a positive way, and there
seems almost to be a renewed, widespread dedication to and appreciation
of the system's role within California public higher education.

What some would praise as continuity others weld condemn as inertia.
But if change will be as stressful as some suggest, li may be wise to
place more emphasis on identifying those areas where continuity can be
soundly embraced.

2. Communication gaps widen ard the distance between the system office anc
the campuses may cause misjudgments and misunderstandings.

Most reports, plann'rg assumptions, and curricular plans received in the
Chancellor's Office from the campuses showed ;!ttle evidence of serious
concern about fiscal exigency or enrollment decline. As already notec,
there was a major gap between campus and Chancellor's Office enrollment
expectations, and it many cases there was a gap in assumptions about
resource support. While nearing about the desiruction of morale and the
danger of inertia, the Chancellor's Office was receiving proposals for
new programs in what seemed Ilke record numbers. The tendency was to
believe the written evidence more than the anecdotes. The evidence
suggested that there were too many at the canneses who did not
appreciate the seriousness of the situation. The Chancellor's Oflice
assumed for Itself the role of purveyos of hopeless forecasts.

Not t-verythirg lu,,ed out as dismally as some ire the Chancellor's Office
r,ad forecast. Proposition 9 was rejected by the voters, the Governor
oid not reduce any budget by 10, 15 or 30 percent, and there were
several last- minute re:_Je. Moreover, It appears in retrospect that
there was more ,eallsm at the campuses than initial evidence !lac

revealed. But in the process of "preparing," we had strongly encour9ged
some campuses to develop program priorities for contingencies whic
not occur. Now, there ore faculty who know that their subject ar(--,Is



would have been--and still could be--the first te be discontinued. We

worry about the effects on program quality when resource problems
require that faculty teach in secondary and tertiary fields. Perhaps we
should worry equally about whether Those who really were victims of
broken psychological contracts--who were tole that they were at the
bottco of the priorities--still manage to brig to their profession the
enthusiasm which makes them effective as faculty anJ particularly as
teachers.

In case it does not go without baying, the destructiveness of campus
closure rumors and other assorted layoff rimers was recognized then and
now. Too many "hit lists" were rumored, and too many targets selected.
When decisiveness is possible, it Is desirable.

3. There are ro easy answers for reducing expenditures in an emergency
situation, but each new committee will begin by hoping to find them and
conclude by cnnfronting mission questions.

All cf the real and false alarms spawned uncountable campus and system
committees, each of which examined numerous proposals for reducing the
budget. Many scenarios involved reducing the number of employees needed
by changing the student faculty retie or reducing the number of students
through pricing or admission policy change. But such schemes strike
totally indiscriminately at academic program enrollments and
consequently faculty positions. Hold down the FTE by limiting the
number of units a student can take? Public Administration, which serves
mainly part-time students, Is untouched, but Music may be devastated.
When such policy Is systemwide, the impact Is multiplied; the same
subject Is devastated at 19 campuses. Raise foreign student tuition or
cease admitting undeclared post-baccalaureate students? Again, each
major has a unique mix of full-time, native, resident or commuting
students. Majors tend to be differentiated by such personal
characteristics as socio-economic status. The effects of eliminating
any group of students will not be evenly di. ''et9d among programs or
faculty. Most campuses are in any case not prepared to link the effects
of discontinuing undeclared students to any particular faculty
positions.

Cenerallzed categories of faculty such as part-time faculty are of
course also unrelated to academic programs or to categories of students.
Inevitably, a decision must be made about the organizing principle
around which reductions will be made--and then mission enters the
discussion. The program-student-faculty principle occurs at both campus
and system levels. The discussion of campus closure raises system-level
mission questions. Are there relative priorities between access and
maintenance of quality?

1,;e are, nevertheless, ahead, Each new committee is able to build on the
insights and recommendations cf the last; insights come more quickly and
response is more rapid.

4. The processes have brought into focus the mission questions. which this
and other Slate University systems will have to confront in the 1980s if
mission-based plannirg is to succeed.

is



David Breneman has suggested that "a priority need on these [State
UnlversityJ campuses will be to establish clear and distinctive
identities and missions." He urges that curricular change be linked
visibly to staffing patterns so that eaucatlonal pollry decisions "can
be addressed honestly and on their merits, rather than having
educational policy determined ostensibly cn educational grounds, but in
reality, for reasons of job protection.1114

The survival mission is rarely stated but surely understood, and most
have expressed concerns about potential conflicts between survival and
curricular quality. There may be developing a third presure on the
organizing prircipie of comprehensive state universities and colleges,
and that is access. The mission statements and particularly the
plannirg assumptions of many CSUC campuses appear to be drifting far
more to access as an organizing principle than thk; had in the recent
past. In pragmatic terms, this means that mission may not be defined so
much by curriculum as by who is served. in turn, the curriculum is
prescribed not .by a conception of what every comprehensive college
should offer, but rather by what programs are needed to serve local and
regional populations who are limited by geography to a particular
institution. Without attaching a value to this development, i CD see it
as creating a tension on the campuses and at the system level for some
years to come. Survival is never likely to become an explicit mission,
but it will underlie decisions which may be made about the relative
emphasis on access versus curricular tradition and may indeed become the
decisive factor in determining the balance.

The sup. ,:.ss of mission based planning, not to mention the integrity of
institutions, will ultimately depend on the willingness of campus
leaders in particular to tackle these difficult mission questic7s and
persevere until they are answered. The task should not be
underestimated.

14Dav1 d Breneman, "Economic Trends: What Do Thrq Imply for Higher
Education?" Ehllojilip, September 1979.
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ATTACHMEN1 A

Base Data
The California State University and Colleges

1. Budgeted and Reported Full-Time Equivalent Students

1.52.2:12 1977-7$ 1E1719 1929=2 12.61-132

Budgeted 239,000 235,980 236,670 228,900 230,330 236,470

Reported .:231,251 233,699 228,939 232,552 238,495

II. General Fend State Support for the Fiscal Year exclusive of Student
Fees, Non-Resident Tuition, Federal Contrituticns and Miscellaneous
ReimburseC Activities,

12/.6.1.1/

and

1977-if

Capital

191§1.729

Outlay

1979-8()

(in thousands)

19F1Q:-.0 1981-82

Trustees'
Eudget 626,167 719,207 774,678 852,451 952,756 1,117,897

Final Eudget
Total

Available 611,105 673,316 691,934 821,474 923,526 973,852

Total Exp-
enditures 604,833 666,072 682,983 816,158

III. State Appropriation per Student (FTEs in Current and Constant Dollars)

19/6 1.22 1927 fle 1978-79 1979 -8Q 1984:7.81

Current

Dollars 2,569 2,853 2,924 3,589 4,009 4,118

Deflator 1(0.00 107.99 117.28 128.90 144.37 161.69

Constant
Dollars 2,569 2,642 2,493 2,784 2,777 2,547

IV. Average Term Units Attempted by Undergraduate Students, Fall Term

1912 1915 11-219

12.49 12.38 12.32 12.34

Data Sotirce: Statistical Astract of The California State Univer.;ity and
Colleges, Support Eudget of The California State University
and Colleges, ,$urvey of LAIrrePI_BILaill1L (Price deflation of
State and Local Government Purchases TO 1(..479-80; estimated at
12% thereafter)
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Faculty Early Retirement:
A PIannirg and Buageting Issue in Nigher Education

In/roducticr

In the 1960's higher education wa-, called upon to rt:spond to expanding
student enrollments; it the 1980's enrollments are expected to remain
constant or decline. During the next decade of steady state, expansion of a
program typically will take place only If another program contracts. In

addition, shifts In enrollment patterns among programs will result In some
areas of instruction having too many faculty and others having too few, a
situation that calls fur greater flexibility In staffing.

Compounding these conditions Is the recent age 70 retirement
legislation enacted by Congress. The central provision In the 197b
Amendments tc the Age Discrimination In Employment Act (ADEA) raises
mandatory retirement age to 70. This change does not become effective for
employees with unlimited tenure until July 1, 1982, under the federal law.

In Oregon, however, the 1979 Legislature extended retirement age to 70 for
all employees under the Public Employees Retirement System effective July
26, 1979, Including faculty of the Oregon State System of Higher Education.

Interest in voftntary early retirement plans for higher education
faculty stems from steady state conditions and prospects of an aging
academic workforce. Early retirement programs are potentially useful tools
to encourage turnover and revitalize faculty ranks, providing flexibility In
program staffing and opening opportunities for young academics, including
women and minorities. In addition, early retirement may be used as a fiscal
policy to reduce payroll costs. Options also may provide the increased
benefits to enable individual faculty who wish to retire early to do so.

Against this background, the purpose of this study is to provide some
insights and planning tools for institutions and systems seeking solutions
to a potential "staffing crisis" by changing personnel retirement policies.
One such policy change may be the implementation of one or more volLntary
early retirement programs for faculty.

The two most distinctive features of this study are that early
retirement plans for a system of different types of institutions are
considered and that the complete scope Is covered - -from surveying faculty,
to developing predicted rates of retirement, conducting computer simulations
of consequences, develng cost analyses, and discussing Implications for
Planning and budgetirg In higher education.

the study addresses the following questions:

1, What factors are inflaential in or related to faculty, members'
inten+icns to retire early?

2. Now much faculty interest is there it 5peclfic early ret:,emtrf
option't
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3. What rates of early retirement might be predicted under w:ecific
early retirement plans?

4. Whqt impact would early retirements have on faculty turnover rates
at specific irstitutions?

5. What woulc specific early retirement plans cost and what would be
the potential benefits?

6. What are the implications of early retirement for planning and
budgeting in higher education?

Liteutere_Review. An extensive search of the literature was mace
through the ERIC computer system. While early retirement may be a much
talked about topic in higher education, there Is little solid empirical
publishea work on early retirement for academics. Carl V. Paiton's Academia
in TransitiOn (1979) is the only full-length, hard cover book identified.
Several excellent surveys and issues reports have been published by
TIAA-CREF and American Council on Education, as examples. Numerous articles
have ap4eared in recent years, many of them in Academe, the American
Associ-Oiion of University Professors newsletter. The empirical studies,
however, are primarily in unpublished institutional reports, which were
obtained from institutions directly and from available files in Oregon.

Im9Q0.011gg. of the St.QAy. As an AAUP report cf the Special Committee on
Age Discrimination and Retirement (AAUP Bulletin. Sept. 1978, p. 187) notes:

In fact, relatively little attention has been given to enlarging
our understanding of the labor force participation rates of people
approaching retirement or their responses to changes in retirement
provisions and to incentive plans that might alter retirement rates.
Likewise, reiatively little attention has been given to developing a
better understanding of hew institutions can operate to affect the age
structure of their faculties, to change the pattern of compensation by
age, and to alter the incentives for inducing earlier retirement. None
of this work to our knowledge has analyzed behavior in a framework that
would lend itself to projection.

Concerned about the age 70 ADEA amendment, the report urged:
"Deliverance lies in finding even less expensive methods of encouraging
early retirement; such 3 study deserves immediate attention."

tareal5

Questions dd=signed for this study were included in a written
questionnaire administered in April 1980 to all faculty age 45 and above in
seven institutions of the Oregon State System of Higher Education. The

institutions include three universities and four colleges (one a technical
institute) governed by the State Board of Higher Education in Oregon.
Fersonnel policies are made on a system-wide basis by this board and
administered by the Board's Chancellor and the President of each
institution.



The research was conducted under the Early Retirement Project ot the
University of Oregon institute for Social Science Research and funned by the
Northwest Area Foundation.

Questions developed for tris ,,tudy were intended to 50licit the
following:

- ideal or preferred age of retirement.

- Reasons fr:r- that ideal age.

- The three most important conditions trat would allow respondents tc
retire at the ideal age.

- Realistic or expected age of retirement.

- Reasons for that realistic age.

- Retirement age each respondent might expect under each of three
early retirement options describe°.

- The preferred plan of the three options.

Demographic data and several other variables also were of particular
interest, including: age of respondent, sex, rank, type of Institution,
subject area, years wcrked in the State System, feelings toward retirement,
and adequacy of financial planning for retirement.

The three early retirement options developed for this study and
describe° In the questionnaire are as follows:

PLAN A: Part-time employment following early retirement, with continued
medical and life insurance coverage. Part-time pay would be up to
25 percent of salary at retirement or $6,000, whichever is less.
This option may be elected no earlier than age 60. The indivlaual

is not obligated to work until age 70. Regardless of the age at

which the person chooses to quit working, the medical and life
insurance coverage continues until Medicare eligibility begins.

PLAN B: A 6 percent income supplement for those faculty who announce by age
60 that they will retire by or before age 65. This annual salary
addition would be paid Into a tax-sheltered annuity. For example,

a person with a $25,000 salary would accumulate an annuity over a
five-year employment period (age 60-65) that would pay, due to
interest earned, approximately $125 a month for 10 years (age 65 tc

75).

PLAN C: Upon early retirement at age 60 (or later) receipt of full pension
bene4its based on years of service computed as if you had worked tc
the mandatory retirement age under the Oregon Public Employees
Retirement System (PERS).

These three plans were used because they are currently either under
review or in existence in the Oregon Stets System or Higher Lcu:_7ation. A
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version of Plan A, part-tire employment, has been Lend d' Hrtion:1
University and 15 beirg considered at the University of Oreccn. A arcs,:
similar to Plan B, the income supplement, has been de%,eicpec at the
University of Oregon and is awaiting review by the Chancellor's Office.
Plan t is provided under current Oregon law and has been aveliablE
1973. Features of the three plans are similar to several of the ten early
retirement options described by Patton (1979).

Data fuu..W15. CrDss tabulations were usea to analyze retirement P.!,le

responses with demographic factors as well as responses cn feelings Toward
retirement and financial plans. As pertinent, chi square statistics are
given to demonstrate a systematic re4ationship betueen two variables. In
addition, results of tests for the iffereN!..e between means are preseeted.
These involve pairing each respondent's answers on retirement ages. Also,
differences between mears of two groups were cevelop,,-!--for age of
respondent, sex, rank, .nd type of insti'ution. In ail cases, statistical
significance 1s at the ,01 level, one-tailed, requiring a f-value larger
than 2.326.

Based on retirement age responses fror survey data, prebabilitles for
retirement ages under the three plans and ideal age were sea as variables
for faculty flow modeling and compared to current retiree t estimates. One
university and one college were selected for this comput simulet1on
projecting fel a 20-year period. Difference, among plans arc between
irstitutiens were analyzed and implications- discussed. Cost analyses then
were develrved based on retirements expected from -1 computer slmuldricn.

Finally, personal interviews sith selected fa- ty and adriristrdters
and collection of information on Ph.D. production , a state laws were used
it discussion of imp ications ir, terms of legal, administrative, political,
and market feasibility.

Resulele

Of the 1,222 quest'onnaire5 distrituted tc, Orefcn State System of
f iyier Education faculty, 617 were returned for a 15..' percent respons( rale.
This response was surprisirg considering the length of tIe questionnaire Enc.
short time for returri. Clearly, the survey struck a responsive chord.

The size and distribution of the responses insure representat enep,, of
the population, including by type of institution ar,a subj(-1 area taught.

Ir termf, of the quef-,ticns 1.,osec:, the tLlIcwirc, result-5 were ctteire,f:

1. What factors are influentioI it or refttec -t-c_ faculty mcrbt:rf.
intentions tc retire early:

Conc!ifildis. Survey responses indicate t; at 11,C ihrt_

important conditions that w_,!C ollCw fecuity -rc r(tire at ti
iceal age are 1) additional ray; 2) Insurbce; crc 3) part-,-ime
employment. Patton (197E) and land-Lips,t (1977) b-tt fot.0 I,rirr
retirement benefits were the primary concition 11-t(tInt,
retirement, with par---tim,) ervloymert



Lgw. Younger faculty (under 5t) indicate earlier iceal retirement
ages than faculty 55 and over. Difference of means tests between
the two ace groups significant (t=3.11). This Is consistent
with the Ladd- Lipset finding of suhstantial Increases In

proportions of faculty planning to stay on until their late 60's or
7C's once imminence becomes a factor.

Sex. Women realistically expect to retire earilcr than men (63.6
to 64.3). This Is consistent with Patten's finding cf C1.5 for
women to 65.6 for miEn. More significant, in the -atistIcal sense,
Is the differenca between women's mean ideal 2ge (5?.5) and men's
ideal age (61.2) in the present study.

Rank. As with Patton's finding, full professors in the CSSHE
survey ideally plan to retire later ttan faculty of lower ranks.

Institution. College faculty indicate lower iceal retiiament ages
han university faculty in the Orecon State System.

Supject Area. Business, health/F.E. and education faculty are most
fento-able to lower iCeal retirement ages, while science, humanities
and ,ocial science faculty prefer later retirement.

Attitude. Those respondents with the most positive feelings toward
retirement indicate earlier iceal retirement ages than those with
negative feelings. Similarly, Patton found that those who plan tc
retire early tend to look forward to retirement.

SatisfcIlon and Performance. Dissatisfied faculty tend to desire
early retirement. The best researchers wish to retire at later
ages. This Is consistent with Ladd-Lipset's finding that faculty
with the highest scholarship standing and performance want late
retirement, while those with the fewest scholarly attainments are
most interested In retiring early.

2. How mucn faculty interest is there in specific earl, retinercrt
options?

Survey responses show th- respondents' mean realistic age cf
retirement, is 64.24 corn .red to mean ideal age of 61.01.

Under the three early retirement options described in tit
questionnaire, respondents mean retirement ages inolLai

Plan A (Part-time employment) 62.5
Plan B (income supplement annuity) 63.6
Plan C (Public Employees Retirement Sy,.

In term: of most frequently pruterrcc pl,r

Plan A 28%

Flan B ,1%

Plan C 43%



it the pr sent study OSSHE faculty exhibit an increased interest it
earl/ retirement compared to OSSHE tacully surveyed in 1973. More
than 36 percent realistically expect to retire before 65, in

c,ntrast to 15 percent in the earlier survey (Oregon Legislative
House Research Office, 1973). More than 63 percent in the present
study give their ideal retirement age as below 65, with nearly half
of those below 60.

The present study shows stronger irterest in early retirement by
Oregon faculty than the University of Southern California faculty
(Peterson and Morey, 1976). For USC faculty, only 12 percent gave
the expected or realistic age as before 65, and 35 percent listed
under 65 as a preferrea or iceal age.

3. What rates of early retirement might be predicted un'ler specific
early retirement plans?

From survey data, probabilities for the three plans and ideal age
were developed for two in.A-itutions as variables from current
probabilities in the computer model at the following key ages.

;LL Qrecch CQI1_, 2i 1:q2
A G Lc a21 A JLeal

60 .23 .16 .36 .42 .50 .24 .48 .69
62 .10 .07 .11 .06 .06 .07 .09 .06
f-_5 .24 .36 .17 .16 .14 .30 .14 .04

These probabilities applied to individual faculty in the flow mcdel
cetermire the numbers cf expected retirements and turnover rates.

Age (0 inoiuos all tnose who indicated they-wouic retire tkius,,
age 60 as well. Are 70, under Oregon !Ew, is the mandatory
retirement age, so this becomes a 1.00 probability. It was decided
t, use existimj probabilities for ages 63-64 and 66-69, since the
probability of those remainirg employed at that age w!II not
c_ecrease under the optional plans. The reason for including ideal
AJe is that it 15 poss;tle to combire these plans or tc develop

pLr-, that would allow Ideal Age retirements.

lort;cter_SiriulEtions. There are e variety of Faulty Flow models
tfaf have been developed, man,' using an age-cohort distribution of

The t:nhiersity of Southern California model was selectee
I,( study because it is ba!,(d on irdivicual cares. this will
CruCUCE MCJC ..pecIfic I LrmE,Ilon for institutional piannirg

Tht Prkomity of Oregon arc Crecion Celluge of Educalic(
0:rt ,k,rott,c1 f(4 NAelir,(; purposes as eYarries cf a lorger,

lert,?0 unkin -tv ar45 -teafrir,_;-c-tcniec
1"-P,

I

41, ,er .11 4t 5 t iif
4Me( t

I r ,rrtr

tj,
l i y M(Gcl

I r Fieurr !.

14c r(trctrinT, it vcrftrJ (tttt.

t r t I ! t a i -,11, uryta t
Ac cC
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mortality table, quit rates, faculty needs, and time horizon. The
other sot Is the policies to be followed: retirement, tenure,
replacement, and promotion. Output includes data year by year over
the time horizon on number of retirements, deaths, quits, tenure
and tenure denial, promotion, number of openings, and faculty
composition. For more derail on the model, see Gray (1976).

Because the USC model Is based on individuals, the program can
handle data on about 250 Individuals at a time. Therefcre, the U0
was run in all components by schools and departments, and OCE in
two sections. Five runs for each of these 13 components were made:
Current, Plan A, Plan B, Plan C, and Ideal Age. This involved 65
runs. For eacn run, the planning horizon was 20 years--1980 to the
year 2000. Initial data probabilities on quits, tenure, and
replacement were held constant throughout. Promotion policy and
faculty requirements were held constant. Faculty salaries were-not
increased over time. The only variables were in retiremer+.

4. What impact would early retirement have on facdIty turnover rats
at specific institutions?

Table 1 displays results of the computer simulation In terms of
numbers of retirements at the University of Oregon and Cregon
College of Education from 1980 to 1999 and Figure 2 graphs these
data. Briefly, the 20-year totals for retirements and turnover
percentages:

CuulEt f
PLran a Nan cs4 Age

U0 198 24, 232 261 269
27% 33% 31% 35% 36%

OCE 45 69 60 63 74

22% 34% 29% 31% 36%

Under +he Currert situation, the UO and OCE will accumulate a total
of 198 and 45 faculty retirements, respectively, between 1980 and
2000. These numbers represent 27 percent of tne faculty of the U0
and 22 percent for OCE. Under Plan A, the numbers of retirements
increase and turnover reaches 33 percent at the U0 and 34 percent,
OCE

Flan B does nGt etfect faculty retirements as much as either Flan A
or Plan C. Plan B generates a total of 232 retirements at the UO
and 60 at OCE for percentage turnovers cf 31 and 29, respectively.

Plan C is the most effective at the UO but hoius second place at
OCE le Plan A. possible explanations for this are explored below.
The U0 retirement's 261 135% of the faculty) and OCF retirements
are 63 (31%) under Plan C. It ',ho ,e stressed that Plan C is
currently available to OSSHE fL;:hlt members, but this benefit
apparently is not widely know-.
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Ideal Age, which coulu be a combiration of one, two, or all shown
or another option, produces a 36 percent turnover rate at both
institutions. it is interesting to note that a greater increase In
turnover from the Current situation is generated at OCE. This is

explored further in tto faculty mix discussion.

facuti4 EU2s. AAUP (1978) describes three age distributions,
categorizing them as Balanced, Young, or Mature faculties. Using
the AAUP designation, the faculty input data for UC and OCE were
analyzed. The U0, particularly in Aris and Sciences, has a nature
faculty. In contrast, Oregon College of Educaticn, particularly it
Education, has a young faculty.

In order to analyze the effectiveness of Flans A, B and C tor each
institution, the number of retirements was aggregates over
five-year periods. Then percentages of openings in the total
faculty created in each of these periods were calculated. The
cumulative 20-year numbers of retirements and cumulative percentage
of openirgs due to retirements also were determined. Table 2
displays this information.

Under the Current situation, OCE nas lower percentages of openlajs
with the same retirement probabilities as the UO. Most plans in
most five-year periods do not create as much turnover or openings
for OCE as UO. This 's in spite of OCE having higher probabilities
for age 60 retirement under all plans. These anomalies can be
traced to OCE's younger faculty mix.

Under Plan A where OCE's probability for age 60 was more than
double U0's (.50 to .23), the difference is not felt srrongiy until
the 1990-94 period. This is due to a large age 46-50 cohort at OCE
reaching their 60's, and this impacts OCE by raising the percentage
of openings well above UO. Under Plan B, the most corchon age for
retirement was 65, and U0 and OCE Doth had .30 probabilities at
that age. in 1995-99, OCE outstrips UO in percentage of openings
when OCE's :arge 46-50 age cohort reaches 65 and above, Under Plan
C, OCE is nearly equal with U0 in percentage of openirgs in
1990-94, agair due to the OCE cohort that reaches their 60's at
this tine.

Thus, _i_nanjilOrlul_pefjrement ,pUllisIFot_upeal lacuil.Y_Icr
,age 60_,,6Z. 61 P.E.otber_retiremenI .,21,, the glie.O. yerie 'n airy

failAIDDkriSgLyilid_Yry_LIDSLEISJIEJ_.gn_ffe mixe1_0,1 the'
11151dtuti.

What wculG specific early retirepert ar,d whrlt ti

`re pGtentia' tencflts?

Cost analyser, may he baseC on dt, dsHimption tt,at po r i L,n freed
will re,,Lif in full salary savings or, converae-ly, that po,,ilicn
will be refilled with junior faculty if the institution is
malrfaining enroi'ments and requires replacement personnel. TN_

latter "coast ant faculty" al,sumption was made for tie cc'A-
r.onrle'ted it tLe pre,,,en+ study, A comr,drion
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that institutions wouIC elect to bring in young academics and to
promote existing faculty into higher ranks vacated by retiring

professors. Accordlrgly, replacement at assistant professor

salaries was utilized for the funds freed analysis.

If a "contraction" assumption had been used that positions freed

would not be refilled, larger saAngs would have resulted. In

addition, if faculty salaries had been increased each year by an
inflation factor, total dollar savings would appear larger.

For purpose_, of this cost analysis, average salaries are e.rived

from basic data i the computer mooed.

Full Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

Is&

$28,900 $30,900 V-,100
18,700 19,800 21,900
ft,400 16,100 18,200

Sirce some faculty re+ ing as early as 60 may be associate
professors rather th,,H full professors, the low full professor's

salary cf $28,900 Is used as the average retiree's salary. In

addition, the low asstan+ professor's salary of X14,400 is used

as the replacement salary since it is assu.led that young faculty

will be brought ;n.

The average number of retirements per year at ages 60 to 7i over

tfe 20-year totals are used to develop cost estimates for each plan

for Ile 00, as examples.

fikr2 Q Flan E Flunk 11..QL E.aQ

6n 4

67

fdi

63
64

6'
F F,

1,

ri,LrS 11,' t'EIr

7

lian_AWart_7tjme_EruleymenI) would pro duce or average of fur
retirements pt-r year at age 60 compared to none under lte current

tuation. One retirement at age 62 is the same under uJrr1
prct,abilitii. Two retitements at age F5 is one rute tt or

cxpect:ticn,.. Airs 6f=6 (---) are tt e urdtr

furrent.

Flan A
wtichevirr
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assumed at 128,900, $6,000 wculd generally be the lcss of most
retirees' salaries. In addition, the institution is estimated t(
pay approximately $200 per year for radical and life insurance.

For this analysis It is assumed that of the four choosing tfis
optkn at age 60, one will work until age 62; two until age 65; and
tfe last until age 70. The extra person retiring at 65 will do
part-time wort- to 70. Over a 1C -year per iod, the cost calculation
fellows:

¶6,000 Part-time Salary
+ Mccical!Lif if'sur dr

$6,i00
X 22 (1x2 yrs; 3x5 yrs; lx10 yrs?
$167,400 Plan A Approximate Costs for I Year's Group

1r the sane 10-year period, Plan A savings to the institutic,n wilt
he:

$28,900 Average Retire( Salary
6120p Costs

$22,700
X G5 (4x1C yrs; 1x5 yrs)

$1,021,500 P, an A Savir,gs for i Year 's Group

(Even though a person quits part-time employment at age 62 or 65,
the regular salary saylrg is figured at 10 years--from 60 to 70.)

Assuming faculty requirements based on student enrollment remai.-,
unchanged over the 1C-year period, the following net savings
result;

$14,400

$648,000

11,021,500

81:,40
$ 206,100

Peplacement Salcry
(4x10 yrs; 1x5 yrs)
Plan A Replacencnt Gosrs

Sayings
lc' 1 Costs
Net Sayirgr.,=, Plan P fir 1 Year's Group

LluT IL (LankiiI__Su.P.plitrenI is a 6 percent salary audiiicn palc Dy
Irstilution into a tax-sheltered annuity.

$ 2F<,900 .n6 s1,734 per person 1,,cr y,_ar

or illustration at the LO, let us assure ti three indIcatino
rk,ti-clnent at 65 actually agree tc retire ir two year age 62.
re two at age f ()yer and abovt tie slicatin) anncuncec
-2+ aqe 60 11,iit weuic retire: dt 65 sc. will 1-av( ff ftc6mL
4iErer* fe- five years,.
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$ 1,734 Per Year, Per Person Payment
IL (3x2 yrs; 2x5 yrs)

$27,744 Costs of Plan B for 1 Year's Group

$28,900 Average Retiree Salary
X (3x8 yrs; 2x5 yrs)
$982,600 cavings under Pia!: B for ' Year's Group

$14,400 Average Replacement Salry
X 3.4

$489,600 Total Replacement Costs
+ 27.7.44 Flan B Costs
$517,344 Total Costs, Plan B

$982,600
- 517,344
$465,256 Net Savings, Plan B for 1 Year's Group

Pia) C (PERL1 permits faculty members under the Oregon Public
Employees Retirement System to retire at age 60 or later and
receive the pension benefits that they are entitled to based on
years of service computed without actuarial reduction, which means
computed as it they retired at the mandatory age of 70. This
option is available currently under stale statute, and costs are
packed up from The PERS fund, refher ihar the institutional budget.

Under Plan C The UO, six persons would retire at age 60,
compared is none unaer the current situation.

$28,900 $14,400 Replacement

X LD (6x10 yrs) X LD
$1,734,000 Savings $864,000
- 864.000 Replacement Salary Cost
$ 870,000 Net Savings under Plan C for 1 Year's Group

(There are no "Plan" costs since the PERS fund picks them up.)

These figures for Plans A, B and C also coulc be approximate per
.gar costs and savings as well. However, each year may vary
depending on the faculty age mix at the institution and indiviaual
faculty decisions about retirement.

Systemwide estimates were extrapolated from the U() averages
developed. These could be average annual flgutes as well, with the
caveats noted.



Costs and Savings Systemwide
(Estimates for 1 Year's Group over 10 -Year Period)

Retiree Salary
Savings, less

Replacement Salary
Costs and

Plan Costs
Net Savings for

Slate Systen

Plan A Plan E Plan C

$4,086,000

2,592,000
669,690

$ 824,403

$3,930,400 $6,936,000

1,958,400 3,456,000
110,976

$1,861,024 $3,460,000

For faculty retiring in the State System in the 20-year period (but
figured oer 30 years) net savings would be roughly:

Plan A

Plan B
Plan C

$16.5 million
37.2 million
69.6 million

Plan C generates the most savings, since costs of early retirement
are borne by Oregon's Public Employee Retirement Fund. (However,

added costs may be spread to other state employees contributing to
PERS.) Even though fewer faculty are irrJuced to retire early under
Plan B than Flan A, Pia- B results in greeter net savings since
plan costs are less than under Plan A, where retirees are paid for
part-Time employment and provided medical and Insurance benefits.

6. What are the implications of early retirement for planning and
budgeting in higher education?

Early retirement can be viewed as an academic personnel policy to
free faculty ranks so that persons with needed skills can be
recruited. In this vein, early retirement can be used by the
administration to shift resources to needed areas, to new or
expanding fields, or to programs that need rebuilding. By
encouraging the early retirement of academics in out-of-demand
fields, an institution can gain a few faculty positions to
reallocate elsewhere.

When viewed as an academic personnel policy, the level cf resources
(faculty slots) is maintained. However, early retirement also may
be seen as a fiscal policy. In a case where an institution is
faced with a budgetary shortage, early retirement may be locked
upon as a way to reduce payroll costs, assuming the institution can
continue to function with a reduced staff or with lower cost staff.

Whether early retirement is used as in academic personnel policy tc
create turnover in faculty ranks or as a fiscal policy tc save
fLnds, research shows that early retirement orions are potentially
useful tools. By carefully setting benefit levels, by clearly
stating the terms of an early retirement provision, and by
approaching interested potential retirees, an institution may find
advantages to carrying out an increased benefits early retirement



Within systems of higher education, this study sujqests that early
retirement planning should not be limited to just ore option, slue
one type of plan may be more useful to a research-oriented
university with a mature faculty, while another may be better for
teaching-oriented college with a younger faculty age profile. Ir

addition, because of faculty concern about equal treatmert and
uniformity, institutions should be free to use approved options.
If )ne type of plan is provided it one institution, it shoulc bo
possible for faculty in another system institution to have access
to that plan as well.

Before jumpiry on the early retiremert bandwagon, institutions and
systems must be certain as to their needs, the price they are
willing to pay for turnover, and how changes in The early
retirement rates will affect faculty flow at their own
institutions. Systems and institutions must examine their on and
faculty members' needs and determine possible effectiveness of
various options in terms of the factors reviewed In this study.

"BlueprirSf_isT

. Survey faculty

2. Determine probabilities for retirement

Project retirements for the future anc: impact cf faculty flow
by computer simuiation

4. Develop cost analyses cf alternative early retirement plans

5. Consider implications in terms of feasibility related tc
administrative, legal, political and market factors

4. Select appropriEte early retirement plah', and 1-plemert

7. Evaluate
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Table 1

NUMBERS OF RIM. PEMDT15 1980 -1999

U of 0
i GCEYcnr Currant Plan A Plan 0 Flan C Ideal !Current Plan A Plan Plan C

1980 1 1.1

1 3 5

32 ; 1.4

83 11 3.7

84 d 4.2

85 5.3

I1

86 L10.1

87 1 9.2

_8111.1.4

89 X12.1

90

91
1
i 12.5

/ 92 13.3

I

93 '.1.5.4

9'.'115 9
i

95
!I

13.

% 10.1.

'77'1.4_6

98 I3 7

-1

4.8 2.3 6.2 7.7 .3 1.7 1.2 1.0 1 7

7.6 6.0 7.4 7.9 2.2 2.2 1.9 1 9 2.2

6.: 5.1 P 4 10.0 1 1.1 2.8 2.5 3.1 4.7

9,3 8.4 10.0 10.3 1.1 1.8 1.5 1.9 7

10.6 8.6 9.0 10.1 ! 1.0 1 9 1.9 1.5

13.0 9.6 15.7 12.1 1.0 3.5 2.3 2 9 3.3

11.1 11.5 12.3 13.2 1.4 2.0 .9 7.0 1.°

12.7 13.0 11.5 13.5 , 2.3 3.5 3.4 4 1 4.3

13.1 15.2 16.7 14.3 1.7 2.0 2.2 2 6 3.6

14.7 14.6 17.6 16.7 3.0 6... 3.5 4.5 7,5

13.7 14.5 13.7 14.5 1.5 5.7 4.7 4 5 5.9

12.9 11.3 14.0 13.5 1.4 2.9 1.8 3 9 3.5

14.6 12.9 15 0 14.8 L 4.3 6.1 5 1 5.9 6.7

15.5 16.0 14.8 17.9 2.8 3.3 2.3 2.7 4 a

12.2 12.1 14... 13 2 2.8 2.6 3 1 2.9 2.1

11.5 11.2 14.6 13 2 3 8 5.0 3 3 4 0

11 7 16.3 15.3 19.2 1.9 1 4 3.7 2 6 2.9

16.3 14 C., 18.3 17.2 2.9 3.0 37 4 1

13 8 12.9 12 2 14.4 2.6 5 3 5 3 4.1 3 3

15 4 15.7' 14 3 15 4 5.4 4.2 4,1 3 / 3 3

241 232

:14

261

-f "3:4

269

'68

45

:21

61

:43

2'6 t-t-

60

'YT

63 '4

2E4
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Table 2

WMPARLJON OF RETIREMENT PLAiii
lid AN!) OCR OVER FIVE-YEAR PERi05

1w-6/ 1935-89 1990-)4 1P35-', 1 trod
110.

0
it) No.

Retired Openeda Retired Opened Retired ilaaect Reti red p, ;;;;; ti re 1

110 16.1

U'!. 5,7

110

06k

1

10.4

30.4

9.0

U0 41.0
10.0

7.7

5.2

5.0

4.1

Current-------

45.7 6.2t 69.7

4.6 12.8

Plan A_------

64.6 8,7 62.9 (.1.3

12.)

72B
16.1

21.2

I Lan 13

1?..6 66.

.0 17.2

9.0
7.8

9.4
10.3

Plan C

71.9

19.r,

1dcal

23.0

.:rcontage of '1)0 faculty for 110 and 206 for i)+ I,,

V.7

10.0
11.2

3,2.5

3).4
50,0
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and Buctictir 1-

An Airrma'_r

h,r E'uCdTiC1-1

Tt, cc(--ptc cf t,e " 81_*, tc C7e cf A'C Jrccr-Lirty
for ic,hcr Lcuccticr. St.iftir; Jemc(rai_h;cs, ch,IF,Jir(1 enr(Alment p3tterf,,
cnar,irg demand and conutraists MII i Le ire r,orm.

ttd1 Lystem cf tir,her ccucaficn rave proliferatk.a tr(.
=IciE legislturus huNie ssumeci a noic of ircrei-,,jnO importance, it ccr cc
-..5surec ttat stale levci impactirg Cr tighen e.,:uCdtiCP cone
under ircrcacc ,.-r.ruTiry. in the corning decade, Ile irdklaual
is 'itujicnrr. reltions tc otter Institutions arc tc the social em,irermont
w ,li become E key concern. It is incumbent on ttose responsible for tte
state wide planning and budgetirg process ir higher education tc use Iro
best callable analytical techniques In assessing and developing policies.
r.r.-scnt inflationary losses, if continued through the decade, could lave

ccllegen and universities- with onehalf the revenueL. (in real terms) they
rove (Decd:, 1981). Furihermore, ::ken tie current economic difficulties

f tte country Er6 a whole, education, and particularly higher ocucetien, has
strong clair to extra funding by federal or state governments. Gi\en tt

declining percentage of parents with ccilege age children, the increased
alrg of the American population, and the fact that discretionary incore for

househoics has declined markedly since 1972, the public's ability tc
support- higher education by contributions, taxes, and increased tuilicn has

declined.

These financial problems are compounded when one examireL demccraphic
:,rojccticns of the historical college age group. For example, it is

,-tirated that thls age group, the 18 to 24 year olds, will decline some 15
percent (or 2.6 mill ion) during this decade (Johansen ano locNaulty, 1977) .

Ttic decline undoubtedly will affect enrollment in higher ecucation since 4F
percent cf tt;e total enrollment (and 64 percent of the undergraduate
orrcilm;_nt) came :nom this age group in 1975. Given tte projected decline
it financial ziC available to students, furtter redu,..tions it enrollment

be anticipated. These problems are accentuates by a growing
ir our society ttat a college degree no longer has tl e N,alue i1

once sacs Purtterrune, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (1975) projects tie
graduates to reach 140,00C annually by 11:45.

education began to face these reallt,es in tr k 1YIG's rLtcc
i-,ct of the literature cf The field which focused on maintaining a

"steady state." The 1970's also witnessed the decline cf faculty motility
;- tfe acaderic rarketOace. This decline has lcd to a concomitant pri,,tirr

tle 1c,80's, i.e., the "tenurirgin" of college faculties. Consequently,
it is difficult introduce new,'e. getic, highly trained, young
,Jur_tLrates ct all races, sew..., and creeds intL facultieL,. iherc is ,:r(..c,r,

ocadem'c stagnation of many if our campuses, and a g,ed (fti.1
respect is the prutler of uncerre} resr_ntation Lt wcrcrl arL r-cr ;11i

tc;IeT- o uri\dersity faculties.

s -;" (Jecit :ter ii"(: f trr 1 rr, -t -
Lt,'t t (Hi", iAr r c Ir tat t c

=,t' t d £;r it( rt_ irr; runtf r



adults, minorities, and werten enrolling. This changinu mix of tte student
Population, with accomanyirg demands for innovative pedagoe,ical straiEgles,
changing tnc curriculum, and even changing the time during which classes are
cffered, will in turn create additional administrative problems on college
Empuses.

In sum, then, the decade of the 1980's promises to be one cf charge arc
uncertainty for tee country as a whole, and for higher education In
particular. The challenge of the 1980's will be tc develop policies to cope
with the changing environment within which higher education exists, while
providing the knowledge and skills the citizens of this country reed it
order -re meet the demands of a complex, increasingly technological, and
somewhat unstable WCiC. The problem, basically, is the management or
change. Society and higher education's place In it are goirg to change,
regardless. If change can, in some measure, be anticipated, then
institutions of higher education can offer the programs and services, that
v,111 meet the needs of Individuals in the emerging society and retain a
%Ichle place WiTi"ir society.

This paper presents a model for develcping and assessing policies at
the, state level consistent with the fiscal realities of the 1980's and the
forruc..1 end Informal power structures In higher education. Adapted from the
wcrl of Renfro (1980) this model, the policyimpact analysis model, provides
a framework within which a variety of futures research rechnlc,ues are
(ornbired with the extant postsecondary simulation and modeling systems. The
utility of the model IS that H structures communication between those

eloping information about the future and those formally and informol ly
is for ,c1 icy fermul eti on and decision making.

Thc_Ficlirimpact Ana4..5.1/11.afild

Tree -c: arc fcsr stages in the policy impact analysis model moni tor i rd,
r,g, coal setting, and policy analysis and implementation.

mc,n1toritg refers to -the identification and selection of issues of concern
ft er t< poi icy rrc:kers cr scholars. For example, if entering freshmen

rr 1 Irenfl it bendl crt procram s appeal ic) be decl inirg, university
ff is i

I m,iy choose tc focus on this issue as appropriate for study 611G

;tie antic. The 'If coed stage of the model, forecasting, involves usin
cf futures research techniques to forecast probable futures and

he1, ip to selected issues. In response to the projected ent,':
;Jr," ,z fu'urcs, policy makers then establish goals, the, third stage cf

ti Iv, using the futures re->earch techniques des:crited
1-w t, fer--11 at-1r_ proc,rers experiencing decreasing enrcl

1( upon receiving this information, may then e,1,1.11
I '-- r !rt,ittr-,j chrellmcr,-1., in I ibE ral arts progreirL cr fcc

This I g_ the fourth stage of ric,de!

r,Irr,ttabor of ic,licier. tc achieve, these In th;-
ir icics rre ,-.:hctly zed i r orcer J< ce-rcrr,,

E Pun acier ,`1 CE2Er
tj vt t,er-1 t These pel

'H r jri lir E t..,31 e,r, (,ccur when -ft cf
f r_ Ir ,, i I i &r,a1 t further rf-f 4

tr tj it r,r t 1 11,, I cw.



Plonjiszing

Monitorirg consists of first, in conjunction with policy makers,
identifying areas for study; selecting appropriate indicators of those
issues of concern; and developing a data base that includes those
indicators. There are constraints in this process. Primary amcrg theta lE

the availability of historical cata that is reliable and valid. This pcirt
need not be belabored. Several writers ir the tick' of higher education
have dealt thoroughly with criterion for developirg and assessirq reliable
and valid historical data, among them Halstead (1974) and Adams, Hawkins and
Schroeder (1978). As well, the monitoring stage does not proceed ir a
linear fashion through issue Identification, Indicator selection anu data
base development. Issues often arise through a perceived reed within the
stale. Available data Is used to generate some indicator of need or of a
situation that must he changed. At this point events usually proceed ir
some linear fashion through indicator selection and the acquisition or
development of a data base.

The development of an effective system of Indicators for use in
educational policy development dictates adhering to several addlilenal
principles. First, indicators should be policy relevant. The primary focus
of a data base of educational indicators cr use In policy analysis should be
on choices policy makers must deal with. Much research concerns
relationships that are not within the control of policy makers, and
Indicators of such relationships are relevant to policy making only as they
establish the "givens" of the situations, the constraints in which policy
alternatives actually exist.

Second, indicators must be intelligible to policy makers. Indicators
must be useful to decision makers who often spend large amounts of time
reviewing many, perhaps contradictory, measures of conditions. Even though
they may be derived from an extensive and complex archive of data that does
include many measures, the indicators reported should be few in number and
expressed with a minimum of jargon.

Third, wherever possible, indicators should be derived from existing
data sources. There are three reasons for this. First, sucn a procedure is
cost effective. Data gathering is expensive. Second, novel data sources
will introduce errors until new procedures are standardized and widely
understood by those supplying the data. Third, if Indicators can be cefineo
cr derived from existing data collections, it is possible tc measure past
events using straight-line extrapolation, as well as more complex
time-series anc trend fitting strategies.

Four-ft, wherever possible, Indicators should be located within
connected models of educational events. Some indicators in a single
perspective are useful as observations simply because they worm us sor,,etnir(1
is going on. Wherever possible, indicators should be developed within
models of interconnected events. For example, Industrial growth creai
population migration which =grafg.5 enrollment while ctian0. enrollment
Patterns and, perhaps, changiRg educational needs. Each of the underlined
words marks a possible causal relationship within the mcdel. Attanptir; ±c

measure the critical interconnections cf the social system -flat cffict
tducational events, se that future demands and future neet:', (an L

pred!ctcc, is an amhilicus and necessary



Fifth, wnerever possible, indicators s,aauld be sensitive to ire
posLitility of unexpected charges in the system. Having expresea tre ree':
for model LuildIrg In the fourth principle, the need for model breakirg, or
at least model reevaluation, must be considered. The most serious
shortcoming of most policy indicator systems has beer +heir static nature.
Failing to allow for shifts in relationships within models has contributea
to the Leilef that policy indicators are unrelated tc reality arc, tavt
little value in long-range planning.

All policy development requires information of some sort, wnetter or
rot the information is supplied formally. Some decisions require only a
small amount of information, and sore require a great deal. To unaerstanc
why there is a difference, it is necessary to realize that, at the most
general level, the purpose cf information is to reduce uncertainty. As
uncertainty increases, the need for information also increases. More
complex situations inherently involve more uncertainty, as dc more unstable
ervironment,,.

Information is also re, aied to facilitate the process of negotiation by
heic.irg the irterestea parties assess more rapidly and accurately which
arch; tre posa-ible propositions that are advanced stand some chance of teirg
accepted. In other words, information Is needed not only on social,
economic anc technical trenas, but also on value systems (Eckstein, 19/4).
This leads, inexorably, to the second stage of our model, that of
forecasting.

Forecasting is intrinsically tied to policy development. As Peter
Drucker noted, "all our knowledge is about the past; all cur decisions bout
the future." Yet of the information available to policy makers, forecasts
are the most suspect because they depart from what is knowable. We ma),, at
some point in the future, find that we chose correctly from previous
patterns and extant relationshirt in developing a for ecast. But that
knowledge is, to most of us, as yet unattainable. It is this problematic
nature of forecasting that Is faced by policy makers. Given that various
different forecasts of the same trend or value are available, Ascher (197)
characterizes the burden of the policy maker as greater than the original
task of forecasting. He suggests that the policy maker attends to those
forecasts that appear reasonable and so tacitly choose assumptions and
mc_trcds for forecasting.

A number of forecasting tecnniques have beer developed over tie IF,st
decades ard can be separated into the two general classes of quantitative
techniques are qualitative techniques. Odantitative techniques include

techniques that are based on the mechanical manipulation of ristLrtcl
cd/d. Amonc, the mare widely used quantitative techniques are reas,ras_aiirr

E-)qcnerlial smooffirg and decomposition mettods.

::-1!,iLo!ly, quantitative techrlques for forecasting erLocy the
ir,Acdures arc properties cf one cr botl of two models. The lime-ser:ee,

e ;Ch that a pattern racurs over lime, is pt,rh:_
limp.-serit,s techniques allow dlscernlrg a ptiarn

vr: .1. A t tt,r be C.hceer, wile this mc,c,c1 r,s(



forecast for some poi rt ir, the future. This, modt I cxpI icil lv assures ti at a

pattern can he identif ied on tte basis of t istcrical cata aid does i.of
account for present acticrs.

A second model , the causal or explanatory model, assure,_ that veribies
other than time are irportant in forecasting. These techriujis rcc,uire data
on several variables ir addition tc the v(sriablc beirg forecast. Tre d:Icw
develcpirg a number of different forecasts giver the rniticnst'ips
postulated. Causal models generally take longer to develop and are r,_,re

sensitive tc change in undErlyirg relationships 'Han tire- series audel

Qualitative forecasting techniques are used forecast charges in a
basic pattern as well as the pattern itself (Wnee!-ight anc rekrloakis,
198G). These techniques are most often used ir oases where historical eata
that directly represent the variable tc be forecdst is not available. Among
the qualitative techniques currently used are: (1) the exploratory use cf
curve fitting techniques, or curve fitting with minimal data and subjective
review of the extrapolated curve; (2) morphological analysis, cr a
systematic manner of enumerating all combinations of possibilities for the
variables and situations being forecast (Zuicky, 1967); (3) Delphi ant,
cross-inrpact approaches that use -expert opinion to gauge the subjective
probability of an eventls occurrence and the masnitude of its effect; anc
(4) the purely normative approach of decision tree construction using the
ideas of decision theory to sketch out the objectives and sub-objectives
panel cf experts see as necessary tc attain a chosen goal cr future:.

Given the wide range of forecasting techniques, it is important that
the most appropriate technique or combination of techniques be applied to a
given situation. Wheelwright and Makridards (1980) list six properties of
forecasting techniques that must be considered ir preparing a forecast.
First, the underlying pattern of the data must be recognized. Using
quantitative teconiques, explicit assumptions are made about the underlying
pattern of the data while qualitative techniques allow patterns to take
virtually any form and rarely require that these be identified explicitly.
second, the accuracy of tne method must be assessed. The accuracy of a
technique in predicting patterns anu relationships similar tc those ir

historical data is one form of accuracy. Another is the success cf a misT[cf.
ir predicting when the pattern changes and pest error calculations are,
!r(4propriele. Third, the appropricte model cr mdols to be used ir
preparing a forecayt (i.e., causal or tirre-series) must re identified.
Fourlt, the cost-, cf a forecasting technique must be carefuliy cenl,icerec.
Peyelcpmert costs, the cost of acquiring clad storing data, aid analvsisl
cost, or the coat of running a technique, must oil be estimated. ti,

tine period for which a forecast is beirg prepared ,hould be delineatfo.
Fome techniques (re cppropr iE;te for short-term forecast`_ whcre;._; ,rc

core oppropricte for longer tern forecasts. The sixth, end !Est
cursiCeratior the applicabllity c,f the chuc,cf, mThoC T, d fvfr
1r (i-reral terr,',=, are the hardware anc, e,Nr,c rli sf ,

_rt;erf1 andir,1 ot the le_c_!;r a( itlf

ir tie ai 7 stove, It is fl ! it f r#cF, ; r

lquef2 net ord y as guar fi let #, or d q,,1 1 vf , t iT I ds f 'p

CJC rorr4IIye (r(d rc 1"7i7,; parfc e-c-, 1'41: . tri 1;_; -1, f, tar
tr fr fohcr, ,f ,J tr" ',rr ir(



right nappcn. Ncrmetive fcrecesting car bE seen us :.lefinirg a desireLle
future and the obstacles to its achievement, and so determine what shcelc
happen. At this paint there can be ro Illusion that we have left the
krowetic. Tne goal setting stage requires: (1) that we attempt To
determine the social mileu within which higher education will function it

the future and (2) that we determine the role of higher education in tal
aileu. In Stage IV, policy analysis and implementation, acticns within eacr
year's predictea, but as yet unknown, environment must be plotted which can
read to that rule. Goal setting begins with exploratory forecasts and roves
intc the use of nornetive forecasts. Policy analysis arc inplementaticn
errley purely normetive forecasts as appropriate pc:idles are decided.

In developing policy useful exploratory forecasts, the interrelatedness
of various trends become crucial to forecast accuracy. ]he examinaticn of
forecast methodologies has demonstrated that ro forecasting task stenos
alone from all others (Ascher, 1978). For example, demographic forecasts
are based on economic, technological and social assumptions. Determining
the component trends that provide the background to a forecast and the
potential naenitude of error for each component are relatively
straightforward but essential tasks. As well, one must also be concerned
with chcoslrg the individual forecasts that will be blended into an overall
environmental forecast. The American Association of State Colleges and
Universities recently developed an excellent guide to assist institutions it
lcng-range plennirg (1978). An example using forecast areas that may be of
particular concern tc long-range planning for higher education, developed by
John Osman, was included in this planning guide. These areas of concern
certrituting tr tne cverell environmental forecast included forecasts of:
repuletion; covernarce structures; international affairs; the physical
en ironment; energy use and supply; the economy; advances In science and
tecteology; trends in human settlements; trends in the world of wcrk;
lifestyle charges; and patterns of participation in private dna public
erterprise. The trenas that are emphasized in an overall environmental
forecast might differ between states. For eyemple, the urbanization trena
it humen settlements may be a driving force in one state and not in another.

eacr etetels system of higher eaucation is a vast stare cf expertise
,Y-fj e state embarking on a policy-impact analysis approach would be expected
fc clevcip thorough exploratory forecasts for the state and its subregions,

two stages ci a policy- impact analsts:s moat, moniiorir9 arc
tcrectirj, perform if o role of organizing, structuring, and articulating
itra(pe cf tre future with respect to a particular set of assumptions one

The newt stage of the model, goal setting, revolves arcane thc;
r,rc,(er f sf -ling realistic goals given the Information provided it the
fir ,t two, ct the model. -nis stage requires the generation of 0
sr,ireLie future, or futures. in a procedure much iike that of forecasfirg

ire tie di:1Fli mt,Ttoe. Thil, process may involve actors from all the [unwr
1Lc ,crct'rrec with the future cf higher education in a sieiu. The group:,

r; 'NT include representatives from institutional Edministretien,
tie fdcul leeislature, Governor's Office, Office of the Chief Stete
ri mc:; off icer, ,:to1( sy uterrl'. staff, as well as autrorilies from

V;11 1T+(J-t,st fcr -0 stage i!= base, Qt i vir,3 G CC Copt ,f _ deEirdt,I( with rki-ctut



tc, 0 particular issue 1r order tc atvelop policies. A desiratle future it

This case can be defined as one in which higher education maintains a

near iryfL1 and accepted role within the social system. This does not rear,

necessarily, The role it has today. The central cnaracterfstic of colleges

cru unkersittes lr tfir country has been charge. This cnarak_teristic, we

car tA.- rclativelv sure, will rot c'har'ge.

Tre approach up le this point has been straightforward. As we approach

e +ti ry and then' normative forecasting, however, the model becomes more

fluic. Ascher :197b) characterizes normative forecasting techniques as
cecisicn m4king procedures IR that projections are developed to assist in

achieving a eiveh set of goals, or tc define what set of goals can be

achieved. In a corporate setting triE would be the domain of top-level

management supperted by a strategic planning officer or team cf ccnsuliants.

Embodied ir the policy-impact analysis approach is the assumption that a
r,umber of formal end informal power loci within a slate set the goals of

iigher education and determine what actions will be taken in attempting to

reach those goals. The key tc this particular process is the inclusion 04

participants from all the concerned power loci in the Identification of

likely events and ir reviewing results. In this way It is hoped a more

cooperative approach to higher education planning and budgeting can renult.

It is also assumed here that the coming decade will be one of increased

competition for available funds. This process assumes that those sectors

which occupy a clear and necessary niche within the stale and present their

case for a share of the available funds in a unified and persuasive manner,

will receive funds. In the coming decade momentum alone will not assure

that an agency or institution receives its share. Put more bluntly, if the

various members of the postsecondary community enter the legislative arena

"at odds," they can be assured of living In a state with an e),cellent system

cf reads and a well financed system for social services.

In this stage of the model, then, an exploratory forecasting process

using quantitative forecasting techniques and some qualitative assessments

of possible impacting events would be used to develop a view of one en

several possible future environments. Taking each of these Integrated sets

of events and conditions and developing a story or "scenario" around them

has proven a successful aid in grasping what a possible future might be

like. Providing policy makers with exploratory forecasts and involving them

ir the generation of future scenarios has also proven successful In

developing their awareness of future conditions (Mastertcn, 1981).

With an awareness of each probable future c vironm-nt, realistic goals

can be outlined for each set of possible condllic -. it would be expected,

under this MOGel, that The disaffection within the v -Ious power 1,c1 would

be r-irirrized v,hen environmental constraints are recgnized. It would be

L,7ed tr,at the most creative and service ma>,imizing configurJicrs wceid

a's, be the result of recognizing environmental c,_nstralr.ts. At Tfdi, poirt

rftrm,:Tive forecasting process wcula be used irvoking goal iiativf

fore, 7e,ting tcchnlquer, such as the; cel[hi, morphological rf,CitI ode,

,od trend-irpact Jrld JecL-iGn tree

1:1



Y Eldicy

The first three stages of this model serve to identify specific trerus,
the events which may affect those trends, and the goals of the organization.
As such, these steps specify policy options and responses. In the final
stage estimates are made on how a particular policy may Impact a given trerd
through influencirg the probability of the occurrence of one or mere
specified events affecting the trend. As may be noted in Figure 1, there
are three ways policies may affect trends: directly, directly aed througn
events, and through events only.

The initial task in this stage, then, is to icentify those events which
may have positive or negative effects on those trenas or stale of affairs
related to organizational coals. For example, If an event aaversely affects
an existing trend which was beneficial to the organization, then policies
which would make the event less likely to occur, or which would delay or
mitigate the effects of the event, shoula be developed. Conversely, if an
event has ' a effect of enhancing a given state of affairs, or a trend,
consonant th organizational objectives, policies should be developed which
woulc increase the probability of the event occurring, and its impact. The
probable relationships of policies and events may be tracked it a
policy-to-events Impact matri, a matrix which enables the staff to generate
new estimates of the probabilities and impacts of events modified by the
policies. These estimates can be calculated on the basis of multiple
conditional probabilities using Monte Carlo techniques. Most cross-impact
analysis packages follow this strategy.

The effect on trends of events that would not be expected with a purely
extraFolative forecast can, at this poir-, be estimated using probabilistic
forecasting techoiques such as trend- impart analysis. In this normative
forecasting strategy a trend is extrapolated and then, In a delphi cr
cross-impact like process, the likely occurrence of an event that would
impact on that trend Is generate°. An estimate of when that event might
-ccur and Its probable impact are also generates ani the trend line modified
with these estimates. The result is an impacted or "surprise free"
Icrecast.

the Er,u rcLuit cf this somewhat compleA-af,tivity is a policy-impacted
tcrecast for a particular trend given the implementation of specifia
policies designed to al.-h that trend directly, or indirectly by impacting
cn everts which effect the trend. The policy-impacted forecast then, not
Lnl'y ircc-;.orates those ftafures of probabilistic forecasts, but also
;rciLde=r estirales c.--t the laDact of policies on events effecting the trec.

Wf,er the selEctcd policies are implcsenteo, +he process of monitoring
--natal inch the evaluation of the effectiveness of the policies by

CCriporlflj actual impact= with those forecasted. This requires that a data
base of social /educational iadicatars Le updated aria aintained in order lc
e\,atuate -tfe fcrccar,ts and policies and to add new trenes as they are
identified neirg important. Implementation of this model also requires
that current aid past events be reevaluate , and that probabilistic
tcrfea=e,t be utAalJd lr order tc enable goals to be refined are re(valt.-(G.
Ir tfis process allows the higher education community a md>irl'ur

r detinifj Its place within lf( evcIN,Inc social environment.
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Tc trose fdriiiar with lonc-ray,a ;Iennirc tec1rodu(',
pciley-lapact analysis model offes nothirc; new on ste:rtli-
Ties together current forecasTirg and pidnnirg technicuel-, _

model for tie?' sysleratic use in the :-olicy makir(i prt_t=t'_'. 1r t'-,Cl,
similar models ha,,e beic postulated. What iT6} be unic:ue is it(

that the policy-impact analysis model should be put into ,hu Uof
now, for stale ieyel plannirg and buogeiinq ir higher ecucution. or,c.
we believe tia-t the dada, software, and e,'er fct.is for friplererlir ;
mcdel are present Ir mc stales. Ir the next `e -cti r ar kit ;

trig mce,c1 mint to implerenten will to ',:reserttc.

In sieotirg a state 1(_ illustrate how tie is

might be implererted, Florida was choser for ttree reasons. n,gher
ccucation ir ricflca is currertly facirg ar environment similar it on( fiat
hig,Ier education ir tIe ret of the nation will face ir tie 1,3'9( 's.

state level political and. policy sethir(, process al ready
fcrecastir,i c.J,t] sirrulation II-ire, the new Pc,,tsccrc,r,
Education Plarnirj Cocirission cculd ar c-,cellent t,x; ,r
on,Jcirg pr-c«s.

demographic profile of the slate of Fit_rica ir rs r..r L' t'f

characteristics Ind* the country cis a whole will have at th( erect tit
decade. Migration of older Americans irtc Florida has cker, tte std-1( ar
older cAerac-,e ace level than tie cour-iry o5 a whole an( ?, concomilarfly,
ircwirg percontage at people ir the higher ar,-,e categories. `,ationally tl

percent aria num1:Dr of Arericans in higher age groups is risirq. T-i'
natiral process WM give the nation an age profile ir tre sifTH r

ffe Lie :r-micraticri gien Pdrida Is 1981. The -ate of (1eciire
numLern (4 people ir tie traditional school age croups, 5 It_ 14 year= cir
card to 2'! years cic, will ease rationally in tie 1990's. In

ir-micnaticn ircludirg people in these groups has already mirirized tin
fffeci in to 24 year 010 group and kept Thtl tc 14 year (ft tirotr,_
,r,_r(-,I_Irg immigration of Spanish opeakiro people to. Ficrica

pnerce.cr,,Tr. irciratitn edJ) c, higher it ar average iertility rat(
w li mal,c Hispanic Americdhs tie largest minority group it tic ration

;r Trt- rent twc (!ecw-"e"_. ir, m,ct cf [1(TIda tr in is alrfa(y
real liv.

tc.reca,Itn,i ecc,roit,:c tsrE Leych-,0

cu.nce,ic ariC busireFs forcoaters agree that ihe d'

lechroloay irdustrie: will i.e( the high growtl Indus-Tr-leo iv

nationally. Florida's urban, growth are tourism have alreacv ,rade the%
services arc trade industries the larger_t emrloy_rs in the stale.
:ankcc fourtt, rational ly, ir ft :t number of new jobs (11e,000) crn.-!tec
rnw manufacturirg ihdusl-rle, between crud; Mary cf ltvsr Wtit r

Technology irOu!,trie5. 1r 1')8C, 447 row ir,ii,sfir;a1 plants Lr.443t, fir '
exponsicn:, proldesi t,r ,,yer 20,00r; n(10_ oh'. It would, 1,eer 1t, l'n
rpicymert flor ica ir Sirlic-r 1, w'

_,,uec_fed tie r, ric fl.if
1 H.e I r 1tf Ear! I*4(

ltitr ,
r. f :if 1.(_r tt t

,i( ti r t,ir 1,,
't ft, - te-1, I



t.criceredt 1-2 ratural

trarsper'an, recreaticn, and real lb ard welfare proti,es a's,. r

Jr dr Fjrilcrity tc ihost forecast for tre noticr as a wtcic ir tr,

it is net cut of lire tc corcicer /at hiOler ecucaticn ir
tacirg ir tre 1980's the realitieE that rrost cf the rer.t .f tre s,ticn

w ill tc face at the ere of the decade. Frur cur polrr _4-

weak provide ,11 excellent opportunity field tct trr

C1 rrpuct dfld sic mcdcl ir ar (-rvirorment trat is

tihr ecrcatl rev Ew :t- fLntticnr, J pi ;cr)tle.

roll/lc:4'1,, as wEl 1, tt e FicJ ca er:11-.)br,ert

ii or t au Si a;Iprr,ach. The , lcriea Pcst,s.ecordany FL:uratir

; lrInr-r CormiLl(TI cane irtc being ir the last year and +,'

larb;rj for 011 of postseccndar\, education. Ihic ccmm;ssicr erjer T:t

'Itrdr-; batki,j ct tre Governor, the Commissioner ff Education, and
cf ife legis!E:ture, and provides the kird cf focus ttat the

;_clicy-irroct- analysis process should have. As wcli, over tie

tre f computerized simulation and fcrecastiro models wi/hir tSc ro(r77,-

cr litieal regotlation have proliferated ir FICA Ida. Amor tire

frssicnal staff that support the stale itvel process H is felt that

f,_reca!ting and sim,lation models have cone intc wide usc it Ficricd tecEus,

t tt e advartages, tney provide. Primary among these acventag(s is lhat

F ase communication. It is felt that when each of the actors, or (Jul-pis,

rrat approach an Is.sue Ii tte political process de cc will their ar:um;_licr=

ti IdIC OC, r,ummricoticri arc cerv-orise become ca,,ler.

Tr, 1-c-_-11-ccruary EducatIcn c-lcIrrirg Cseriscn iE rtcprslci, fur

A,t1c.;-irg a state higher eaucdtion mdster plan by 1982. lhi macr plr
rfeirg conceived of in four parts. First, a detailed orofile ot the

crr-Ent statu_, of postsecondary education ir the state will he deN,,--lep(c_

1-econd, ar assessment cf the cur en strengths ana weakness.e cf

LLucation ir florin with an analysis of the current adequacy of access,
cruality and etficiency cf programs and !rstitutions wi 1 be rade.

tic- postseconaar,r education needs of the state to the _ar 2000 will he

;rr,,,ecteo reviewirg forecasts of changes expected ir tre sta-te' populaIN
ecoromy are employment patterns, Fourlf, and last, a plan of -cm will
;.n.pc-,,eu with srecific recommendations aimed at improving the ef4

effectiven(L:, (f pruydims and institutions arc pr QVI:Jirg for Dr ,(;cir_,

:lorrirg ard evaluation proce that includes full citizen irr errfrr.

fte levfl of the till,. and tourtr parts of tiri nc master

irer LCricatien ir Florica That e clear focus for implerm_ntinc

pc1ic1-impaht analysis process is tCUnu. Each of tre four stadcs

.clIcy-irpact analysis model will be presented blow wilt ocmrcJ,r
cp,olidt-ie if FHA idd irserted Inc each stagc along with prop,'_,ed

avilics.

u4e_J_;__A,L.J.;z114 Jiflri

r,tto earliEr, tre rordtcrir,, btade r,cw LI , ,Jtzf_

f,r study, selecting appropriate irdicatcr_ cf thosc ccrir_frr, ,r

aevelopinc, a data base that include,, those irdlcatcrs. it c curer,

comrronerts, for t1 is siege of the ride' hdv(._ beer evc-1%.ir irb c r

1-qt lt :;e(00e. Thu Florldo Fel?,Drimeht cf Educdtier!,

and raragemtrt " "

s,1



;'c trerd,

re future cf cducati,r. 'r Ficrica, higner ecuctic_r.
.fice's ,tatf hr]''- , wori.cc wii a num,_,r _f L.niN,ersity faculty w,t,,Ir
:tat inalyziry and idertitylrg trends -f'd Issues. Several Ytate-w cc
-(_r!-Ererr(5 wr-ere trend,.: were reviewed arc issucl icent:fted havc also t-iE r

ir recent ,,ears Ly fit e Florida Department of Education. Ps

fire C-iyerrcirtE Office cf t=lanrirg and Budgeting is currently prepr:flq a
state-wide outloc.I. for The 18015 arc t-E'r`as witr daiai

stat agericis.

ricirida is a data rich state having committed t(_ st61_-wir_=-
ir-nir,j ear i 1 i e 19-Juts anu set up mechanisms for gr-ftr,ering and

arLlyzir: cata :r r, numLer c.f areas. Most of this data i s recognized
arcri, tre ,,tate-wide data in tre country. TPe Institut( for

Pest,ar.lf at tr, Fk_rica State lini.ersity and Bureau, of Economic ciSC
Pesearc, Tr," Univ'ersity of Florida are alsoleougnized for tri_tr
cemoy--4h a and economic information arc expvf-tise, and provice
Ire ytatt agencies in issue identification and data coliecticn,

fir lie isic of Community C,-.:Ileges arc State University System mairt r

exellent student, and personnel data with comparailtc
La-fa available for c.]ch i r stitUtiOn. The State -wiCe Commcr

0-s( Nurteriri SySlEr provicle.,, the mct thorough ni.-..1-1enclaf...re for

l'e ccrtrit tf ccursE ctferings av e in tie ccantr,.

ft - t re rt:fer,,tec al poirt that the ronitorirg stage r'( e'
it a lire -3r tcshion tfrough issue ;certification, indicatcf

't cflicn aro develOpMent, Though tssues, or area of N,t,!1,

cr,ricerr, rr-ct cften arisc out cf some perceived need in a state, Ttc
,_va;laLe cftcn w,eC to generate Some Indication a nerd
i%at;cri -tat rw_,1- re rharyed. Once an issue Is Identified, the .

;_rricer_c Jr scc'e linear fcishicn througn indicator selection arc thr
,,r-ytlopment data base. In ti' is light, It can

:tE;ic iEvci Hertifiration arc-, data hciEe de,,clopmf_rt ctfr_r-_

",;-,ve provided a rLf-' drd fr

ardh,E;

rojcr,di cfiLTL
fi_r sue arS irdicaicr

E.:, a tcr i_;ty and cdon-\ rlanneri._

t r f eCenor ; ar
,r4,rr,t r. IF Flirica, 1r re-rt year-, Ine ecLc.211

*- c-

't.,4rears F1,r Flucaliondi vd

t__.- i I i , -4-% e + LjcTirrly1 i ty Cl I I t.f'y

r 1c8, r
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lonr-Hng, Control and Motivation lystem!,:
A Conceptual Framework

Many colleoes and universities, unuer T!e dual ttreets of funGing
corstrairts and enrollment declines, have started formal plenrir.g procedure,
These procedures, however, have lost some of their financial effectiveness arc
much of their organizational support because the interrelationships between The
different levels of planning, control and motivation have never beer clearly
defined. Planning, control and motivation within a productive organization are
rot separate entities, but cverlappirg systems:

planning
system

control

system

7otivation
system

r

I strategic planning
(method of competition;

L

program planning
(allocation of resources)

budgetary planning
(projection of results)

ooerational accounting
(recording of performance)

comparative evaluation
analysis of variances)

organizational response
'design of incentives'

indiv dual response
(actions & decls'ons

environmental assumptions
organizational resources
managerial intentions
strategic alternatives

net present value
internal rate of return
cost benefit analysis
comparative position

revenue forecasts
expense estimations
numerical measures
descriptive standards

cost accumulation systems
cost allocation systems
responsibility centers
transfer prices/shared costs

organizational control
program control
management control
operational control

Perceptual response
financial response
positional response
personal response

personal influence
interpersonal influence

social influence
cultural lnfluente

C(Aleges and univer5itle,, dc, ri((t ref the :trin,jent eentreL dne
ncertivec, Cf buFires organizations, yet They do have te recosnIzr that tt,

evaluation of performance and the motivation gro4s arc individualF cth Lott,
a natural conf(querce and an inherer,1 pr(,bler it the f procr,'_,

control and motivation prncedure' mutt be ,Lont,it.tent ct all Icy( (t !(-

ir;tituticn; t e everIGppiq 4,tem trdrewchi,, will ,i-(1;



,s paper will discuss each (f Lysters, and show ttf_
intern-ilationst 4_,s or overlaps.

Planning tan beer defined as the pros, ofanticiLating the future
onsequences of current actions and deciL-ons Plannirg involves

consideration of the future, but it is not limited to forecasting approaching
events or coming opportunities era problems; instead, it requires estimating the
eventual outcome of a- cause and ettact chain stretching into tne future, with
interrUated causes and stochastic effects, where the relationships and
probabilities are richly uncertain and sometimes even unknown. Planning of this
nature is a complex innovative process that is directed towards producing a
desirable future state for an organization. There are three levels of NJ:ruling
which, in a !,,,siress firm, c.;etermine the product-market positions, the resource
allocations and the revenue /expense projections; within an academic institution
the levels remain the same, but the content changes to reflect the non-firancial
orientation. T,ese leiels are strate'd planning, pro(jram planning and budgetary
plannirq.

;JGnnury is the level of planning that is concerned with the
design of the long-tern rethoc Cr competition for a L,usiness firm, or the
long-term concept of service for a governmental, educational or medical
organization Ito inputs into tee strategic planning process are the
environnental characteristics and trends which result in specific opportunities
and risks, the organizational assets anu skills which provide explicit strengt'is
and weaknes.'Aes, the managerial/professional intentions which are the values and
attitudes cf the mmbr') cf tt e organization, and the range of strategic
alternatives open fc the firm or service institution. The strategic decision, or
the; selection of ,tee mutton of competition or concept ct service to be followed
by the organization, appears tc static; that is, to be mace once, and than
lrplerented 11E. structure and In real ity, all of the input
factors--"re ir5titutional _rformance, manageriellpfessional intentions,
envirorrehtal characteristics and organizational resources- -are continually
changing, and the strategic decision must be continually reviewed and corrected.

:orlinual review and, when needed, correction, requires a formal procedure,
or syster, f,),Iun attention on thew eh-irGes, and on The future opportunities
and risk:. in orc,anizaticns, materiel attention is focused on immediate

pcs,ibilities. ire essential purpose of strategic planning
is prepare tor it; numerous examples can be cited sf

,re-- t:r- rave tailed to ac this.

r: for =Jr pichrirq diftr ,Jepenoing ;ipon
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and indu5try tress. it ;t group aiced by common interest`_ and
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usually starts witl- en' ironmental assumpticns about the fLture, preparee t, the
corporate staff; all divisions should use the same base et economic, SCCIci and
political data ir their planning. Each division then provides a study 0 their
currert position and past performance within the industry, generally with data on
irdustry sales, market percentages, company revenues, manufacturing cos-L,
expected margins, divisional expenses, corporate allocations, capital charges arc
pre-tax profits. Th,,Se figures are usually stated tar the past five years,
estimated for the current year, and anticipated for the next five years. The
rice year span makes trenas and changes very cbvious. Informctien is also
normally provided on tre market shares of the maccr ccmpetiters ir the industry,
and tte strengths/weaknesses of the division versus these leaders on such
eimensions as product design, brand reputation, distributicn coverage,
erometicnal effectiveness, productive capacity, meufacturing costs, etc.; the
intent is to support the sales forecasts anu show the reasons for the profit
trends. Ideally, different forecasts should be prepares comparing the expected
results of alternative strategies, and the market assumption!, and financial
requireirert. of these other methods of competilicn. In a reeling between

corporat executives and divisional managers, the alternatives are examinee, e
etrateg\ is selected, the forecasts are consicered, and the projecticns are
eent,ally acceeteu or revised.

Strategic plannirg in non-profit organizations is considerably more complex.
Tris complexity is due tc tit non-market pricing, external funding, professional
personnel and multiple clientele that are usually associared with these service
institutions. Again, however, it is necessary to start with consistent
environmental assumptions about the future; all units within the instituticn have
re use tre same social anu financial data in their planning. Each unit should
'ren provide a study of their current position and part performance in comparison
tc other irstitutions offering approximately similar services to closely similar
groups; non-profit institutions such as colleges and universities do not compete
for profits within an industry of other companies, but they do contend for public
approval and financial support within an "association" of other organizations,
and strategic planning, in yen: simplified terms, can be considered an effort to
position an organization within that association in order to gather that approval
and support. The organizational units prepare the plans; the central
administration reviews tho and then, in a series of meetings, tte plans are
modified ir order to achieve ar overall strategy or identifiable_ craracter for
the irstitution.

Strategic planning in large comanies was earlier thought to start with a
statement of corporate objectives L)j, usually in financial terms, and the
divisional plans were e.2ected add up to meet those objectives. this

'irective planning forced the divisional managers to prepare forecasts based on
corporate expectations, not industry conditions, and resulted in errors, mistakes
and disasters. Directive planning can be successful in an expanding market eircs
it creates a challenge which may be achievable; ir a static or stagnant inet,try,
it merely creates an illusion which may be fatal. The same situation occurs in

rion-profit insiltutiens; organizational objectives stated pr icr lc a study (.f

ectual assets and skills, envirc_nmen al charaeterlstic,, and trine e, and

rranagerial/professional values and a tituder can easily leaC tc unactiirvable
not workable plans.
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activilies designed to improve the competitive pcsiiicn or a business fire,,, or tc
achieve the service posture of a non-profit organizaticn. the introduction cf a
new product, the modernization of an existing plant, or the aodilion of
complementary service are all examples of programs. Programs tend to have a
lengthy time span, multiple activities and extensive assets; they are large
projects derived from ta,,, strategic plan of the organization, and they specify
the personnel required and the resources needed to reach the competition position
or service level defined by the selected strategy.

Program planning is used to specify the activities and to allocate the
resources needed to achieve a given strategic position. The activities are
usually described in very general terms, almost on the level of the number of
people required to perform each of the functional end technical tasks; more
specific definitions of frese tasks are left to the budgetary planning stage
where measures of Performance are established and targets for achievement are
negotiates on a s art-term basis. Changes in the program and changes it the
personnel permit short-term planning, often or a one-year cycle, for the activity
specifications, but capital allocations have to be on a longer term basis. The
financial inflows and outtlows for each program or project, and the relative
timing of those cash movements, must fit the overall capital sources and uses of
the organization. Most active organizations have many more beneficial uses for
capital than available sources, and are consequently continually short cf cash,
so the flow of funds has to be accurately estimated, and the use of those funds
carefully planned. Program planning estimates the flow of funds over the life of
each program or project, and then evaluates the relative desirability of these
programs or projects. There are three formal methods, for this evaluation:

1. Financial return. The financial return models are based on tte relative
size and timing of the case inflows and outflows. Payback period and
the accounting rate of return are the simplest of three comparative
financial models; :he payback period uses the summation of the annual
profits after tax pl.s the depreciation from the project over the period
of 'ime needed to equal the initial investment as the ranking criteria,

.e accounting rate of return uses the ratio of the average annual
profits after tax plus the depreciation of the project to the initial
investment. Both of these methods negltat the time value of money, and
attach no importance to the timing of the cash flows.

The net present value method of investment analysis uses the difference
between the sum of the present value of the expected cash outflows and
the sum of the present value of the expected cash inflows, both at a
given discount rate, as the ranking criteria for programs. The internal
rate of return method of investment analysis uses the discount rate that
equates the present value of the expected cash outflows (investments)
with the present value of the cash Inflows (after-tax profits plus
depreciation charges); In essence, the internal rate of return of a
Project is the discount rate at which the net present value is zero.

2. Cost benefit analysis. Cost benefit analysis is often used in

non-profit institutions as a substitute for the capital budgeting
procedures, or financial return models, used in business organizations.
The financial return models for investment analysis assume that the
positive cash flows are the benefits of the project, or can be used as
surrogates for those benefits. In most non - profit or r,on-business



situations, the cash inflows may have very little relationship with the
benefits of the project since the revenues are often not ceterninea by
either market pricing or full costing. Insteaa, revenues may be
determined by the recipient's ability to pay, and the services are
provided because they are felt to be needed, not because they are
thought to be either cost effective or price elastic. The costs of a

non-profit program can be measured by the cash outflows, or use of
resources, but the benefits have to be gauged on some other measure than
the cash inflows, and a financial equivalent for the services is often

used: This financial equivalent is usually based on an estimate of
social and individual benefits as, for example, In the incremental tax

payments and income potential of a high school graduate versus e
non- graduate over the person's life time, discounted back TC prel,ent

value, that are often used as the economic rationale for public
education. The financial equivalents are subjective, and can be
arbitrary, but cost-benefit analysis does provide a rankirg criteria for
the investment analysis of programs in the public sector.

3. Competitive position analysis. Both financial return models and
cost-benefit techniques concentrate on the size and timing of cash
f'aws, or on the cash equivalents for social and individual benefits, as
the ranking criteria for programs developed to Implement a selected
strategy. A third ranking method, though much more difficult fe
quantify, centers on the competitive position or service level likely tc

be achieved by the program. The competitive position of a firn is
difficult to measure, except in terns of market share, share growth or
productive efficiency, and the attainment of a service level for a
non-profit organization is even more troublesome to evaluate, but these
are the primary determinants of long-term success for the respective
organizations, and should be recognized in program or project
evaluations. Discounted cash flow models, whether with actual or
equivalent inflows, give primary emphasis to short-term results, due to
the compounding of the discount rate over time, and ignore such
essential results as pollution control, safety improvement or service
expansion because of their lack of positive cash flows. Competitive

position analysis will become more important, over time, than financial
return models in the comparative e\.aluation of programs to implement a

selected strategy.

Budgetary_planning is the third step or stage in the planning - control -

motivation sequence. Budgets are estimates of the revenues and expenses
associated with each program or project developed to achieve the competitive
position or service level envisaged in the selected strategy. Budgets oily are

programs expressed it terms of income and expenses; they detail and ' "sine tune"

the programs. A budget also assigns responsibility for the activities contained

in the program. This assignment of responsibility, probably, is the most

important element in the definition of the concept: a budget is not so much a

forecast of results as it is a commitment by members of a unit within an

organization to achieve those results [4]. The distinction between a forecast

and a commitment is essential in understanding the planning process, from
strategy selection to resource allocation to budgetary responsibility. the

budget brings members of the functional and technical units within, each division

of an organization to agree, In essence, to move partways towards reaching the
competitive position proposed by the selected strategy. The c'ver,di phInnirg

9 -)



process, and the differences between the three steps or stages, car be summarized
'n terms of the organizational level, the time horizon, and the conceptual
output:

Planning Organizational Time

5-taUg Level Horiz.gn

Strategic Corporate
Planning

program
Planning

Divisional

Budgetary Unit
Planning

5-10 yrs

3-5 yrs

Major Output of the Flannino

Selection of the method of
competition leading to a
competitive aavantage for
the firm

Allocation of the resources
and plan of the activities
needed tc achieve the
competitive position

12 months Commitment by members of the
organization to achieve goals
leading towards the
competitive position

The time horizon for each stage is, obviously, an average or typical range,
and is not meant to be an absolute requirement. The time horizor usually varies
with the industry. Public utilities, with long time spans needed for regulatory
approval and plant construction, generally perform strategic planning over 12 to
15 years, and program planning over 5 to 8 years. Colleges and universities
might select 5 to 8 years for strategic planning, and 3 to 5 years for program
projections to match the construction time for new facilities. Almost all
budgetary planning, however, is on a 12 month cycle since the intent is to
forecast revenues and expenses with reasonable accuracy, and to have the
forecasts comparable to the financial records of the stanaard fiscal year for
control purposes.

Budgetary planning combines forecasting the revenues and expenses associates
with the various programs of a college or university, and setting goals and
objectives for the departments and other academic units that are involved in
tnose programs. The goals and objectives are the results that are expected; they
are statements of where the departments and other academic units are expected to
be at specific times in the future. These goals give members of all of the units
the sense of direction and purpose that is necessary to coordinate their efforts,
and they permit evalLation of the performance of the units. They serve, in

short, as targets for achievement and as standards for control L5].

These "targets for achievement and standards for control" can be financial,
non-financial or non-quantitative In nature. The financial measures are based
upon anticipated revenues or expenses over a 12-month period, and give the
appearance of precision and detail, but in raality revenues, costs and profits
are summary figures for many diverse activities and are subject, of course, to
the account-conventions. Even in business firms it is thought that financial
standards define areas of responsibility, provide constraints on spending, and
permit forecasts of cash flow, but that they do not accurately reflect short -tcrr,
performance. Non-financial measures are needed to supplement the budgeted
revenues, expenses and profits; many of these non-financial measures are also

91



quantitative, and are based upon unit measures such as total enrollment, ratio
measures such as students per faculty member, or percentage measures such as
instructional costs compared to tuition revenue. These non-financial numerical
standards can provide accurate neasures of performance, but only for the
organizational units where the output is clearly measurable on a single or
composite scale, as in the basic courses with large enrollments where quality can
be assumed and quantity can be mea.-.ured. One definition of a college or
university, however, is that they are places where quality counts. To evaluate
quality, non-quantitative measures are needed. These non-quantitative measures,
of course, are subjective, and thoroughly unsatisfactory, except in comparison to
the more objective alternatives. Numerous proposals have been suggested, at my
own university and I assume at others, to weigh publications by the reputation of
the journal and the number of pages, but these always fall apart cue to the
recognition that the most advanced work can't be published in the most respected
journals. Scholarly review, with all its faults (and they are many), remains the
subjective standard for the evaluation of faculty research performance.

In summary, budgetary planning refers to the estimation of the revenues and
expenses associated with each program or project developed to achieve the
competitive position or service level envisaged in the selected strategy, and to
the establishment of titative and non-quantitative measures of performance
for the organization units and individual members associated with the programs.
The intent, in every instance, is to develop measures of organizational
performance that will serve as targets for achievement and as standards for
control. The development of valid measures of organizational performance through
budgetary planning is difficult, but there ,.e Three generalizations that shoule
be remembered.

1. Budgetary plans should tie bark to the strategic plans for the long-term
concept of service selected for the institution, and to the program
plans for the allocation of resources and the definition of activities
needed to achieve that level of service. Following the strategic,
program and budgetary sequence of organizational planning, the annual
budget should be seen as a consequence of prior planning, not as an
independent exercise.

2. Budgetary plans should refiect the expected revenues and expenses of the
programs, and should provide standards of performance for the
organizational units and Individual members that are responsible for The
various activities within each program. Following the financial,
numerical and subjective sequence of organizational standards, the
annual budget should be seen as a commitment to measurable performance,
not as a forecast of financial results.

3. Budgetary plans should be understood by the leader and other members of
each organizational unit, and shoulo be Lased upon known cost
relationships or reasonable activity expectations. Following the input,
process and output model of organizational performance, the annual
budget shoulc be scan as a realistic level of achievement, not as an
arbitrary or unilateral assignment.

The proces!, of establishing an annual budget that leac, directly from the
prior strategic plans and program plans of the organization, that reflects the
expected revenue,, an expenses of the pr:.,grams and provides vlid -,taheardc, of



performance for the units, and that is understood and accepted by the managers
and members of those organizational units, is difficult. To avoiti the appearance
of unilateral or --bitrary decisions on performance standards, and to avert the
tendency to project revenues and expenses at last year's levels, it is common to
recommend greater participation and reduced incrementalism in the budgetary
process. There are problems with both recommendations:

1. Problems of increased participation. Budgetary planning Is the annual
process of forecasting revenues and expenses for the programs, and
setting standards of performance for the organizational units, generally
over a 12 month period. In forecasting these revenues and expenses, and
setting these standards, it is often recommended that the managers of
the organizational units responsible for the performance of program
activities participate ir, the process to increase organizational
commitment and individual motivation. Participation does genera-ft
commitment, and the recommended means of achieving participation is to
develop the revenue and expense forecasts and the organizational
performance standards through superior/subordinate negotiations. This
process is termed "Management by Objectives"; the Intent is that the
subordinate responsible for the performance and the superior responsible
for the review of that performance should together establish the scales
of measurement and the expected levels of performance on those scales,
prior to evaluation. It is believed that the process of negotiation,
with a sequence of proposal, counterproposal, compromise and eventual
agreement, will result in challenging but achievable national standards
and control criteria. The concept is appealing, but the problem is that
the annual budget is developed from the strategic plans setting the
long-term competitive posture of the firm, and the program plans
allocating the resources and defining the activities needed to achieve
that competitive posture, and consequently many of the standards of
performance for the organizational units can't be changed in
participatory discussions, but have been assumed in the prior planning.
It is, of course, possible to request changes in those prior plans, but
that is often organizationally difficult. Participatory discussions on
setting budgetary stardards can easily lead to feelings of frustration
and cynical distrust on the part of the subordinate, and to an

apprehension of interpersonal incompetence on the part of the superior.
Participative discussions for the purposes of mutual understanding of
the prior plans, not for the purpose of establishing independent
standards, probably are more productive in complex organizations.

2 Problems of reduced ircrementalism. Incremerrhalism refers to the very
common tendency, in preparing an annual budget, to adjust the prior
year's figures to meet the current conditions, and not to base the
budget on the organizational strategy and the program plans.
Incrementalism starts with the concept that each organizational unit is
"entitled to" an amount which, at the minimum, is the same as last
year's, and which probably should be increased by an organization-wide
percentage to reflect growing costs and greater inflation. Incremental
budgets rely on the prior period as the frame of reference, rather than
on the prior plans. "Zero-based budgeting" was developed to avoiC
incremental ism; this budgetary process identifies the activities within

each organizational unit, and prepares alternatives for the activities.
These alternatives may be different ways of performing the given
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activity, through a new technology, for example, or a rore centralized
department, or different levels of performance. Each alternative is
then costed so that the superior, in the superior/subordinate
discussions, can select an improved method of performance or a changed
level of effort. The Intent of zero-based budgeting is to force
examination of the -mnual expense levels, and to analyze a J justify
each activity; the result is actually to place greater emphasis upon the
participatke discussions, because of the wide range of possible
expenditures, and upon the interpersonal aspects of those discussions.
Annual budgets in complex organizations should be based upon the
strategic plans of an organization, and upon the program plans
allocating the resources and defining the activities needed to implement
the selected strategy, and not upon interpersonal negotiations.

The development of the annual budget completes the planning cycle or system,
and starts the control cycle. Control is an awesome phrase in a university
context, but properly used, it is the complement of planning. The term should
refer to the process of comparing actual results with the expected outcomes of
the three levels of planning, analyzing the variances, and instituting changes if
needed. Control implies a set of standards, a comparison of performance against
those standards cn a repetitive or continual basis, and the possibility of
corrective action when a deviation occurs. ,edbaci and correction are central
to the concept of control; these elements Eh present in a physical system, such
as the thermostat controlling a furnace, and should be present in a managerial
system, as in the budget controlling expenditures, or in an academic system, with
peer evaluation providing assistance in both instruction and research. Control
of this nature Is not primarily repressive, setting boundaries to action, or
censurious, allocating blame for shortfalls, though both of these aspects are
present in any control system; Instead, it is a more positive process for
deciding what should be changed now to achieve the future outcomes of the
planning system. Control, In summary, provides the information needed to adjust
organizational unit and individual member performance over the short-term to lead
to an Improved institutional position over the long-term.

Control is the complement of planning, and the two systems overlap: the
control cycle makes use of the financial, numerical and subjective measures
established in budgetary planning, and then records data from the development of
each project ano the operations of each unit In "operational acco..intIng" and
matches the actual vs. expected outcomes through "comparative evaluation."

Opera-U.014. .aLLOuniing Is the fourth .itep or stage in the full planning -
control - motivation sequence. As stated above, it follows uudgetary planning,
which in essence is the projection of results, and involves the recording of
those results. The results may be financial, numerical or qualitative; the
accounting process within an organization normally records only the financial
data, but cperaticnal accounting is an expanded form to record both the financial
and numerical outcomes of organizational activities, and to summarize the
subjective evaluations. It is neither necessary nor possible, in this short
note, to describe all trree aspects of operational accounting, beyond making the
obvious statement that vie systems have to be computer-based for data
accessibility and usage. This creates a problem at many academic institutions.
Colleges and universiti( can he described in many slightly disrespectful ways,
but one the most accurate is that they are places where computers are Ltudied,
but not used. Or, more accuratc-ly, not hsed tc their potentIGI. Firarcial and
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numerical data can be classified, recorded, sorted and then combined in different
patterns to portray the deN,elopment of academic programs and the operation of
academic units. The function of operational accountirg Is to ensure that this
does happen, and that financial, numerical and descriptive measures are all used
In the comparative evaluation of budgetary plans with actual operations to
improve the performance of organizational units and to reward the efforts of
individual members.

CamparatLve evJluatiQn is the fifth step or stage in the planning - control
- motivation sequence. It involves a comparison of planned versus actual
results, through an analysis of the variances, and provides information to the
leaders and members of the organizational units for the improvement cf
performance. Control is effective only when it helps tne managers and members of
organizational units; managerial assistance, not repressive standards or
continual complaints, is the essence of control [6].

This assistance to the managers and members of the organizational units
should be on three levels, corresponding to the three stages of planning.
Planning, as described previously, can be divided in+o the three sequential steps
or stages of strategic planning to select the long-term competitive position or
service posture of the orgah,zation; program planning to allocate the resources
and define the activities needed to achieve that competitive position or service
posture; and budgetary to establish standards of performance of the
organizational units responsible for performance activities. Control is needed
at all three stages of planning to compare actual results with expected outcomes
so that, when necessary, the curren+ operations may be improved or the existing
plans may be changed. It is common to concentrate this control effort on the
activities of the operating managers since these organizational units generally
have financial performance standards that make comparative evaluations easy, a
short time frame that makes changed results apparent, and a low hierarchical
position that makes corrective action possible. This emphasis upon the operating
units, however, neglects the long-term viability of the selected strategy and the
mid-term completion of the funded p-ograms. Control is needed at all three
levels of institutional strategy, program efficiency and operating effectiveness
to improve the total performance of an organization:

1. Institutional control. Institutional control measures the viability of
the selected strategy of the organization. The aftategic plans, of
course, define a long-term method of competition or concept of service,
and the institutional controls should evaluate progress towards
achieving that competition position or service level. IT is certainly
difficult both to identify the desired position and to measure progress
towards achieving that position in financial or quantitative terms, but
some of the dimensions might be enrollment trends, scholarly writings,
faculty opinions, alumni gifts, funding levels, external reviews and a
general spirit of accomplishment. That latter element, the general
spirit of accomplishment, can't be measured, but we all know when it is
there. The president and vice presidents of a university are
responsible for positioning that inst!tution within an association of
other institutions, with the intent of achieving a long -term comparative
advantage that will lead to public approval and financial support.
Institutional control should evaluate that strategic decision by
comparing expected results with actual outcomes on numerous financial,
numerical and descriptive dimensions. Imporlant variances shoulc result
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in changos in the strategic plans, in the resource allocations and
operating activities that were designed to implement those plans, or ir

the senior management. It is necessary to create an atmosphere of
accepting environmental and organizational changes, and of recognizing
the need to plan for those changes, within the senior management of most
organizations; a control system that revealed inattention to those
requirements, and a motivation system that penalized that inattention,
would help greatly in developing the needed attitudes and abilities.

2. Program control. Program control measures the execution of the programs
designed to achieve the long-term service posture of the institutional
strategy. Program planning, as described previously, estimates the flow
c4 funds over the life of each program, or project, and specifies the
activities needed to complete that program or project. Program control
compares the estimated usage of funds with the actual expenditures, and
particularly compares the planned activities with the actual
achievements. Most programs consist of a number of activities or tasks
that are interrelated by time; many of the tasks cannot be started until
others are completed, so that delay in one activity creates additional
delays, and additional costs, in others. Program control systems
usually recognize these interrelationships, either through simple
comparisons of the estimated versus actual completion Gates for each
activity, or with formal network models such as PERT and CPM that
explain changes in the time and cost requirements. Major variances in
resource usage or completion dates should be analyzed for the causes,
and should result in program changes, activity changes or management
changes. Again, it is necessary, even within a university, to develop a
tradition of completing programs and projects on time and to cost
estimates amongst the managers or leaders of those programs; a control
system that not only reveals the deficiencies but helps to correct those
deficiencies woulc assist in developing the needed attitudes and
abilities.

3. Operating control. Operating control measures the performance of the
organizational units that are responsibie for the academic and technical
activities witt,in each program. Budgetary planning, as described
previously, estimates the revenues and expenses associated with each
program. usually on an annual basis, and sets the goals and objectives
for the academic and technical units involved in those programs. These
goals and objectives are the results that are expected; they are
statements of where the organizational units are expected to be at
specific times in the future. The goals and objectives may be
financial, reflecting the anticipated revenues and expenses; or
numerical, showing unit, ratio or percentage measures of performance; or
descriptive, with qualitative and subjective standards. Operating
control, as used here, refers to the comparison of planned results to
actual outcomes for all three types of standards. Major variances in
',erformance should be analyzed, and could result in changes in the
Agetary plans, in the managerial activities, or ir the unit personnel.
r should be remembered, however, that the purpose of the operating
,ntrol system is to provide information for the leaders and memberF, of

the organizational units that will eventually lead to improve.n+s in
performance; assistance to the members, not evidence of incompeteice or
inability, is the objective of control, and that assistance shook lead
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to changes in the plans or in the activities more readily than to
changes in the personnel.

Changes in operating personnel are common in business; that is due, at least
partially, to the failure at this level o; control to separate the evaluation of
the organizational unit, as an economic eitity, from the evaluation of the
manager and members of that unit as individual persons. It is necessary in the
analysis of variances at all levels of cL;trol to understand that some of the
factors in the performance of an organizational unit are subject to the direction
of the manager and the efforts of the members, and some are not. The factors not
subject to the direction of the manager and efforts of the members usually
include problems outside the organization, such as changes in the economic cycle
of the country or the competitive structure of the industry, and problems outside
the unit, such as changes in cooperative efforts or operating results by other
units. For the evaluation of personal performance, rat"ler than the measurement
of organizational achievement, it is important to recognize that some factors can
be foreseen in the planning stage, that some can be managed in the control stage,
and that some can be neither foreseen nor managed. Accurate identification of
these ciasses of problems is important in business firms, and crucial in academic
institutions, for they impact the design of tne motivation system to provide
rewards and sanctions at all levels of the organization.

Motivation is the complement of control; it is the process of rewarding the
individual or unit whose performance has brought actual results close to the
planned outcomes. Motivation attempts to create conditions such that members of
an organization can fulfill their own needs, which often differ on numerous
dimensions, by meeting the organizational standards. Goal congruity is central
to the motivational concept; each individual has needs which should be recognized
and expectations which should be understood, and each organization has standards
which must be met. Motivation of this nature can be either positive or negative,
with both rewa-ds and sanctions, but the incentives have to be tied to the
anticipated outcomes of the planning process, to the comparative evaluations of
the control system, and to the needs and expectations of the organizational
members. Institutional motivation, in summary, rewards or punishes individual
and divisional performance over the short term in order to lead towards an
improved organizational position in the long-term; it consists of an
"organizational response" and an "individual reaction."

The 2cganIzational responst is the sixth step or stage in the planning -
control - motivation sequence. Organizational response refers generally to the
reaction of an organization to unit or individual performance as measured by the
comparative evaluations of the control system, and specifically to the design of
incentives to reward that performance. A planning system becomes a control
system when organizational units and individual members are evaluated on the
variances between planned results and actual outcomes, and a control system
becomes a motivation system when the performance levels of both organizational
units and individual members are recognized and rewarded. Recognition is fully
as Important as reward; both are included in the concept of an organizational
response, which may be of four types:

1. Perceptual. A perceptual response is the recognition of achievement of
either an organizational unit or individual member by the balance of the
organization. Recognition of achievement, with that achievement
measured by the comparative evaluation of planned versus actual
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performance, Is apparently the simplest, cestalnly the least expensive,
but unfortunately one of the more uncommon of all organizational
responses. Members of an organization like to believe that their
contributions to the organization are perceived and acknowledged by
others; this acknowledgement, however, has to be more informal than
formal, and more unforced than directed. Organizational ne;sletters and
congratulatory meetings don't work; the respect of co-workers and
comments of peer individuals do, but it is impossible 4-o design the
latter as part of a motivation system. The perceptual response of an
organization is complex, and largely unmanageable, but critical in the
motivation of the leasers and members of an academic institution.

2. Financial. A financial response is the payment of a monetary reward for
individual achievement, again with that achievement measured by the
comparative evaluation of planned versus actual performance. The
monetary rewards In business firms are normally tied to the budgetary
measures of performance, witn a commission paid on sales or a bonus
awarded for profits. It Is essential that the measures of performance
used to compute the monetary rewards be considered carefully, for most
of the single financial standards can be manipulated: sales may he
recorded in the wrong period, or profits can be increased by a cif: in

the developmental expenses. In an academic institution it is
traditional that financial incentives be limited to salary increases,
and the effectiveness of salary increases has been limited recently by
strong pressures for "across-the-board" raises. This is probably
unfortunate because financial rewards can be effective; they provide
both increased income for the individual and a form o+ perceptual
response by the organization. Comparative incomes represer one means
of acknowledging the relative contributions of both organizational units
and individual members to an academic-institution.

3. Positional. A positional resonse is the promotion of a person for
individual achievement. The positional resopnse is only partially
effective in business firms since normally there is a considerable time
delay between the recording and evaluation of performance and the
announcement of the promotion, but as with the monetary reward, a
positional change is a form of perceptual response, and indicates
recognition of the contributions of that person to the organization.
Promotion and tenure, of course, are the traditional forms of motivation
at colleges and universities; they have the advantage of combining
perceptual, financial and positional incentives at an academic
institution.

4. Personal. Personal responses are the non-financial and non-positional
responses by an organization; they include the office locations, decor
distinctions, parking privileges and club memberships that indicate
status wiihin the organization and that, together with football seat
locations, are not entirely unknown within colleges and universities.

The financial, positional and personal incentives of an organization shoulc,
obviously, be designed to reinforce the performance measures and comparative
evaluations of the control system, and to supplement the perceptual response that
is crucial in motivation. The effort and commitment of various individuals
within an organization will differ, however, even if evaluatca with similar
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standards and rewarded with the same incentives. This variety of response is due
to personal differences between inalvicuals, and even within the same indivlaual
at different times, and results In an individualized reaction to the planning,
control and motivation systems.

The Lndividual rea_ctiop is the seventh, and last, stage in the planning -
control - motivation sequence. Individuals react differently to formal
incentives, even in closely similar situations with nearly identical
organizational influences; this is because individuals are truly different.
People differ in physical abilities, mental capacities, interpersonal skills,
social expectations, cultural beliefs, educational levels, past experiences,
current conditions and future needs; within a university, ali of these influences
are present, plus the differences in disciplinary orientation, which ca., be
major. The large number of dimensions that can be used to describe personal
differences makes it nearly impossible to forecast Individual reactions to the
motivational systems within an organization, but it is possible to identify many
of the forces that influence individual decisions and actions, and it is possible
to predict typical or "average" behavior. These forces, and tha relationships
amongst them, can be shown graphically [7J:

institutional

structure

information
system

feedback of individual

patisfaction/frustration

personal
influences

s

efficiency in need
satisfaction

1

assigned individual existir_ patterns ind'vidual decisions
tasks situation of behavior and actions

planning interpersonal
system ir,Fluences

t

control social
system influences

t

motivation cultural
system influences

1 feedback of group effectiveness in
approval/disapproval group adjustment

The organizational forces which influence individual decisions and actions
are the institutional structures information system, assigned tasks, planning
system, control system and motivation system. The institutional structure
creates a position for the individual relative to others within the organization;
the information system provides a portion of the data needed to perform the
assigned tasks; and the planning, control and motivation systems together
generate the performance measures, the comparative evaluations, and the
financial, positionai and personal incentives. These organizational forces,
however, do not determine behavior; they merely influence it, and their influence
may be minor,in comparison to the personal, interpersonal, social and cultural
factors. These factors cannot be defined in a short paper on academic systems,
but they are certainly understood at all academic institutions.
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Each individual within an or:'anization has an exIstihg 1atfern of behavior
that Is based upon personal cognition and motivation, interpersonal attitudes and
traits, social roles and status, and cultural norms and values. That pattern of
behavior is influenced partially by individual needs for personal (food, shelter
and clothing), interpersonal (friendship), social (esteem) and cultural
(selfdev-31opment) benefits; and partially by the organizational forces that come
from the institutional structure and planning, control anc motivational systems.
Behavior in organizations is complex, not simple; for the person concerned with
the design, of a motivational system, the essential concept is the recognition
that formal Incentives may have a very limited Influence on indkicual decisions
and actions.

Individual decisions and actions within an organization are guided, not
directed, by the combined impact of the Institutional structure and the
managerial systems for planning, control and motivation. These systems, to be
effective, must be consistent. The planning procedures at many colleges and
universities have lost much of their financial effectiveness and organizational
support because this need for consistency has not been recognized.

Consistency is key, 16 it is emphasized here by repeating again the graphic
display of the relatIonsh ps between the stages of the planning control
motivation sequence that must be understood for the managerial systems to be
effective:
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Strategic Planning in tte Small, Private, Liberal Arts College

In textbooks and survey article strategic plannirg, onc often

encounters statements such as: "...little has been done tc answer questions

(concerning strategi: planning)...for non-business organizations." (Hofer,

1976, p. 261) Accordingly, one might expect a paucity of literature en tie

subject of planning in the college or university context.

Even a casual examination of the literature irdicales ttat the r- is nu
ucarti- of writings on college planning. Wortmar (1979) observed that, ammo
the not-for-profit institutions, higher education has probably been
discussed more extensively than others. One survey writer t_ourted over a

thousand citations in some way relevant to strategic p1 nnirg for colleges.
A more probing inquiry, however, may very well verify the opinion that,
volume of literature notwithstaading, there is not much of substance be

found.

The literature on strategic planning for institutions cf high'
ecucation is overwhelmingly prescriptive in nature, and its prescriptions
urge the adoption of a planning structure model that is virtually identical
to that developed for and employed by profit- and growth-orient(o industry.
This adaptation of the industrial planning model can be seen ir the

comparison in Table I of two planning schemes, one exemplary of the college
plannirg literature (Bergquist and Shoemaker, 1975, pp. 3-4) and the other
from the irdustrial planning field (Learned, Christiansen, Andrews, and

Guth, 1965).

In addition to the widespread acceptance of this basic model ot the
structure of planning, several other concepts are stressed ir the
prescriptive literature. For example, extensive participation in the

planning process Is commonly advocated. How this participation is to be

achieved, however, varies from author to author. A frequent device for
participative purposes is that of the planning team or committee.
Recommended membership on the committee varies, but most frequently includes
administrators, faculty, and students, and somewhat less frequently,
trustees, alumni, and local community representatives. That the small

committee approach satisfies the broad participation rubric is, of course,

debatable.

This literature almost always recommends that a planning officer be
designated, responsible to the president and for the coordination of the
activities of the planning committees or organizations. The role ot the

chief executive is not well clarified by this literature. Some articles

suggest an extensive role, others only a peripheral one. Mos+ of the

planning prescriptions urge careful consideration of envirrilmental
influences on the planning process and on the Institution., particularly as

these constitute a data base (e.g., demographic, economic, social trends,
etc.) and in the deteranination of the institution',, socio-economic purpose

or mission. Several of the published "guides" or "manuals" on col leg
planning include explicit timetables for the planning cycle within the
academic year, forms tc be filled out concern inn such items as departmental

budget requests and resouie appraisals, char for information arc
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documentation flows, and organization charts. Indeed, a few of these
eanuals are offered as complete, ready-to-install, procedures packages.

Table i1ia_5tructur of Strategic Pl;nDleg

Bergquist and Shoemaker Model of
College and UnlyeL5ily Planein.g

1. Assessing the current, past, and
future states of the institutions
and its environment.

Clarifying institutional mission
and goals.

3. Developing an analytic and
projective model of the
institution.

4. Designing and testing strategies
for institutional stabilization
and change.

5. Implementing strategies for
institutional stabilization and
change.

6. Monitoring of effects and
possible redesign of the analytic
model and the implemented
activities.

Learned, Christiansen, Ancrews, and
G4th Model of Coutorate PILDDIE5;

1. Identification of the
opportunities and risks in the
environment.

2. Identification of the resources,
weaknesses, and strengths of the
organization.

3. Identification of the personal
values and aspirations of the
participants in the organization.

4. Identification of the legitimate
interests of other segments of
society tc which the organization
is responsive.

5. Reconciliation of the
environmental influences, the
strengths and weaknesses within
the organization, the values and
aspirations of tha participants,
and the obligations to society.

6. Identification of the tasks
necessary for the accomplishment
of its purpose and the deployment
cf organizational resources to
these tasks.

7. Provision of a suitable
organization structure for the
accomplishment of these tasks.

8. Provision for a set of
measurement and control systems
pertinent to the accomplishment
of these tasks.

vroadly then, this prescriptive literature has accepted and adopted
many cf the features of industrial planning. But this acceptance has been
gener :iy with little or no proof of its applicability. It assumes a
suitable analogy between business and Institutions of higher educaticn. E-ut

the aptness of this anaicgy must be questioned. Indeed, BaldriCgo, a ma,or
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writer in the field of academic novernance (197H, challerep-s the generel
applicability of indu...itrial methods to academic administraticn. he venni',

that:

...the organizational characteristics of academic
institutions are so different from other institut:eols that

traditional management theories do net apply to them. Their goels
are more ambiguous and diverse. They serve clients irsteac et
processing materials. Their key employees are highly
professionalized. They have unclear technologies based tore on
professional skills than on standard operating procedures. lhey

have "fluid participation" with amateur decision makers who wancer
ir and out cf the decision process.

As a result, traditional management Iteel ies cahnot be
applied to educational institutions without carefully considering
whether they will work well in that unique academic setting. Sore

traditional theories, particularly it tie decisionmaking area,
apply well to academic settings; others fail miserably. We

therefore must be extremely careful about attempts to manage cr
improve higner education with "modern management" techniques
borrowed from business, for example. Such borrowing may make
sense, but ii must be approached very carefully. (p. 9)

in another study of academic governance, Cohen and Parch (1974) say
that college planning "can often be more effective as an interpretation of
past decisions than as a program of future ones." (p. 228) Thus, in their

view, it would seem that planning is a ratienaiization cr apology for where
the institution has been, rather than where it is going. This is hardly
consistent with the concepts and practices of industrial planning.

While the bulk of the literature on planning in the college context is

prescriptive in nature and prescribes the application of ie,dustriel piannirg

models, there have been only a few deecriwtiye studies which have examined
actual practices in college and university planning, and which have begun to
develop the needed proof that industrial planning concepts are applicable.
One such observer, Freeman (1977a) has complained that there is "littlt
theoretical underpinning for comprehensive (educational)
planning...(and)...the development of a general theory to guide
comprehensive planning is some distance away..." (p. 33) Freeman

investigated the planning practices employed by the 56 largest research
universities in the Unileo States (1977b). Essentially, his study ccnfirr_

that while Interest in comprehensive planning is growirg, its praLtLe tas
only just begun. Furthermore, the study showed that such plennirg is hir;Hy
centralized, highly structured, somewhat dominated by input (resource)
considerations (as opposed to output or educational ebjectives), and
generally built upon loose conceptual foundetions.

proffer eception to 1LN, lack cf re(carch support for the

applicabiliti of the Industrie! plannirg siructure rfodel car t f tourc In -c,

research conducted by Hosmer (1972). He tested the irdustr eiructure

model by examining the strategies developed and implemented tie ferrete n

of three new gradua't schools of business adminictraticn.
concluded that the concerts of industrial rtrategy aLTItcat-ir t,

(Aucational plannirj.



While Hosmer's research Is a valuable step towards supporting the
applicability of the industrial niariing models, It must be noted that he
worked with graduate schools of busjress and with administrators well versed
in or Inculcated with the Industrial model. But the prescriptive literature
for college planning does not limit Itself to planning for bus:ress schools
or to application by administrators trained in or even aware of industrial
management techniques. Further evidence is therefore needed, and one of the
objectives of this present research Is to test the suitability of the
industrial planning models in another sector of higher education, one which
is far less likely to be as predisposed to industrial methods. We shall
return to this point later in this paper.

Not only does the prescriptive literature urge the adoption of the
concepts of the structure of industrial planning, It almost never departs
from the recommendation of a single planning mode or process, one that is
formal, rational, and highly structured. This prescribed
comprehensive-rational approach -to strategy-making draws its conceptual
foundations from classical microeconomic theory, i.e., the decision-maker
considers the entire range of alternatives and their consequences and
chooses that alternative that maximizes some measure of utility. This
approach has been called the "synoptic" method (e.g., Braybrooke and
Lindblom, 1963, p. 40), a term which will be used here for convenience. Put
while Tne college planning literature largely confines itself to prescribing
the "ss,,noptic" process, a large and orowing body of industrial theory and
literature goes much farther it its examination and endorsement of
alternative methods.

Modifications in the prescribed planning process for industrial firms
are based on a variety of differing conditions arming from environmental
pressures, economic imperatives, size, product mix, and organizational
climate factors. Fo example, Mintzberg (1973) argues that at least three
different modes of planning are to be found and are appropriate for the
planning needs of differing organizations. The three modes he suggests are
the entrepreneurial, the adaptive, and the planning mode. Essentially, the
entrepreneurial mode Is a proactive, opportunistic, top-down process aimed
at growth, and suitable for the small organization with strong leadership.
The adaptive mode Is more reactive and survival-oriented, aimed at
incremental change, and suitable for the established firm in a complex
environment. The planning mode Is more participative, rational, analytical,
and formal, aimed at both growth and efficiency, and suitable for the larger
firm in a more predictable and stable environment.

Mintzberg hastens to point out that the organization need rut adhere to
any one mode of planning. It coula, and indeed should, employ combinations
of modes subject to the exigencies of the decisions to be made, the
personalities of the participants, and the realities of the situation. He
distinguishes planning from strategy-making, In that plannirg has come to be
identified with the operation of the formal, rational models abundant in tfe
literature (including the college planning literature) which he labels the
"planning" model, while It is the making of strategy that is the true
ranagement task, however it may be done.

While tt'e college planning literature, in its espousal (f toe synoptic
model, deni(s or Ignores the relevance of other influences on or methods of



decision-making, such as political or organizational factors or models,
research into decision- and policy-making in industry and t--vernmeni ras not
been so narrowly constrained. Trie role of organizational politics, for
example, is attracting increasing attentio, . That it plays a legitimate
role in decIsion- making Is the subject of a growing body cf theory and
inqui-y. But the college planning literature deals with institutiondi
politics in only a cursory fashion. For example:

Many of the factors that can hinder effective planning such
as departmental rivalries, bureaucratic inertia, and intellectual
snobbery, are not considered...except in passing...Successful
planning resolves these Inevitable conflicts not on the basis of
institutional politics but rather on the degree to which proposed
programs conform to institutional goals. (Kieft, Arriijo, and
Bucklew, 1978, p. 2)

On the other hand, a major thrust of Baldridge's work is that the
campus is a political milieu, and that political process models are usually
more apt descriptions of academic governance than are others (1971, 1972).

Bergquist and Shoemaker, cited earlier for their planning model in the

college planning literatute (Table 1), support the need for the synoptic
approach to planning with the statement: "Many...planning efforts
4ail'...because they cons's' of a strategy of 'disjointed incremental ism'..."

(p. 2) They urge a systemic approach, with emphasis on extensive
institutional data, consideration of secondary or unexpected consequences to
decisions, and concern for the long-term effects of seemingly desirable
short-term changes. Their criticism of "disjointed incremental ism" appears
to be oblivious to the increasing interest in incremental ism as a legitimate
and effective approach to organizational strategic change.

The incremental appro3ch has received extensive examination by Lindblom
(1959, 1979, and with Braybrooke, 1963) and most recently by Quinn (1977,
1978, 1980). Quinn calls it "logical" incrementalism, avoiding the
pejorative implications of "disjointed" and showing that it is indeed a
logical or rational method in its own right. In empirical studies of actual
corporate prat ice, he shows it to be not only popular, but conscious,
proactive, and purposeful, and an excellent way to combine the contributions
of the synoptic method with political and organizational process models.

defies incremental ism in terms of the planning activities of
sub-system.; within a larger organizational context, particularly when those
sub - systems plan their strategy with full consideration of goals, resource,"
evaluation, and the other aspects of planning structure, described in Table

I earlier. He cautions against "piecemeal" planning by urging that the
sub-systems carefully consider the integration of their programs with those
of other sub-system.: and the entire organization (1980, p. 135).

In summary, while the college planning literature is rigid in its

prescriptions of the adoption of industrial planning methods and the use cf
the synoptic approach to planning proce.;s, the literature on Indus-ft la!
planning has moved towards the recognition and acceptance of multiple mode:,
and models of strategy making. Indeed, some of the decision models or
influences specifically condemned by the college planning literature,
notably the role of institutional politics and the incremental proce, an
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shown,in the industrial literature to be not only popular but often
appropriate. It is plainly evident that more research, Particularly
empirical research, is needed on the process of planning for institutions sif
higher education.

The Research Problem;

Earlier in this paper, a typical planning structure model from the
college literature was shown and compared with one from the industrial
literature (see Table i). The essentials of both of those models can be
ovibined and put Into the context of college planning. Figure 1 depicts
this schematically.

Note that this structure model is presented as an interrelated system
with each element simultaneously dependent upon and a determinant of every
other element. For example, strategic choices are made in order to achieve
institirrional expectations, which are themselves largely influenced by the
range of strategic alternatives available to the institution.

Furthermore, this structure model is offered as a universal model,
applicable under any and all circumstances. No provision is made for the
alteration of the model under certain conditions. This means that the
selection of strategic alternatives to be implemented must always be
consistent with institutional expectations, or that implementation must
alRays include a measurement and control system that relates performance to
objectives.

This, then, is the model that is heavily prescribed for use by college
and university planners. But the prescriptive literature provides little or
no evidence that such a model is indeed appropriate for college use, or that
it only operates when "formal" planning systems are employed.

One exception to this lack of research support for the applicaQility of
this planning structure model has already been noted in the work of Hosmer
(1972). But, as also noted, Hosmer studied the planning conducted by
graduate schools of business. Further evidence Is needed that this model
applies to other types of institutions of higher education. The small,
private, liberal arts colleges, for example, would be a type of institution
suitable for further research. The liberal arts colleges tend to see
themselves as quite different from profitoriented industry, and if one were
to demonstrate support for the industrial planning models in this sector, it

wouldalong with Hosmer's study--show support at bold ends of a broad
spectrum of institutional typos.

Therefor,), the research questions examined by this research were:

I. Are the concepts of Industrial strategic planning a,so applicable
to small college planning?

2. Does application of these concepts require a formal, highly
organized, continuously functioning planning system?



3. Under what circumstances are college planners most apt to pract:-e
comprehensive or synoptic Dlannirg, and unaer what circumstances
are they apt to deviate towards incomplete or non-synoptic
processes?

4. What is the nature of these deviations?
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In order to find answers for these questions, it was decided to examine
in detail the planning procedures and processes employed by a ,ample of
selected, small, private, liberal arts colleges. For this purpose, the
case- description- and - analysis method was chosen. Two types of cases were
used: cases developed by our own field investigation, and cases available
In the literature.

The choice of the Case method inN,olves a trade-off between depth and
breadth of analysis. The case method permits a thcrough and rich
description of the planning process actually employed, but time and expense
limit it to a relatively small number of subjects. Hypothesis testing by
statistical techniques is therefore not feasible due to the small sample
size. A larger sample could be studied by means of less costly mailed
questionnaires, but Is felt that the kind of information we are seeking
is not likely to be elicited effectively by questionnaires. It is
reasonable to expect that respondents to questionnaires concerning the
procedures actually employed in making strategic decisions may tend to bias
their responses towards the synoptic, since that method Is the one that is
both heavily prescribed and consistent with classical decision-making
theory. (Recent articles by Van Maanen, 1979, and Piore, 1979, discuss the
phenomenon of questionnaire and interview subjects giving false answers to
questions concerning their administrative behavior.) The case method of
analysis, however, does permit the thcrough study of actual strategic
decision incidents, and what it lacks in statistical precision is more than
made up in the richness of description that is so lacking in the existing
literature on college planning.

Three case descriptions were thus developed. In addition, nine other
usable cases were found in the literature. Useful cases are difficult to
find in the literature for at least two reasons: (a) the published cases
were not written with our research design in mind and may omit information
appropriate to thaT design, and (b) aside from the cases distributed by The
Intercollegiate Case Clearing House, published cases are usually written by
representatives of the subject colleges and generally describe how those
institutions have successfully installed comprehensive, i.e., synoptic,
planning systems. These latter cases are usually employed by those who
write prescriptively about college planning to verify their prescriptions.
We must assume, of course, that the descriptions are accurate, but we cannot
be sure that the case writers have been entirely objective or candid.

Thus, twelve institutions were examined: Clark University, Washington
and Jefferson, Juniata, Waynesburg, Villa Maria, St. Benedict, Spring Arbor,
Hartwick, Lewis and Clark, Hood, Hope, and Hiram Colleges. (The sources of
the case descriptions are appended to the references list at the end of this
paper.)

While the overall applicability of the structure model was the general
proposition to be tested, this question was not by liself sufficiently
definitive for research; it was therefore divided into a series of
sub-propositions or questions aimed at examining several of the major
linkages in the model. These questions included:

1. Can a general strategy be described for the institution, a stratcgy
which embraces such strategic components as curriculum and
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educational program, faculty and staff, facilities, admissions and
recruiting, and the administrative structures and systems of the
Institution?

2. Is the strategy thus described internally consistent across the
strategic components?

Does the institution have a clear and broadly accepted mission or
purpose, and Is the strategy thus described consistent with that
mission?

4. Is the strategy thus described externally consistent with the
characteristics and trends in the environment?

5. Is the strategy thus described consistent with the potential
resources available to the Institution?

6. Are the specific decisions made and actions taken by the
institutional managers consistent with the general strategy?

7. Are there problems, both present and potential, which affect the
operations of the institution, that appear to be related to
Inconsistencies in the general strategy or in specific decisions?

The questions shown above are essentially those employed by Hosrrer it
his research. In particular, It was a question like number 7 above which
constituted the core of Hosmerts demonstration of the validity of the
structure model. He states that:

The existence of operational problems within an academic
institution that could be traced to Internal or external
inconsistencies in the strategy of that institution would
establish the value of the strategic concept to the academic
administrator in directing or planning or influencing
institutional change. (p. 1-6)

Generally, affirmative answers to the above seven questions would
indicate that the concepts of the structure of industrial planning have been
successfully applied to college planning, and would provide some of the
needed supporting evidence for the prescriptions in the college planning
literature. This is the first of our four research problems.

To answer the remaining three research problems, the actual planning
procedures, organizations, and systems must be examined, and specific
strategy-making incidents or episodes must be described. A number of
questions were raised in this regard, among them:

1. Does the institution have a full-time planning officer? Wiml-
hic function?

2. Does the institution have a permanent planning organizationisi? Who
participates in this organization? If there are more Thar one, huw
are they coordinated?
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3. Does the irstitutio,i nave a long range :'-,? Now often it

reviewed and updated? Now widely circulat, is it?

4. Now does the incident or episode being examined relOe t() tie long
range plan?

5. Who participated 1r this episode? Which segments of the
institution were involved? Did they participate Joirtly or
separately?

6. In this episode, to what extent was the relationsnir of this
strategic issue tc other aspects of the institution consicerec?

7. What were the alternatives that were considered during this
episode? Were they known prior tc the episode, or were they
uncovered as a part of the an,,lysis undertaken?

8. What environmental factors influenced this episode? Were these
factors perceived as relatively benign or threatening?

From the answers to these questions it can be determined whether the
institution operates a formal planning system or otherwise, and whether tie
synoptic process was employed In the strategy- making episode tat was
examined. Also, those situations or circumstances that tend to produce
incomplete planning processes can be identified.

Research 045ervatica4

Reviewing the four research questions examinee it this study, they arE:

I. Are the concepts of industrial strategic planning also applicable
to small college planning?

2. Does application of these concepts require a formal, highly
organized, continuously functioning planning s' stem?

Under what circumstances are college planners most apt to practice
comprehensive -1- synoptic planning, and under what circumstances
zee they apt t deviate towards incomplete or nun-synoptic
processes?

4. What is the nature of these Deviations?

From the data gathered concerning twelve representative liberal art,_

colleges, sufficient information for a test of the first two research
questions was available for eight of the colleges. The data available
concerning the other four Institutions was insufficient as regards the first
two questions, but was useful in testing tte third and fourth questions.

Among the eight colleges thus ex 'ined, four fairly distinct patterns
of planning practice were identified. The first pattern, found lr four
cases, exemplified the type of formal, highly organized, ron'inuously

functioning planning system that is so heavily prescribed it the literature
on college planning. Indeed, the case descriptions of thi pdt-L,rL were
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found among articles and publications that typify the prescriptive
literature. Since such formal systems were designed to fit the snide! of
planning structures, it follows that they provide affirmation of the first
of our four research questions. (The second question--whether formal
systems are necessary--is irrelevant here.) Of course, we must assume that
the case descriptions accurately describe the planning systems of the
subject colleges.

That four of the eight cases examined were found to describe the
operation of the formal systems prescribed ir the literature does not, we
feel, provide any clues as to the exTent of adoption of formal plannirg by
colleges in general. We cannot infer that anything close to half of all
colleges employ such systems. Indeed, If we are permitted a guess, we koulc
say that such formal systems represent a small minority of the actual
planning practices employed by colleges In general, and that these case
descriptions were published because of their relative uniqueness.

A second pattern, one which may very well be much more prevalent Char
the first, was clearly seen in one institution and suggestea in the
description of one other. This pattern is one that outwardly has the
trappings an appearances of the formal, highly organized systems called for
in the prescriptive literature, but where these planning systems are
employed only in certain aspects of strategy-making and largely ignored ir
others. It is a pattern involving multiple modes as suggested by the
Mintzberg article cited earlier. In these cases, toe formal planning
structures were employed for such year-to-year operational planning issues
as budgets and staffing decisions, but were ignored for certain major
decisions with longer range significance, such as facilities decisions.

The usage of a formal system for year-to-year operational plannirg, of
course, affirms the applicability of the concepts of industrial planning.
The real issue here is whether strategic decisions can be made outside of
the formal planning system and still be consistent with the concep-c, of
strategic planning structere. In one of these cases, the college ecided to
raise and spend several millions of dollars on the construction of a new
athletics and recreation facility. This decision was mace by the Board of
Trustees unilaterally and produced considerable criticism and dissension
among the faculty, including those who served on the nominal long range
planning organizations. The essence of the criticism was that this
expenditure was not consistent with the pressing needs of the college in
meeting its mission. The reader should recall here that the pr.nci pa.
question among those used to test the first research proposition is number
7, i.e., "are there problems, both present and potential, which affect the
operations of the Institution, that appear to be related to Inconsistencies
In the general strategy or in specific decisions?" As Hosmer pointed out,
the existence of such problems "establishes the value of the strategic
concept" in planning institutional change. The dissension or criticism of
this facilities decision on the grounds of its inconsistency with
instituti' al mission is an example of such a problem. We feel, therefore,
that this case further supports the applicability of the concepts of
strategic planning even where formal planning systems are superseded.

A third pattern, seen cieariy In one of the institutions studied, wal,
one where the normal governanc or management system, does not include a
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formal planning organization, but where ad_hoc planning groups are created
from time to time when a need is felt. This pattern would also include
institutions which may have nomina' planning groups in their organization
structure, but where such groups do not routinely function or are dormant
for long periods.

In the institution 4here this pattern was observed, soon after d new
president was installed, it was decided to coneuct a major institution -wide
planning effort. Accordingly, a planning organization was created, which
included representation from all of the constituencies of the college, i.e.,
trustees, administrators, faculty, students, alumni, parents, and the local
community. Over the course of two years, the organization--through various
sub..ommittees--produced a long range plan for the college, one which f'aily
satisfies all of the consistencies and linkages called for in the model of
the structure of planning. Enthusiasm for the project was high, and the
resulting plan document was broadly accepted and widely distributed. It

articulated a number of proposals and activities, all of which have been
implemented in the six years that have passed since the project was
completed and the organization disbanded. It remains the "long range master
plan" for the college. Interestingly, however, only one of the college
officials interviewed durirg this research was (.ble to produce a copy of the
"plan"; the others could recall it but had long since discarded vileir
copies.

At the time of our investigation of this college, there was no great
sentiment for a resumptioi of systematic planning. Since the long range
plan discussed above was now six years old and was evidently no longer beirg
used for guidance or reference, we sought to dete,mine what the current
general strategy of the college was. This was discussed with a group of key
faculty members who seemed to feel that the college had n discernable
strategy other tr n to continue to do what it has always done, only better.
They declared that the college had a "no-strategy" strategy.

In his seminal mono-aaph on strategic planning, Ansoff (1965) examihad
the question of whether an expilait strategy was actually necessary (pp.
112-118). In so doing, he listed the advantages of a "no-atrategy"
strategy. Briefly, the advantages were:

1. The firm would save the time, money, and executive talent which are
required for a thorough strategic analysis....

2. The field of potential opportunities will be it no way

restricted....

3. The firm leaps the full advantage of the "delay principle." By

delaying commitment until an opportunity is at hand, it is able to
act on the basis of the best possible information.

The disadvantages were:

No rules to guice the search for new opportuniiies.

2. Enhanced risks of ma).,irg bad decisions.
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3. No way to evaluate or control the overall resource allocation
pattern.

4. The lack of an ability to anitcipale change.

Considering these disadvantages against the context of small college
strategic plannirg, the "no-strategy" strategy or reactive stratc_qy may very
well be appropriate and useful. Unlike a conventicnal business, a college
offers a highly traditional, rarely changing product. There are few changes
In the technology of delivering higher education. Changes in either the
external or Internal environment are slow In developing and are generally
easily anticipated. College administrators rarely are confronted by major
decision situations. Indeed, one of the administrators interviewed
commented that In this ten-year tenure, he has really made only two major
decisions, both of which were personnel decisions--hirirg a new Dean ana a
Business Manager.

As regards control of the resource allocation pattern, in small college
operations there are few opportunities for changing or reallocating
resources. The typical college budget involves almost entirely fixed costs,
given the unchanging product mix, tenured faculty, debt service, and stable
enrollments. New or expanded facilities are usually only installed after
lengthy fund raising campaigns, during which the wisdom of the expansion is

questioned repeatedly. Apparently, this very conservative strategy would
seem to enjoy the advantages described by Ansoff without being appreciably
vulnerable to the disadvantages.

this "no-strategy" strategy should also be examined using the questions
employed to answer the first two research problems discussed earlier. As a
strategy which involves little change from time-honored patterns and
practices, considerable consistency is observed both across the strategic
components and as regards resources and environmental influences and
factors. It Is a strategy built upon the aggregate of operating unit
strategies (cf. Uyterhoeven, Ackerman, and Rosenblum, 1977, pp. 7-9),
virtually guaranteeing internal consistency. As a predominantly reactive
strategy, it is almost unavoidably consistent wift environmental pressures
and resource availabilities.

As to the existence of or potential for problems which may affect
operations of the institution, these would probably have to be in the matter
of the relationship of operating and strategic decisions and practices to
the mission or goals of the institution. In the college In question, from
time to time disagreements arose within the faculty and administration
concerning such programs as business administration and the humanities.
Score argued that the former does not belong In a "liberal arts" college;
others decried the erosion of enrollments and course offerings In the
latter. Decisions concerning staffing and resource commitments in these two
areas could lead to problems - -or at least to dissension. The stated mission
or purpose of the school--a typical college catalog statement of
mission- -was vague and unhelpful In this regard.

Overall, however, the perceived strategy followed by this college
seemed to be remarkably consistent with the basic strategic plannirg
structure model described earlier. While this may be largely due to
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consistencies inherent in an Inflexible institution followirg a mostly
reactive strategy, or to the lack of opportunities for alternative
activities, the applicability of the industrial planning structure model tL
educational institutional planning is clearly here supportea.

The fourth pattern, observed in two of the cases studied, was one where
r4.) formal planning organization exists and where a single individual
aominates the strategic decision-makirg processes. This individual may Pe
dominant due to the power of his position, such as a president, or due to
being actively involved in all of the groups, committees, or sub-systems
%,.hIch have strategic significan.e, such as a dean. In many respects tfis
r.atiern is akin to the entrepreneuaial mode of planning described by
wntzberg in the article cited earli_

Cohen and March (1974), in thel. wady of the college president,
describe several ffodels or metaphors of presidential roles and styles in
terms of political systems. In terms of their metaphors, it would seem that
this pattern is similar to a model they term a "plebiscitary autocracy." 04
this style they say:

The president is a decision maker and organizer of opinion.
Such consultation or assistance as he uses is simply a convenience
to him and imposes no obligation to him to follow the advice. He
acts on the objectives as he sees them and subsequently attempts
to persuade his constituency that his role should be continued.
(p. 39)

College officials other than the president can effectively enjoy
similar dominance by virtue of their extensive Involvement in the various
sub-systems within the college. in many small colleges, a dean or provost
runs the Institution while the president is primarily occupied with
fund-raising, community or government relations, or Inter-college
aommissions and organizations.

The issue here is whether an autocratic or "top-down" organization can
perform the strategy-making function in a manner consistent with the
concepts of the structure of planning. In such a situation, it would seem
that the general strategy of the institution is whatever the dominant
individual has in mind. In effect, he is the embodiment of the general
strategy. Such a general strategy would therefore be internally consistent
since the dominant individual personally supervises every facet of
operations. If is consistent with perceived environmental factors since
that individual is the institution's principal interpreter of environmental
influences. It is consistent with specific decisions since the individual
usually is the one who makes the decisions. It is usually consistent with
available and potential resources since these are fairly fixed in small
college operations, and it is this dominant individual who usually leads any
drive for new resources.

It is in the matter of consistency with the mission of the institution
That problems may arise under such an autocratic system. The autocrat, of
course, has his own notion of the mission of the institution and runs it
accordingly. However, particularly among the small liberal arts colleges,
there is an Implicit and accepted view of mission that is shared by most of
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those who staff such colleges. Although rarely clearly articulatec, there
:s a general understanding of the role and purpose of such schools. The

autocrat may find that his position is severely challenged if he were to -try
to move the Institution in a direction that runs counter tc this implicit
notion of misalon. This situation frequently arises in regard to business
administration programs which are popular with students and financially
lucrative, making them attractive to admiristrators w''.o are trying to

balance tight budgets. Liberal arts faculties, on the other hand, are utter
suspicious of such programs, feel threatened by their popularity, and
frequently challenge their appropriateness as liberal J-ts programs.

Thus, while the actions and decisions of the autocrat would be
consistent with his own view of the mission of the college, and woulc
therefore affirm the strategic concept, if the autocrat were to attempt
strategic changes that were inconsistent with the understanding of mission
held by others in the institution, problems would arise. The potential for
such problems also affirms the strategic concept because it arises out of an
inconsistency. The reader should again recall Hosmerls prircipal test of
the strategic concept: "The existence of operational problems...that could
be traced to internal...inccasistencies in the arrategy cf that institution
would establish the value of the strategic concept...."

Therefore, it seems rather clear, in a perverse sort cf way, that even
the autocratic pattern is consistent with the concepts of the structure of
strategic planning.

The two remairirg research questions are:

Under what circumstances are college planners most apt to practice
comprehensive or synoptic planning, and under what circumstances
are they apt to deviate towards incomplete or non - synoptic

processes?

4. What Is the nature of these deviations?

In order to answer these questions, cases describing eight of the
sample colleges were examined, cases describing twelve distinct planning
episc s or incidents. Here, we found that in six episodes, the colleges
employed rather thorough and comprehensive planning processes, processes
which observed all of the key linkages and interrelationships of the
planning structure model. We have termed such processes "synoptic," using

L irdbiom's terminology.

In five other incidents, to some degree, the decision-making process
ignored key linkages of the p!annirg structure model or otherwise failed to
practice synoptic planning. This resulted in a process that was incomplete

to a greater or les,er extent. In the twelfth incident studied, the process
began as synoptic, but due to circumstances which arose during the episode,
the process became increasingly incomplete or non-synoptic.

Our research task is two-fold: (a) to determine what circumstances
tend to produce processes which deviate from the synoptic, and (b) to

characterize those deviations. Several writers and researchers have
suggested relationships between situational variables and alternative



processes. Some identify environmental and organizational climate factor:,
as significant determinants of planning process. Others suggest That the
nature of the alternatives themselves affect the proces.ies that are employed
it choosing from among them. Combining the suggestion of all of these
writers, a model can be developed which has process as the oependent
variable and a function of three independent variables: environment, the
nature of the alternative, and organizational factors.

At the risk of oversimplification, if we eliminate organizational
factors as a variable since we are examining institutions which are dll
quite similar in most organizational factors--except, of course, for
organization for planning - -we are left with a dependent variable, process,
and two independent variables, environment and nature of alternatives. The
environment can be viewed as ranging from benign to threatening, as
perceived by the major participants. The alternatives can be characterized
as either (a) unknown and therefore to be identified in the planning
process, or (b) known prior tc the planning process.

Examining those instances where nonsynoptic processes appeared, the
following observations were made:

A. When the strategic alternatives were readily apparent, the more tie
environment was felt to be hostile or threatening, the more 111i214
the synoptic process was used.

e. When the strategic alternatives were not readily apparent, the more
the environment was felt to be hostile or threatening, the less
likely the synoptic process was used.

For example, one college embarked on a major fund raising campaign at
time when no particular environmental pressures were being felt. The
description of the planning and operation of the campaign gives no evidence
that anything other than the college's financial dimension was consiCered.,
In fact, most of the funding that was to be raised was to refinance debts
incurred for construction and renovation projects already in place.

Another case described a series of reforms In such areas as budget,
staff, curriculum, and recruitment and admissions, all of which were
conducted sequentially, i.e., the administration gave its attenticn to those
areas, one at a time, not moving to the next area iwtil one was studied and
reforms installed. These reforms were developed at a time of severe
environmental pressures and without known options prior to the process.

A third college, feeling severe pressures from inflation and declining
market population, undertook to examine both its educational programs ano
its recruiting activities, but with no cooroination or communication between
the two planning groups that were charged with these two projects. In fact,
the two groups were specifically forbiCden from sharing their findings or
assumptions until their work was complete° and proposals approved.

In another case, a major educational program was aocied to the
curriculum with little Or no consideration of its impact on enrollments or
staffing. The program was addea at a time when no particular environmental
pressures were being felt. It has since become the major program opera-tea
by the school and unquestionably of strategic significance.

"0
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In perhaps the most interesting case, a major project was undertaken at
another college, a p-oject which set our to consider possible reforms of
virtually every facet of the college, including curriculum, student
residential life, governance, and recruiting. It was begun at a time when
no particular environmental pressures were oeing felt. But durlrg the
course of the project, the environment became increasingly threatening and
the project became one of curriculum reform alone, as the other aspects were
abac'ened. Thus, a planning activity which began as a synoptic process
became non-synoptic as one of the situational variables changed.

It is significant that each of tne above ,ion-synoptic processes
produced a strategic decision that has apparently been successfully
Implemented with beeficial results.

In developing his seminal theories of incremental ism, Lirdblom
characterized the process of analyzing and planning strategic change as a
continuum ranging from the synoptic at one pole to the "grossly incomplete"
at the other (1979). Towards the latter pole are a variety of processes
including various forms of incremental ism, "seat of the pants"
semi- strategies, and ill-considered, often bumbling incompleteness.

In our studies of the processes followed by our sample of colleges,
three cf the incomplete or non-synoptic processes observed seemed to be of
the sort that Q..;inn (1980) calls "logical incremental ism." Here,
sub-systems of the college perform strategy-making activities as regards
their own areas, but are careful to integrate their analyses and plans with
the needs and activities of others. There, were, however, some instances of
what might be termed "disjointed incrementalism," where planning activities
were conducted in one aspect or sub-system of the college with little or no
consideration given TO the other aspects. No instances of "grossly
incomplete" processes were found.

The process continuum that Lindblom suggested might therefore be
thought of as having the synoptic at one poles followed by logical
incremental ism, then disjointed incremental ism, with the grossly incomplete
at the other pole. More study is needed to determine the point on the
continuum where the limits of satisfactory planning process Ile.

Conclusions

Based on our study of the planning activities of twelve representative
colleges, it would appear that the concepts of strategic planning structure
developed for and employed by profit- and growth-oriented Industry can also
be successfully used by small, private, liberal arts colleges.

Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, we found no evidence that
application of these concepts requires a formal, highly organized planning
3ystem. The concepts of planning structure also seem to be successfully
employed in informal, unstructured systems, or in ad hoc planning episodes,
or even it institutions dominated by a single strong autocratic indivieual.
The essential elements of the strategic planning concept are the
interrelationships in the model and the consistencies between the strategy
developed for the Institution and its internal and external environments,
its existing and potential resources, the specific decisions made b,/ its
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managers, and its mission or purpose. While the purpose of the formal
plannirg systems that are so heavily prescribed is to ensure that these
interrelationships and consistencies are thoroughly considered, there is no
apparert reason why these interrelationships and consistencies cannot be
thoroughly considered by Informal or act hoc planning approaches, or for that
matter, even by autocratic administrators. This we feel is important
because formal planning systems are not only expensive to install, staff,
and operate, but they also have a tendency to become an end it themselves
with their procedures and paperwork becoming a bureaucratic chore.

Our investigations also provided some evidence that college planners
may tend to deviate from processes that are fully consistent with the
concepts of strategic planning structure under certain conditions of
environmental pressures or whether the strategic alternatives are known or
unknown prior to the planning effort. These departures seemed to be forms
of incrementalism which, In the cases examined, did not appear to result in
unsatisfactory or incorrect strategic decisions. Nevertheless, our findings
in this area should serve to alert those who perform strategic planning for
colleges that there Is a tendency to depart from the preferred synoptic or
comprehensive approach to planning when (a) alternatives are readily
apparent and no particular environmental pressures are perceived, or (b)
alternatives are not known in advance and environmental pressures are
threatening. Whether the use of formal planning systems can prevent
deviations from comprehensive planning under these conditions is not clear
from the evidence.

We have been critical of the prescriptive literature on college and
university planning because it offers its prescriptions generally without
supporting evidence. Our purpose here has been to provide some of tha':-
evidence. While we feel that our findings generally support the
applicability of industrial planning concepts to higher education, and
therefore have strong normative implications, we offer our findings strictly
descriptively and acknowledge that mur more evidence is needed before
conclusive proof can be claimed.
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Doctoral Programs and the Labor Market,
or How Should We Respond to the "Ph.D. Glut"?
Some Lessons from the California Experience'

Abstract

Cost-benetit analysis nay be used as a heuristic framework for rationalizing
the often confused tninking surrounding academic planning at state and
multicampus levels. To illustrate the utility of this approach and to contrast
it with prevailing approaches to program review and analysis, we have applied it
to the termination or cutback of doctoral aegree granting -ograms at the
Un:versity of California. Our results show that this framework can be useful for

identifying and analyzing data relevant to academic planning decisions. We also

make some suggestions about how this kind of analysis can be promoted and ought
to be used.

Introduction

For many years educators and many government officials cc-cerned with higher
education policy in California (and elsewhere), faced with a burgeoning demand
for graduate education and its products, seemea to assume that more and bigger
graduate programs were worth whatever they cost. The real constraint on growth
was not demand or even currently available funds, but the ability to build
buildings, hire faculty and organize programs quickly enough. Now, the need for
more and larger graduate programs, or even all of the existing programs and
students, appears to be much reduced relative to other demands for resources.
There is much more interest in costs, " unnecessary duplication" of programs, and
cost savings possibilities.

This set of concerns suggests the applicability of a cost-benefit analysis
approach. Analytical difficulties resulting from the numerous interdependencies
and jointness problems that characterize graduate education and difficulties in
measurement on some of the dimensions of interest 2 render the rigorous
application of the approach infeasible, at least at present. However, the basic
ideas underlying the cost-benefit approach turn out To be very useful
heuristically in rationalizing and integrating the usual disjointed thinking in
this problem area.

The Benefit Side

The various issues often conceptualized by educators under the rubric of
"needs"--labor market demand for program graduates and "societal needs" for
graduate programs and their products, "needs" arising from student demands foi
admission, "institutional needs'' for graduate programs and students to assist in
accomplishing other institutional missions, concerns about "unnecessary
duplication," even quality concerns--can all be conceptualized in terms o the
benefits concept. The need concept conveys the misleading idea of an all or
nothing choice--a program is either needed or it is notwhile the benefits

1This paper is largely based on [37]. The author would like io thank 1.
Thompson for helpful suggestions regarding this paper and the earlier study.

2F0- a comprehensive discussion of these problems, see [20, also 121].
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concept facilitates the analysis of the utility of increments (or decrements) of
benefits and their relation to incremental (decremental) costs. We now consicer
how the several dimensions of "need" in regard to graduate education can be
analyzed within the benefit-cost conceptual framework.

Labor Market Demand

Human capital theory [3], [24] provides a useful conceptual framework for
assessing an important class of benefits resulting from graduate education.
Normatively, the theory tells us that program and enrollment decisions should
respond to signals from the labor market. When job opportunities and starting
salaries for graduate degree-winners in a particular field increase relative to
those in other fields, capaci ty should (ceteris paribus) expand for these market
signals imply that the social return on investment in graduate training in the
field is increasing. From the standpoint of graduate program planning and
decision-making, this means, of course, that indicators of Job market strength
should be monitored and taken into account in program and enrollment decisions.
But this seemingly straightforward prescription can be quite difficult to
interpret properly. 3

The most obvious and specific market indicators--types of job placements and
starting salaries of program graduates--are useful but inherently limited guides
for program and enrollment decisions. For proposed new programs there are no
directly relevant placement data (though data from similar programs already In
existence can help give some sense of the market). Where placement data are
available- -and remarkably, they are often not collected systematically at
present--they still cannot tell us about the future for which we are planning.
Labor market conditions can change drastically in the five or more years required
for most entering graduate students to complete the doctorate.

Labor market projections, the obvious answer to this difficulty, tend to be
crude and difficult to interpret from the standpoint c; individual program
decisions. In only a few fields are methodologically adequate projections
available at the discipline level, and these are often one-time analytical
studies by academics, not regularly updated, widely available reports. 4 In
general, projection analysts make little attempt to model critical macroeconomic,
political or market response variables; thus even their "best guess" projections
often do poorly as predictions. 5 Also, the projections are little informed by
any systematic study of recent adaptations--in the present case to apparent
"oversupply" of doctorate-holders--or by any serious analysis of where

3See [1ia] for an excellent discussion of some of the analytical problems
involved.

4See, for example, [12] and [13]. The National Science Foundation has
published Ph.D. supply and demand projections for science and engineering every
four years or so for the last decade [32] [33] [34] [35] and these have become
increasingly sophisticated. But the field categories used in these projections
are still quite broad (engineering, physical sciences, life sciences,
mathematics, and social sciences).
5This is not to say That the task of modeling these disparate and complex

processes is easy. Also, it should be noted that efforts to model market
response processes are in progress. See [33] [14].
6The author is presently studying aspects of these questions as part of a

national study of the changing role of postdoctoral education. For a progress
report see (-361 and [36a].
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"enrichment" ends and "underemployment" begins. 6 In many fields, evidence of
substantial underemployment of Ph.D.-holders was less than clear as late dS 1979
[17], the latest year for which currently available survey data have been

published.

We should work to improve the quality and timeliness of market projecticns
for they are essential for good decision-making at all levels. These

projections, together with a seasoned assessment of a program's "strategy" and
its ability to execute it successfully, are all that we have to forecast

market-related benefits. Fortunately, strategies and allocations can be modified
as time goes on jj up-to-date placement and market forecast data are available.

Student Demand

Overall graduate applicant demand to University of California programs
continued to grow in the early seventies. This caused some concern at the state

level, for there might be considerable opposition to efforts to cut back program
and enrollment plans on labor market grounds if student demand remained strong.
Not surprisingly, however, the author's subsequent investigation showed that, in
general, on a program-by-prograr 'asis, applicant demand in the arts and sciences

fields was declining.

Application patterns over time seem to be generally consistent with the
tenets of positive human capital theory. That is, students tend to turn away
from fields where they perceive that the return on their investment in graduate

education is declining, and to maintain or increase Interest in fields (such as

medicine and business today) where the return on investment is stable or growing.
Thus applications trends by field are one useful barometer of labor market
developments, although there are some important caveats that must be kept in mind

in using them for this purpose. 7

In most University of California departments at least (and most other
universities would probably report similar experience) there would appear to be

no serious conflict between the general policy prescriptions of a policy based on

apparent market demand trends and one based on student demand. In cases where

applicant demand remains consistently high in the face of clear evidence of weak

market demand for graduates, decision-makers must decide just what il is worth to

try to meet student demand that does not appear to be justified by labor market

demand. If other, non-market-related benefits of additional enrollments (such as
those discussed below) are negligible &)03 expansion is costly, most government

officials, probably consistent with the priorities of most of the electorate,
would likely judge the benefits of expansion not worth the opportunities
foregone. 8 Where the issue is whether existing programs should be cut back it

7In particular, there are problems with student information, in some fields

especially; lags between market changes and student responses; factors, such dS

broad changes In student values and tastes, essentially unrelated to the labor

market t'-it influence patterns of student demand; and, if application trends are

used explicitly in administrative decision-making, problems with integrity and

comparability of applications data.
8Although it should be remembered that costs to the public purse could be

reduced by raising net fee levels in such fields. Such a polir:y could both test

the seriousness of student demand and provide some resources is finance

expansion.
91t seems likely that most such problems would disappear in time, t4ecially

with the aid of fleid-specific market projections and the provision of data t:

students about the costs and risks of gradeAte study. We will hthe mort? '0 say

on this point lat
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size if student cer f. 'sts but market forecasts are bleak, 9 the problr tends
to be more complira .s we shall see in the following sections.

aenetits Resulti'g 11 )m. Impacts on Other Institutional Missions

Under current circumstances in the markets for students and program
graduates, it Is quite clear that neither student nor market aemana is adequate
to justify some graduate programs, at least not at their present or planned size
and cost. Yet, universities continue to argue that tstantia! graduate programs
In a number of low-demand disciplines are "needed." Do these arguments have any
substance or are they merely self - serving apologies for avoiding the pain of
desirable retrenchment?

Again tae benefit-cost framework is help,u1. The academics' argument is
essentially that strong graduate programs, usually at the doctoral level, are
necessary for an institution to serve Its other missions on behalf of the puulic
effectively. Mast fundamentally, the argument is that without a range of strong
doctoral programs, the institution will be unable to establish the intellectual
climate and reputation necessary to attract a quality faculty. Without d quality
faculty it will not be able to serve any of its purposes satisfactor,ly.

For some kinds of Institutional missions, this line of argument lay makc
consiaerable sense, up to a point. If one of an in. Tution's missions is to
insure that a doctoral program of high quality is av'ilable in the state in every
recognized field of learning and scholarship at public uni\ersity tuition levels,
then it may be necessary to maintain substantial departments somewhere in the
institution in some 'fields where de- ,d alone would not justify them. If

wide-ranging basic research is par, , campus's mission, doctoral programs in
the basic disciplines will almost ca, ,arnly be necessary. If it is regarded as
part of the institution's' mission to be prepared to responn expeditiously tc
societal remands for research and highly-trained people, i, may be necessary to
sustain capacity in fields where nPw needs may develop suddenly that would not be
justified on the basis of current demand levels And, some woula argue that the
commitment to provide extensive rraduate professional education requires a large
complement of high-quality programs and faculty- -which would usually imply
doctoral programs--in the underlying disciplines. Indeed, some would argue that
quality and "campus balance" b/ definition require that oartar-el programs of
substantial size be maintained on each campus it all the basic disciplines at
least.

Certainly policy-makers must consider the impacts of decisions about
doctoral prca.rams and their size on other institutional missions. However, there
may be other ways to achieve some of these goals that do not require the
maint, ance of substantial resources in doctoral education that would not
otnerwl!, be justified. For example, there is ample empirical evidence that ti-,h
quality in doctoral education c-w be achieved by departments with relatively
small complements of both faculty and doctoral students.lO The key to such
success with limited resources is careful planning of faculty wiring and acaderic
specialization.11

10This was a major finding of the American Counci, Educaticn's

publicized studies of quality in nraduate programs [8al and [22j.
liSee [37, Chapter Six].
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Another case in point is the problem cf planning so as to be prepared to
move expeditiously into areas where urgent new eocietal needs, student cemanos or
important intellectual developments may occur. In a multicampuE university, this
Is a sy',em ob,;fective; it is not necessary for each campus to be prepared to gear
ur quickly in each area of knowledge. Moreover, it is possible to identify breed
dreas of study where sch developments are more likely and more likely tc result
in large benefits if they are seized upon quickly (and in lerge social costs if
they are not). Generally speaking, it is in The natural sciences and engineering
there sho 'ages of highly-trained people are most likely to develop suddenly and
where such shortages are likely to be the highest opportunity costs--e.g., lost
opportunities in medical or industrial research applications--or immediately
catastrophic consequences--e.e., in the case of failures to develop alternat,
energy sources or eartiquake prediction capabilities rapiCly enough. Hence the
argument for maintaining capacity in excess of evident demands is stronger (at
least or the benefits side) in some of these fields, and academic planning should
take this into account.

Finally, higher education policy-makers should not regard statements of
institutional "missions" as written in stone. Institutional goals can and ought
to te reconsicered and appropriately redefined as conditions change. For

instance, the goal of providing academic programs on the docieral level in every
field of recognized scholarly importance might be modified in light of strirgent
tiscal circumstances. The state could seek to provide the educational

opportunities for its citizens implied by this goal by negotiating witt private
institutions it the state or with a public Institution in a nearby state to
subsidize the attendance of qualified students enrolled in a p-ogrm not
available in the state's own public university system

Another possibility for multicampus systems would be to redefine, at least
for some years, the missions of one or more campuses currently supposed to
emphasize research and doctoral education. In analyzing such a proposal, the
significant economic benefits of academic research12 should of course be
considered and the campus strategy for developing or maintairirq successful
Cocteral programs carefully assessed in light of The data available. The
presence of graduate professional programs oil a campus may well justify some
doctoral programs in underlying basic disciplines, but the number of disciplines
required for any one professional program will be limited and large-seal(
docto-al programs should not be necessary on this ground alone.

Finally, in some states it can be argued that reducing the number of
research and doctoral education-orlented campuses limits uri_eeaLadlate41
opportLnities unduly. The argument here is that students generally have many
more choices of institutions devoted primarily to undergraduate education than
they 4o of institutions with a research-oriented intellectual climate. Perhaps
in soi,e states such opportLnities should not be further limited. Certalrly thL
consideration shr,ola not be dismissed out cf hand.

Fenefits of Competition and Givers

A few additional considerations that may have genuine r,Crii in !_u!.purt cf

developing or maintaining doctoral level programs on several campuses 5hoLld bc
noted. First is the matter of the benefits of competition. We l2ar dbout

12See for example, P231.
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the evils of duplication of programs in higher education (and other public
program areas), but little about the benefits that can result from competition
among programs. Recent theoretical work, including some concerned specifically
with higher education, suggests that if revenue schedules are properly designed,
competition may bring substantial efficiency benefits under some circumstances
[19] [26] [28] [29].

One important benefit that some "duplication" of programs in the same
nominal field may bring is diversity of focus es departments seek to
differentiate their "product." This gives students and sponsors more choice and
probably Improves responsiveness to student and societal needs and intellectual
developments. Less-established programs are probably likely to be more
irnovative as they look for their place in the sun.

These points merit careful analysis when decisions are mace about campus
plans in specific fields, but it must also be remembered that no state university
is an island. The requiremen+s of adequate competition and innovativeness may be
well served in some instances by virtue of the presence of similar programs in
private institutions or in nearby states.

Benefits and "Quality"

Educators and higher education policy-makers have always talked' a great cc i

about the importance of "quality" in educational programs. This traditional
concern with quality has survived into the present period of heavy emphasis on
programs. Indeed, some quality thres',old is often established that must be
crossed, in theory at least, if a program is to "pass" a nrogram review.

Unfortunately, the emphasis on quality has often been too narrow and
otherwise inappropriate for guiding the efficient allocation of resources. Mary
doctoral program quality assessments none within institutions or by outsic'r_
professional bodies focus almost entirely on input and process concerns--i.e., on
the apparent adequacy of various kinds of resources, curriculum and organization,
student qualifications, etc.--rather than the results and impacts of The
enrerprise. To the extent these input and process variables are related' Tc
results and impacts, there may be no problem, but the nature et the reletion,,ri
in many cases is tar from clear.

One notable exception to this line of criticism is in the area of rer_earce.
Virtually all quality assessments of programs at the aoctoral level- -and
especially the r tional ratings that are published from time Tr_ time z,nd wi
have considerable Influence with state officials and the higher education
communi-t,give close attention to the research capabilities cf the department
under scrutiny. This is clearly important for any assessment of thH researci
intellectual contriLutions the faculty, students and graduates are likety ro
make, and hence for evaluating one very important dimension cf boner lit
4he program.

But graduate programs have other objectives, and hence ray produce utter
kinds of benefits. These are frequently given short shrift when sore arbitrary
standard of "academic quality" based primarily on conventional input and researLi
criteria is applied as a threshold that must be croseu by each, prcirar ttat
to survive.
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Certainly at the Master's level graduate programs can serve useful purposes
and markets (i.e., can have benefits) that are not necessarily reflected in
qua ity assessments based on a strictly research-oriented model. Even at the
doctoral level it Is worthwhile to look at the actual performance of "lesser
quality" doctoral programs in terms of the quantity and impact cf the applied
resmareeh and professional work they do, the career success of their graduates,
ano their success it attracting students before concluding that they should be
elLoinateu for lack of "quality." It is clear tnat some docicral programs serve
different purposes and different markets than those at Harvard and Berkeley F.Eie
[25] D7J. In many cases, it remains to be shown that this seriice is not worth
what it costs, at the margin. Clearly the market--for graduates, for research
and professional services of faculty, and the competition for studentsshould be
an Important test of a program's quality.

The Cost Side

All the considerations and data on the benefit side of any program or
erre ,rent .evel decision must be weighed as a Package against the costs
associated with the aecision at the mar-Skip. This last point seems tc be a
difficult one for many higher education decision-makers, including those at the
ate level, to understand. Perhaps owing to the design of university cost

eerounting systems and the pervasive use of formula-type budgeting tools,
decision- makers sometimes overlook the fact that incremental (or clecrementd!)
costs (and benefits) may differ sharply from historical average values. The

ver,ous interdependencies and otner complexities on the benefits side of
ce sions about doctoral education were discussed in the previous section. There
a-e similar complexities with respect to costs, which we consider below.
lenc7-ing these complexities will almost always lead to misallocation of
resources.

Under present circumstances it is corrinvn for state-level policy-rakers and
becet officials (and sometimes university administrators) to overestimate the
costs of new gradua'e programs and enrollment increases, and to similarly
exaggerate the savings from program and enrollment retrenchment. in the current
environment, most academics have learned that new doctoral program proposals must
be designed to utilize, to a large extent, existing campus resources if they are
'o have any chance for approval at higher levels. Thus many proposed new
programs these days are interdisciplinary in nature and often seek to utilize
resources already available on the campus or on a nearby campus or research
facility. In these circumstances, a considerable number of new students may
sometimes be accommodated in existing courses and facilities with little or no
increase in faculty,13 library, and other costs. Simil proposals for new
doctoral programs are often "piggybacked" on existing Maeler's or, occasionally,

13Lihkages with research programs, particulars; in the natural sciences, wit!
often provide access to postdortoral research associates who can to some extent
substitute for faculty, especially in supervising graduate student research.
141ndeed, argements of this kind can be so seductive when made by "experts" it a

fieW to generalists who review proposals that review r -,cesses need lc beware of
the "foot in the door" tactic of resource acquisition used by program proponents.
The proposal is sold initially as being virtually costless but turns out to be
quite expensive as the program develops. Independent but expert consultants in
the review process can help here. The key analytical issues In regard to COT'
are the validity of the assumptions about the sterting point (for examine,
research programs counted on for key support may be supported mostl'y by
unre:iable "soft" money), and the need to be fully aware of how fur the
department or institution Leal ly plans to try to go in develcp;ne the preeram
Its own "standards of quality."
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graduate professional programs.14

Equally important is the fact that increased graduate enrollments in a

department without graduate students or with relatively few graduate students per
facuily member can help pay for themselves via cost-of-education allowances
sometimes attached to graduate fellowships and vie input substitution.15 The
latter occurs when a department substitutes much cheaper graduate student
assistants for faculty in some teaching and research tasks, thus freeing eAistiaa
faculty for graduate teaching and revenue-generating activities like preparing
research grant proposals.16 Unless a department already has a large number of
graduate students, Increaseu numbers will normally add to its research
productivity and thus to its reputation and Its attractiveness to students,
research-supporting agencies, and other sponsors. Also, it should be noted that
adding modest numbers of graduate students to a department with an existing
doctoral program may not necessitate adding faculty if the students can be
accommodated in existing courses and current faculty can handle the additional
advising load. These subtle cost considerations need to be explored carefully
(but often are not), for they can sometimes reuuce the net incremental costs of
enrollment expansion far below historical average costs.

On the negative side, some of the same considerations tend tc reduce cost
savings possibilities from program and enrollment cutbacks well below what one
(for example, a state budget official) might expect on the basis of historical
cost data. Graduate enrollment cutbacks reduce revenue and, where most graduate
students are employed as part-time research and teaching assistani_,17 will
probably reduce research productivity (thus reducing revenue potential and making
it more costly to attract good faculty) and increase the average cost of teaching
undergraduates. Given that high proportions of faculty in most departments are
tenured and that some provisions almost certainly have to be made for maintaining
an intellectual "critical mass," enough faculty to cover the various subfields of
each discipline, and to provide for bringing in some "new blood," there may be
very limited possibilities for substantial cost savings short cf abandoning
programs entirely or accepting sharply reduced quality. Even if abandonment
seems justified on grounds of low current benefits, substantial cost savings take
several years to materialize as even most untenured faculty have multi-year
contracts and there are students "In the pipeline" who must be allowed to
complete their programs. The substantial savings that could accrue from the
release of tenured faculty are subject to large political and legal
uncertcinties.

Finally, in some fields at least, it is worth considering the possibility
that, before significant cost savings have materialized, it will be necessary to

15For a full development of the argument regarding input substitution, see ElC.J.
16Extramural research funds generally provide the university with substantial

unrestricted income beyond the direct costs of the project. Research funds can
also pay portions of faculty members' salaries and support graduate students and
provide them with training opportun'+'es, thus relieving the university's general
budget of these costly burdens. Research funds may also pay for postdoctoral
associates who can relieve faculty of some current teaching or at least reduce
the need for more faculty.
17This as found to be true at many of University of California's developing

campuses, where graduate students tend to be scarce relatke to faculty demands
for them.



gear 1,10 graduate programs again to meet new demands. Analysis shoule seek to
assess where this Is a serious possibility and weigh the net costs of maintairirg
some eAcess capacity for a time agairat the costs and difficulties of gearing up
rapidly in a context of urgency where others would also be bidding for faculty
and students.

Policy Analysis and Recommendations Concerniry
Doctoral Education at the University of California

The study on which this paper draws [37] gathered and analyzed extensive
rata on each of the elerents indicated in the policy analytical framework
presented above. The findings and conclusions on the key Issues are summarized
below. The findings were a mixed bag--overall, not what either side Claimed or
expecteu.

Review of the then-extant Ph.D. supply and demand projections [12 (-911 DO]
[32] suggested a generally bleak prospect for substantial number of

doctorate-winners for some years to come (at least through 1985) if they all
sought the t.,aes of Jobs traditionally filled by Ph.D.s.18 However, these
analyses did not take into account in any systematic way the likelihood, effects,
or desirability of market adaptations--in particular, in regard to types of
placements--to the relative abundance of Ph.D.s, or the probable effects on
placements of major shifts in research and development spending patterns.
Moreover, no distinctions were made regarding prospects for Ph.D.s from
instL_tions of different status levels. Since these matters are of major
importance for sound decision-making about doctoral programs, the projecticn
sutdies were of only limited usefulness for the purposes of the study.

Exhaustive analysis of Ph.D, placement trends from hundreds of University cf
California departments on six campuses in the full range of arts and sciences
fields and engineering was undertaken.19 The available data had important
limitations and findings differed substantially across fields and campuses [see
37]. But in general, in the sciences and engineering there was virtually no
evidence of unemployment of UC Ph.D.-winners and little unambiguous evidence of
significant enderemployment, although new Ph.D.s did seem to be taking longer is
find jobs. Some signs of market adaptation seemed to be showing up as more
Ph.D.s moved into what tad formerly beer unusual types of professional jobs for

them.20 in the humanities fields the picture for the new Ph.D.s seemed to be
considerably bleaker with fewer signs of apparently successful auaptation, and
more indications of prolonged unemployment and likely underemployment.

18It should be noted that more recent projection studies [6] [21] [33] come tc
essentially the same conclusions and share e aentially the same limitations as
the earlier ones.
l9The major source of data was the National Research Council's annual Survey cf

Earned Doctorates, which collects data from virtually all doctorate - winners from
U.S. universities at the time they file their Ph.D. dissertations (see [i&]).
Data were also collected from a rumber of individual doctorate-produclpg units ip
the University of California.

20Data on Ph.D. employment nationwide indicate that this -frond has accel(ratcd
since the midale seventies [17] [18]. While the avallabie data on this are
helpful, the job and employer categories are TOO crude To permit the kind of (Jeep
study that needs to be done of the character of the new kinds of ,:ob!- rh.L.s rr

taking and of their performance in them.
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The analysis revealed unexpectedly small cifferences between Ph.D.s from
departments of different quality levels in the likelihood of securirg an
apparently professional position upon graduation. The small magnitude of the
differences seemed to be cue to the fact that Ph.D.s from different types of
institutions entered different markets. The prevailing trend was not, as many in
the University of California had expected, "displacement" of Ph.D.s from lesser
institutions by those from more distinguished institutions in faculty jobs atlower status campuses, community colleges or secondary schools. Rather, more
science and engineering Pn.D.s from all status levels were moving into research
or other kinds of nonteaching professional jobs. Examination of the placement
records of the departments at the "developing" 12C, campuses indicated that most
cepartments Ph.D.s seemed to be holding their own in finding professional-levelJobs in academic research, government, industry, the nonprofit sector orccnsuliing.

Analysis of available, mostly conventional, indices of quality of
doctorate-granting departments at the developing campuses showed that few were of
embarrassingly poor quality by these standards, and that such trends as coulc be
discerned from the available indices were generally positive. Many departments,it was discovered, had apparently seen the futility of imitating Berkeley and
were trying to implement a more selective development strategy. Examination of
application trends in several fields on four of the developing campuses through
the 1973-74 (in some cases 1414-75) academic year showed that in most programs,
applications were level or declinirg, and many programs appeared to be accepting
nearly all qualified applicants. This fact, together with the thin fiscal diet
beirg provided by the state,21 made substantial gracuate enrollment increases in
the foreseeable future seem unlikely.

The very limited new resources available meant that the University could not
fund new programs or enrollment expansions on its own without terminating an
existing program or taking advantage of the kinds of complementarities between
graduate education and other departmental activities mentioned earlier. Analysisof teaching, research and graduate enrollment configurations at the developing
campuses indicated that net costs of modest increases in some departments woulc
probably be low and benefits substantial. Where qualified and properly informed
applicants were available, it was concluded that enrollment growth should not be
opposed by the state. A similar conclusion was drawn regarding new programs
brought to the California Poshsecondary

Education Commission for review, as long
as these were to be funded from savings achieved elsewhere within the University.
Wnere net increments to graduate enrollments (and thus to enrollment-linked state
resources) system-wide were anticipated, a full-scale analysis of costs and
benefits along the lines proposed earlier, and inealving the University, the
Department of Finance and the Postsecondary Education Commission, wolIc be called
for.

The approach and broad conclusions of the analysis of tie cost savings
potential, i.e., the benefits, of graduate program and enrollment cutbads was
outlined earlier. Basically the conclusions were that savings in tne short rut
were likely to be very sma' ; that savings in the longer run depended in o number
of fields on uncertFin iutLre needs that would be very costly to meet once

21in particular, by the early 197(is the state had stopped welghling graduate
,-,tudents more heavily ti,an undergrcldilates In Fise,,,,Irq the' Un;v(-,r3itylc, bodneteryreed.
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programs had been sharply cut back; and that there were likely to be substantial
costs on a variety of dimensions associated with major retrenchments. Thus the
overall conclusion from the analysis of the University of California situation
was that programs In fields where new demand could well arise in the foreseeable
future22 should not, in general, have resources cut back until there had been
several years of very weak applicant demand. In fields such as many of the
humanities disciplines where market demand was clearly very weak, and likely to
continue to be so, and the applicant pool very thin, some substantial enrolimeei
cutbacks seemed to be called for (though resource savings would generally be
modest except perhaps in the very long run). Even here given the University's
mission in terms of quality of scholarship, there seemed to be little point in
terminating doctoral programs entirely in most cases since the presence of even a
few (properly Informed, of course) doctoral students in a depa-tment has
substantial benefits and need not be costly.

Who is to Do What?

There has been an undeniable increase jr recent years In government's
demands for more accountability on the part cf the universities [11] [15J.

Essentially this means more information about and more control over the plans and
spending of the institutions. Doctoral education is a central concern of those
who believe the universities spend too much money and spend it in the wrong
places.

On many issues, and particularly these days in the planning and review of
graduate programs, the state and Institutional perspectives conflict. The state
government is in the better position to weigh the claims of higher education
against other claims, including those for tax relief. The irstitutions
undeniably have vested interests to protect and no doubt the same exaggerated
view of the importance of their own activities as other organizations. But their
considerable independence, breadth of perspective. and large stock of expertise
:ve them a unique capacity to take the long view of societal needs and

opportunities. This is a role that no governmE '1 or other major institution in
society plays very effectively. A considerable daegee in the present context is
that state officials will give too little weight to long-run and hard-to-measure
benefits considerations in their haste to save money now.

More influence might be gained for the universities' perspectives on these
issues if they were somewhat more insulated from immediate political pressures.
Moves in this direction, however, are probably infeasible pol!tically in most

states and may invite a lack of responsiveness to legitimate public concerns on
the part of the Institutions. Indeed, one must have considerable faith in both
the wisdom of academics and the broad congruence of academic and public values to
urge, within a democratic philosophical framework, farther insulation than
obtains in say, California, under current constitutional arrangements.

22it should be cured that, it .,nidition to large uncertainties on the demand
side, annual U.S. Ph.D. output in many science and engineering disciplines has
declined substantially since the early 1970s [18]. Thus, large increases in
demand may not be necessary to produce perceived manpower shortages. In

engineering, for example, doctorate output has declined some thirty percent in
the last decade [18], which explains in large part why relatively modest Comanc
growth has procuced a serious scarcity of Ph.D.-trained engineers ioda,.
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Short of major structural change, then, one car only urge that state-level
policy-makers see the wisdom of leaving most decisions about programs,
enrollments, internal resource allocation ant, management to the institutions
within a politically-determined

overall budget constraint and with some
monitoring of the Institutions' decisions. An incentive structure that permits
maximum decentralization of allocation and management decisions is particularly
desirable in a university, both because it is most consistent with the valuable
tradition of academic autonomy, and because it places decisions about the
unusually specializoo activities in the disciplines in the hands of tnose with
the most relevant knowledge. As long as state resources are linked to
enrollments, we can be assured that enrollments and enrollment prospects will
play a considerable role in program development, program termination and resource
allocation decisions. This in turn assures attention to student interests and
thus, as long as students are well-informed, to sock+al needs, market demands,
and intellectual developments, which tend to be intercorrelated and to which
students do respond. It encourages departments and campuses to think
entrepreneuriaily, to develop and execute strategies designed to find and exploit
intellectual market niches, the success of which can be subsequently evaluated.
Such a funding arrangement also applies pressure on the institution to move to
rerminate programs that consistently fail to attract students. As long as some
resources are provided on a more discretionary basis, the institution should, as
is appropriate, have some capacity to subsidize programs it sees as important in
spite of low enrollment.

In such a setup, the state government's role should be to see that
prospective graduate students are provided with the best available objective
informati( about the costs, risks and likely benefits of matriculation in the
graduate programs they are considering. This shoula substantially increase the
degree to '.hich student demand trends reflect shifts in societal needs. The
state shoula also monitor, publicize and comment on institutions'
performance--where possible, relative to other comparable institutions- -ir, such
areas as responsiveness to student and market demands, efficiency in the use of
resources, and program quality. The state's control over the largest part c4 the
universities' discretionary Income will insure that the institutions ray
attention to legitimate state concerns.

These steps are probably as far as the state can efficiently go in seeking
accountability from its public universities, whether in graduate education or in
other spheres of activity.

7 1.14
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